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Abstract 

The present work of applied statistics was motivated by the lack of data smoothing 
procedures in data analysis which would produce curves as smooth as a graphically 
skilled human normally draws: The usual non-parametric regression estimators 
such as smoothing splines or kerne! estimators are quite useful for the approxi
mation of many smooth functions. But these approximating curves often show 
many little wiggles which do not appear to be necessary for a good description 
of the data. Each wiggle corresponds to one or two superfiuous infiection points. 
A "perfect" smoother would produce as few infiection points as necessary for low 
bias. 

To the given data points (x1, y1), (x2, Y2), . . . , (xn, Yn), we want to fit a function 
f ( x) which should be as smooth as possible in the above sense. We consider the 
underlying model 

y; = J(x;) +e:;, i = 1, .. . ,n, 

where the random erros ej are assumed to have mean zero and, in general also to 
be independent. 

The "Maximum Likelihood" ( 'm.I. ') method is well-known tobe an asymptot
ically optimal method of estimation under rather weak assumptions. Here, for the 
case of independent errors, a nonparametric m.l. estimation would be equivalent 
to the choice of any interpolating function f - which is definitely not what we aim 
at. In the case of independent e; ~ H;(O), the negative log-likelihood which is to 
be minimized can be written as I:i=I p; (y; - f(x;)). 

The method of "Maximum Penalized Likelihood" arises from restricting the 
m.l. method to a certain dass of smooth functions f which means that they 
are required to have ' roughness ' R[f] :S: C. In contrast to the smoothing splines 
approach where the roughness is chosen as R[f] = J:,• Jlfl dx, we choose our 
criterion more carefully considering what the 'real' roughness of a curve means to 
the eye, namely infiection points and, to lesser degree, infiection points of higher 
derivatives f', etc. Or, expressed slightly differently, change of curvature which we 
approximate by / 111 

/ f". In this approach these infiections points 'of higher order' 
are taken into account explicitly only by the generalization "v > 2" (chapt. 3) . 

The Maximum Penalized Likelihood criterion given by 

n 

LP(Y; - f(xi)) + 
i=l 

{"'" (!lll(t)) 2 

,\ Jx, f"(t) dt, 

favours functions f with low mean "standardized change of curvature" 
K1 / K = !'"/ f" - 3/'f"/(1 + /'2) ~ /

111 / j", where K(x) is the curvature of f at x. 

V 



If f has the infiection points w1, w2, .„ Wnw then the criterion's integrand can 
be represented as (! 111 /f")(x) = L:j~1 x.!w; + h/( x), where the function h/ is 
!'" / f" , diminished by the "poles", and is therefore continuous. 

The penalty term contains nw times infinity which leads to disjoint classes of 
functions , each with a fixed number of infiection points. In each dass , the penalty, 
modified to f (h/(t))

2 dt, still penalizes the change of curvature and prevents more 
than nw infiection points. 

lt is proved that this variational problem has a solution for any positive smooth
ing parameter, under very weak assumptions on p. 

In order to solve the above variational problem and a quite interesting general
ization of it, the corresponding Euler-Lagrange differential equation is considered. 
lt gives rise to a non-standard boundary condition problem where some 'bound
ary' conditions arise at each data point x; . The differential equation problem 
is numerically quite delicate, i.e„ it is badly conditioned which means a certain 
instability on small changes of the initial conditions. Therefore, a generalized 
"multiple shooting" method is developed. lt leads to a Newton method to find a 
high-dimensional zero, and uses an even !arger system of differential equations to 
provide the derivatives for Newton. 

Finally, a minirnization to choose the infiection points Wj is needed, and some 
considerations are necessary, how to look for a rninimum in the space of the Wj. 

To initially estimate the infiection points and provide a decent starting value 
for the above Newton method, we investigate a "pre-smoothing" procedure. Op
timal discrete weight estimators for derivatives are developed and are seen to be 
equivalent to local polynornial regression which is done by orthogonal polynornials. 
A generalized 'Homer' algorithm is used for efficient and accurate evaluation of 
the function and derivatives in this polynomial basis. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Diese Arbeit im Umfeld der angewandten Statistik entstand, weil in der Da
tenanalyse Glättungsverfahren fehlen, die ebenso glatte Kurven liefern würden, 
wie sie ein zeichen-technisch geschulter Mensch von Hand normalerweise zeichnet: 
Die üblichen nicht-parametrischen Regressionsverfahren wie glättende Splines oder 
Kern-Schätzer sind ganz nützlich für die Approximation vieler glatter FUnktionen. 
Aber diese glättenden Kurven zeigen häufig viele kleine Wellen, die überflüssig 
scheinen für eine gute Datenbeschreibung. Jede dieser Wellen entspricht einem 
oder zwei unnötigen Wendepunkten. Ein perfekter Glätter wird (unter anderem) 
so wenig Wendepunkte wie (für kleinen Bias) nötig entstehen lassen. 

Den gegebenen Datenpunkten (x 1 , y1 ), (x2, y2), ... , (xn, Yn) wollen wir eine F\ink
tion f(x) anpassen, die im obigen Sinne so glatt wie möglich sein soll. Wir be
trachten das zugrunde liegende Modell 

Yi = f(x;) + c:;, i = 1, ... , n , 

wobei wir annehmen, dass die zufälligen Fehler c:; Erwartungswert Null haben und 
unabhängig sind. 

Die "Maximum Likelihood" ( 'ML ') Methode ist allgemein bekannt als asym
ptotisch optimale Schätzung unter ziemlich schwachen Voraussetzungen. Hier, 
im Falle von unabhängigen Fehlern, wäre eine nicht-parametrische ML-Schätzung 
äquivalent zur Wahl irgendeiner interpolierenden F\inktion f - was wir ganz sicher 
nicht wollen. Falls c:; ~ H;(O) (unabhängig), kann die negative Log-Likelihood, die 
minimiert werden muss, geschrieben werden als L:i'=1 p; (y; - f(x;)). 

Die Methode der "Maximum Penalized Likelihood" entsteht durch Beschrän
kung der ML-Methode auf eine gewisse Klasse von glatten F\inktionen f, d.h. 
dass diese die "Rauhheit" ('roughness') R[f] :'.'O C haben müssen. Im Gegen
satz zum auf die glättenden Splines führenden Ansatz, bei dem die Rauhheit als 
R[f] = J:," f"2 dx gemessen wird, achten wir bei der Wahl unseres Kriterium mehr 
darauf, was für das Auge Rauhheit wirklich bedeutet, nämlich Wendepunkte und 
- in kleinerem Masse - Wendepunkte höherer Ableitungen. Oder, mit etwas an
derer Betonung, Krümmungsänderung, die wir approximieren durch / 111 

/ f". Die 
erwähnten Wendepunkte höherer Ordnung werden bei unserem Ansatz nur dann 
direkt berücksichtigt, wenn die Verallgemeinerung v > 2 betrachtet wird (siehe 
Kapitel 3). 

Das "Maximum Penalized Likelihood" Kriterium, welches gegeben ist durch 

n 

L, p (y; - f(x;)) + 
i=l 1"'" (!"'(t)) 2 

,\ "'' f"(t) dt, 
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begünstigt Funktionen f mit kleiner "relativer Krümmungsänderung" 
K1/ K = !"' / !" - 3/' !" /(1 + /'2

) ~ !"'//",wobei K(x) die Krümmung von f an der 
Stelle x bezeichnet. 

Wenn wir für f die Wendepunkte w1 , w2 , •• , Wnw annehmen, kann der Integrand 
des Kriteriums dargestellt werden als (/111 

/ !") ( x) = Ej~1 „.!w + h /( x ), wobei die 
' Funktion h / gleich '/111 

/ f" minus die Pole', und damit stetig ist. Der Bestra-
fungsterm ('penalty') enthält dann nw mal unendlich. Dies führt zu disjunkten 
Funktionen-Klassen, wobei in jeder Klasse die Anzahl Wendepunkte fest ist, der 
modifizierte "Penalty", J ( h /(t)) 2 dt, immer noch Krümmungsänderungen bestraft 
und verhindert, dass mehr als nw Wendepunkte entstehen. 

Es wird bewiesen, dass eine Lösung dieses Variationsproblems existiert für alle 
positiven Werte des Glättungsparameters, unter sehr schwachen Voraussetzungen 
an p. 

Um dieses Variationsproblem und eine interessante Verallgemeinerung davon 
zu lösen, betrachten wir die zugehörige Euler-Lagrange Differerentialgleichung. 
Dies führt auf ein nicht-standard Randwert-Problem, bei dem gewisse Randbedin
gungen bei jedem Datenpunkt x; auftreten. Dieses Randwertproblem ist nume
risch ziemlich heikel, d.h. es ist schlecht konditioniert. Dies bedeutet eine Insta
bilität gegenüber kleinen Änderungen der Anfangsbedingungen. Deshalb wurde 
eine verallgemeinerte "Multiple Shooting" - Methode entwickelt. Sie enthält einen 
Newton-Algorithmus, um eine hochdimensionale Nullstelle zu finden. Dabei wird 
für die Ableitungsmatrix ein noch grösseres System von Differentialgleichungen 
benötigt. 

Schliesslich muss über die Wendepunkte Wj minimiert werden, und es sind 
gewisse Überlegungen angebracht, in welcher Richtung nach einem Minimum im 
Raum der w i gesucht werden soll. 

Um eine erste Schätzung der Wendepunkte und einen guten Start'wert' für die 
obige Newton-Methode zu erhalten, untersuchen wir einen "Vor-Glätter". Wir ent
wickeln optimale Schätzer für Ableitungen auf der Basis von diskreten Gewichten. 
Wir zeigen, dass diese äquivalent sind zu lokaler Regression mit Polynomen, wobei 
orthogonale Polynome verwendet werden sollen. Wir beschreiben eine Verallgemei
nerung des Homer-Verfahrens zur effizienten und numerisch stabilen Berechnung 
orthogonaler Polynome. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction & Motivation 

1.1 Why Better Smoothers ? 

In the last decades, non-parametric regression methods have been developed to 
gain flexibility in regression problems of data analysis. The parametric models 
used in diverse application areas have been too restrictive for many applications. 
The usual non-parametric regression curves such as smoothing splines (in Silver
man (1985)), (possibly robust) kernel estimators (in Härdle & Gasser (1984)), or 
locally (weighted) regression 'LOWESS' (in Cleveland (1979)) have the nice prop
erty to fit a vast dass of smooth functions very weil . 
But they still may show many little wiggles (i.e. infiection points) which do not 
appear to be necessary for a good description of the data. A "perfect" smoother 
would produce as few inflection points as necessary for low bias. 

lt is known from Silverman (1984) and Müller (1987), that the above-mentioned 
smoothers are asymptotically equivalent to each other (where, e.g., the splines cor
respond to a variable-width kernel estimator with exponentially decaying kerne!) 
and that they all are acting locally (which means that the estimate f(x) depends 
only on data near x ), even if the splines do so only approximately. The argument 
of Cleveland and Devlin (1988), p.609, that "splines are not generally local" in 
contrast to the other two methods (though they admit Silverman's (1984) result), 
seems rather theoretical because the general behavior of these methods is quite 
similar from our point of view. The local behavior of the splines was also con
firmed by our practical experiences with Hutchinson's (1985 & 1986) 'generalized 
cross-validated' cubic spline smoother "cubgcv". This procedure was put into 
"S" at CSIRO Canberra, Australia, and kindly transmitted to Zürich by Geoffrey 
Eagleson. 

Neither of the three methods is taking into account a real qualitative smooth
ness property, though the splines minimize an overall measure of approximate 

1 



2 1. Introduction & Motivation 

curvature. Therefore we may consider them as "one method" in comparison to 
our approach. 

Their drawbacks may be illustrated by the following example (see figure 1.1). 
Artificially, 32 data values Yi were generated by a noisy damped sine function, 

Yi .- ds( xi) + ci, where ds(x) := exp( -1.lx) *Bin ( 3. 757r(l.lx - 1/8) 2
) , 

Xi . - i/32, and Ci ~ N(O, 0.062
) i.i.d., for i = 1, . . . ,32. (1.1) 

"' i „1···· 
0 

": 

"' 0 
E i -l'l 

0 i .! 0 l 

"! 
9 

Generating functlon ds() 

... "Wp" (Var • .0038) 

9 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Figure 1.1 : Dampened sine data (1.1), n = 32. "Wp"smoother with 3 inflection 
points shows combination of low bias (no erosion !) and smoothness quality. 

Along with the 'classical' smoothers (figure 1.2 and 1.3) we applied our "Wp" 
smoothing procedure (figure 1.1) . lt penalizes relative change of curvature and 
(therefore) fixes the number of inflection points which was required tobe three. 

Note that "Wp"combines low bias with smoothing quality as producing only 
necessary infiection points and a general smooth curvature. Figure 1.2 shows 
the cubic splines which suffer from at least one of these: Either they produce 
too many wiggles or they show 'erosion', i.e. bias at local extrema. The cross
validated spline was computed by the generalized cross-validation of Hutchinson, 
see above. The other two splines were chosen as to reproduce one of the qualities of 
the "Wp" smooth above. The second curve has the same residual sum of squares 



1.1. Why Setter Smoothers ? 

"' 0 

.., 
0 

N 
0 

"' 0 

"' 9 

.., 
9 

0.0 0.2 

cross·validalod 
Var- .0030 
3 infloction polnts 
'true' genoratlng tune. 

0.4 

3 

0.6 0.8 1.0 

Figure 1.2: Dampened sine data (figure 1.1). Cubic splines show too many infiec
tion points or erosion (bias). 

"' 0 

... 
0 

N 
0 

0 
0 

... 
9 

0.0 0.2 

Var- .0038 
3 tnllection points 
·1rue' generafing lunc. 

0.4 0.6 

1
' ·· /' 

0.8 1.0 

Figure 1.3: Dampened sine data (figure 1.1) . LOWESS gives many infl.ection 
points or erosion (bia.s) . Worse than cubic splines. 



4 1. I ntr oduction & Motivation 

(or equivalently the same ernpirical variance) whereas the third one gives the best 
fit among all which have only three inflection points. Whereas the cross-validated 
spline has 8 inflection points, the second still has 4 of thern and already erodes the 
last two extrerna. The LOWESS srnoothers frorn figure 1.3 are even worse. The 
curve with residual variance .0038 has 6 inflection points while the one with three 
inflection points erodes disastrously. 

The sirnulation was not selected frorn a whole batch, but just the first one 
we got. lt therefore dernonstrates in a fair rnanner how classical srnoothers suffer 
heavily frorn 'erosion' which is the bias near local extrerna, or show too rnuch 
qualitative 'variation ' in the sense of inflection points or change of curvature. 

Another example is real data. The 'housing starts' data frorn 'S' were de
seasonalized by 'SABL', and the resulting data (including the noise part) taken as 
raw data: 

> s .hs <- sabl (hstart) 

> hs . data <- s .hs $ trend + s .hs $ irregular 

~ 

~ 

~ 

;:: u 
ll 

e 

"' 
„ 

1966 1968 1970 1972 1974 

Figure 1.4: 'Housing starts' data, tirnes-series of length 108, 'sabl' de-saisonalized. 
A typical "'Wp" smoother, restricted to 3 inflection pts, with residual Var. = .1155, 
and lag-1 autocorrelation .079 (~ 0). 



1.1. Why Setter Smoothers? 

;: 

1966 1968 1970 

"Wp" (sm.lambda- 0.0002) 
·wp· (sm.lambda- 0.001) 
·wp• (sm.lambda. 2e-05) 

1972 1974 

5 

Figure 1.5: 'Housing starts' data smoothed by "Wp" smoothers with 3 inflection 
points. The third one is quite close to the limit case >. --t 0. 

1966 1968 1970 

'Wp" (sm.lambda- 0.0002) 
Cubic Spline w. Var .1155 
LOWESS with Var .1155 

1972 1974 

Figure 1.6: 'Housing starts' data. Comparison of smoothing procedures. Cubic 
splines and LOWESS are tuned such as to have the same residual variance. 



6 1. Introduction & Motivation 

We get a time-series of 108 observations which correspond to the square root 
of a de-seasonalized number of housing starts in the U.S.A. The trend computed 
by the sabl procedure above is a smoothed version of this data with 19 inflec
tion points and residual variance estimate of only .0904. But we want to have 
a smoother smooth than this one. In figure 1.4 we show the data and a typical 
"Wp" smoother with three inflection points. Note the smoothness of the curve. 
The smoothness is considered tobe appropriate looking at figure 1.5 where "Wp"'s 
with more or less smoothing are shown in comparison. 

;:: 

1966 1968 1970 

"Wp" (sm.lambda· 0.0002) 
Cubic Spline w. 3 infl.pts 
LOWESS w. 3 (+ .. ) inll.pls 

1972 1974 

Figure 1.7: 'Housing starts' data. Cubic splines and LOWESS with the best fits 
for 3 inflection points (for LOWESS only if boundary regions are omitted). 
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1.2 Model, ldeas and Other Approaches 1n Sim
ilar Directions 

To the given data points (x 1, y1 ), (x2, Y2), ... , (xn, Yn), we want to fit a function 
f(x) which should be as smooth as possible in the above sense, i.e„ it should have 
only a few infiection points. We consider the underlying model 

Yi=f(xi)+ci, i=l„ .. ,n, (1.2) 

where the random errors ci are assumed to have mean zero. In most cases, we 
further assume that they are independent. 

Inspired from examples like those of the last section, there were quite a few 
suggestions and ideas to improve the quality of non-parametric smoothers. 

1.2 .1 R estricted and generalized splines 

Several approaches use spline functions and restrict them to being monotone, 
convex, or piecewise convex or monotone. 

• The most recent work is Ramsay (1988), on monotone regression splines, 
were he argues for 'regression' splines rather than 'smoothing' ones, because 
the number and location of the knots may be choosen appropriately by the 
data analyst. 

• The Annals ' paper of Wright and Wegman (1980), being of theoretical na
ture, proves existence of minimizing splines under restrictions as (piecewise) 
monotonicity, convexity, etc. 

• There are much older reports on more sophisticated algorithms which even 
allow to prescribe the sign of the curvature, i.e„ where one would not want 
to have infiection points, by applied numerical analysts as Dierckx (1980), 
and Cox (1973). Dierckx also uses regression splines, but implemented an 
automatic ad-hoc algorithm to choose the knots. 

My experience with his program and his own examples showed that the 
smooth curves sometimes tend to be 'nearly' piecewise linear with 'brisk ' 
changes of the slopes which is often very unsatisfactory. This behavior -
arising also in other restricted spline approaches - is well explained in
tui tively: One is looking for a function f minimizing J: f'n(t)dt under re
strictions, including that (-l)i f"(x) ~ 0 on some sub-intervals Ij C [a, b] . 
Approximately, one might just look for f in each Ii separately, requiring, 
e.g„ f" ~ 0, and f" = 0 at the interval boundaries. The minimization of 
Ji; Jlfl(t)dt now will often yield whole subintervals where f" = 0. 
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• More recent research in numerical analysis went into 'constrained' and 'ex
ponential' splines. It is known that interpolating splines interpolating mono
tone data are not monotone in general. Nor are they convex if interpolating 
convex data. This bad property of course carries over to smoothing as a 
generalization of interpolation. Micchelli et al. (1985) have shown that con
strained polynomial splines uniquely minimize the usual splines' criterion in 
the set of functions with restricted sign of the k-th derivative. lrvine et al. 
(1986) have implemented the solution in an algorithm which subsequently 
was put into IMSL, named "CSCON". lt gives a cubic spline ( with an 'un
predictable' number of knots, often more than data points ), which 'preserves 
shape', i.e., it is convex and concave where the data are. But the same un
satisfactory tendence as above is observed: The 'smooth' functions, though 
being in C 2 , are sometimes very much like piecewise linear. And these splines 
are not eo-monotone with the data in general. 

• The 'exponential' splines are piecewise representable as 

E(x) = a + bx + cepx + de-px. 

lf E(x) is re-parametrized as E(x) = a' + b'x + c'/p2(cosh(px)-1) + 
+d' / p3( sinh(px )-px) then, for p --+ 0, E( x) converges to a cubic polynomial. 
The cubic splines therefore arise as a special case. It can be shown (Hess 
and Schmidt, 1986) that the knots and for each knot interval the 'weight' 
( completely free parameter) p may be chosen such that convex data is inter
polated by a convex exponential spline. This approach is interesting in so far 
that it is a generalization of cubic splines, and theoretical properties and al
gorithms are established (see Rentrop (1980), and Pruess (1976)), but there 
are still a lot of ad-hoc methods necessary to choose the many parameters 
of the method. 

1.2.2 Large parametric classes, exponential sums 

A completely different approach (of F. Hampel) started from the fact that two 
classes of (subsets of) convex functions, the 'absolutely monotone' and the 'com
pletely monotone' functions (see Feller 11(1966)) may be approximated well by a 
parametric class of functions. All derivatives of functions from both classes have 
no inflection points such that they are 'most smooth' from our point of view. 
They are defined and characterized as follows. Note that both are representable 
by a natural countably infinite sequence of parameters which can be truncated in 
practice, for an arbitrary good approximation of a given function. 

• A function u : (a, b)--+ R is absolutely monotone on (a, b), iff u(vl(x) 2: 0 for 
a < x < b. Feller proves that the absolutely monotone functions on (0, 1) 
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are exactly the analytic functions which have power-series with non-negative 
coefficients. Examples are 1/(1- x), exp(x), or tan(2x/7r). 

• The function '1' : (0, oo) -+ lR. is completely monotone, iff (-l)"'f'(vl(x) 2". O 
for x > 0. These functions are quite important because of the following 
characterization: 

Cf' is completely monotone ijf it is of the form 

where F is a measure (not necessarily finite) on [O, oo ). 

Examples are l/x, or exp(-x ). Note that for any absolutely monotone func
tion f on ( -oo, 0) the reflected function f (-x) is completely monotone. 
Feiler further shows that the product and large dass of transformations of 
completely monotone functions are still completely monotone. In XIII.11 
'Problems', it is shown that completely monotone equidistant data may al
ways be interpolated by a completely monotone function, and mentioned 
that 

a completely monotone function f is uniquely determined by its values J( x;) 
whenever L: l/x; = oo. 

One could try to approximate the completely monotone functions, instead of pre
scribing an interpolation set as in the theorem mentioned, using approximations 
of the form 

p 

J(x) = Ea;eb'%, 
i=l 

the so-called exponential sums. If we require that all a;, b; > 0, we have an ab
solutely monotone function, whereas for e.g., a; > 0, b; < 0, it is completely 
monotone. These function classes form an 'ideally smooth' basis for approxima
tion of monotone, convex or concave functions because every derivative has no 
inflection points (and is monotone). 

To construct function classes with a small fixed number of inflection points 
( and still not too many higher order inflection points ), one may consider exponen
tial sums with arbitrary a; . P6lya and Szegö (1964) , p. 49, have considered the 
number of zeros of such general exponential sums. They prove that the number 
of zeros of J(x), Z, is Z ~ W where W is the number of of sign changes of the 
sequence ai, a 2, ... , ap, if we require that the b; are increasing, b1 < b2 < ... < bp. 
Unfortunately, it is not feasible to use these exponential sums as large parametric 
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dass to approximate functions with few inflection points: In numerical analysis, 
Rice (1962), and Braess (1967, 1970a, 1970b) have investigated the problem of best 
Chebychev (i.e., L 00 ) approximations by exponential sums, and some of their re
sults have been extended to general Lp approximation for 1 ~ p ~ oo by Kammler 
(1973a,1973b). The main results for us are 

1. If all a; are restricted to be positive (negative), there is a unique best ap
proximation. 

2. Otherwise, the dass of exponential sums in not closed under (weak) conver
gence. Consider for example, the functions 

!.e(l+S)„ - !.e"' -+ xe"' , for o -+ 0. 
0 0 

The appropriate dosure is the set of generalized exponential sums Vm which 
can either be characterized as the set of all solutions y of linear differential 
equations 

d 
x E [a,b], and D = dx ' 

with initial conditions D ; - 1y(O) = d;, j = 1, 2, ... , m, or equivalently as 

1 M;-1 

f(x) = I;P;(x)eb; x, where P;(x) = I: a;kx\ 
j =l k=O 

with L:~=I M; = m . Note that the polynornials up to degree m - 1 are a 
particular subset of Vm . 

3. With this set, best Lp approximations exist, but local minima are proved to 
arise (Braess, 1970a), and are quite numerous in practice. 

4. Braess (1967) defines a generalized notion of number of sign changes of the 
parameter sequence for generalized exponential sums and proves the corre
sponding generalization of P6lya and Szegö's result . In (1970a), he further 
shows that these 'sign dasses' are topologically quite relevant and that there 
is a best approximation in each of them. From this he concludes the existence 
of multiple rninima, as mentioned. 

These theoretical arguments indicate that exponential sums do not seem to 
be practically useful as models for smooth functions with inflection points. The 
arising difficulties have been 'verified' (at a time where we were not aware of 
the above theory) by several computer experiments with a non-linear regression 
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routine trying to fit an exponential sum with about three to five terms to data 
where one to four infiection points would have been appropriate. The program 
quite often failed to converge in a prescribed bounded domain for the parameters, 
the reason being that an a;0 and b;0 'tried' to tend to ±oo. In other cases there 
was convergence to a local minimum which gave very poor fits. 

In general, it seems tobe difficult to define approximating parametric classes 
with a fixed positive number of infiection points, or other sign changes. All these 
sets will not be closed under ( convex) linear combination of their elements as 
opposed to the case of the convex functions. Further, one would have to devise 
parameter restrictions which are quite complicated. Consider the case of three 
exponential terms for one infiection point. By elementary calculus we got the 
following 

Then F ha3 at mo3t one infiection point if and only if 

a3 :'.S 0 or 1::1q :'.S ( (1 + q-1) (1 + q-1 - (qr)-1)2) q (1 + q)r-2 (1.3) 

where q :== c2/ c3 (> 0) and r :== 1 + c2/ c1. 

We have now seen why these other approaches are not satisfactory for us. 
We know of one further approach with a similar aim, namely of Tukey (1988). 
His procedure would consist in a kind of piecewise (parametric) 'smelting' (Tukey 
(1982)) . Functions of the form f(x) == Yo + exp ( c + d(x + h)f) give monotone 
stretches of the curve. These functions are put together piecewisely. The boundary 
locations of the different pieces would eventually be chosen by the analyst , and 
Tukey believes that their e:x:act place might not be too important. At the moment, 
we do not know about any final results of this interesting work. 

The next section introduces the approach which we have chosen finally, because 
it appears to be more natural than many others from a theoretical point of view, 
and it is going to solve really the problem which was posed, and not a different 
simplified one. 

1.3 Reasons for Choosing Maximum Penalized 
Likelihood 

The "Maximum Likelihood" ( 'm.l. ' ) method is well-known tobe a general asymp
totically optimal method of estimation in statistics. In the case of independent 
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c; ~ H;(O) with density h;, the negative log-likelihood which is to be minimized 
equals to I:i=t Pi (Yi - f(xi)), where Pi= -log hi. 

The usual least-squares choice p(x) = x2/2 corresponding to normally dis
tributed errors leads to estimators which are not robust. This means that they are 
highly infiuenced by only few outlying observations. From the theory of robustness 
(see e.g. Hampelet al. (1986)), it is weil known that one gets robust 'M-estimators' 
if jp'j :'.'::'. C for some C E IR. The choice of Huber's p, 

def { x
2 /2 

pc(x) = c(Jxl - c/2) 
forjxf:'.'::'.c =(x2-(Jxj-c)2);2 
for lxl > c + ' 

(1.4) 

gives the optimal 'minimax' estimators in the case of linear regression. They are 
most efficient in a full neighborhood of the normal distribution and are acceptable 
for practically any distribution of the errors e:i. Therefore, by choosing such a p, we 
do have 'non-parametric' estimation which is strictly speaking not true if p(x) = 
cx 2 because the quality is then too much dependent on the error distribution. In 
general, p can be taken arbitrarily positive definite without requiring it to be a 
log-likelihood. 

Consider the 'housing starts' example from above. We substitute y11 = 8.86 
by y11 := 0.86, simulating a common typing error. We smooth this contarninated 

1966 1968 

Robust "Wp" (Huber, c-1 .5) 
Least-Squares "Wp• 

1970 1972 1974 

Figure 1..8: 'Housing starts' data with a gross error 0.86, smoothed by "Wp" with 
3 infiection points. Robust: Huber's pi.5 , least-squares: p(x) = x 2/2. 
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data by our "Wp" smoother (restricted to 3 infl.ection points) with Huber's Pl.S 
and least squares p(x) = x 2/2 = limc~ooPc(x). Actually, we set c = 100 which is 
easily seen to be equivalent to c = oo, here. The non-robust least-squares solution 
is distorted by the outlier though the fixed number of inflection points reduces the 
influence of the outlier to some extent. 

Here, for the case of independent errors, simple m.l. estimation is equivalent 
to the choice of any interpolating function f - which is definitely not what we aim 
at. We therefore have to modify the method. A natural approach is to restrict the 
m.l. method in order to get a criterion which yields smooth functions: We restrict 
ourselves to functions from a smoothness dass S which is defined as S(M) = {! E 
C[x 1 , Xn]; R[f] :S M}. Here, R[f] is a "roughness penalty" functional which gives 
low values to smooth functions. Its choice will be discussed below. Let us assume 
that R[f] = 00 whenever f '1- cm[x1, XnJ, such that s c cm[x1, Xnl· The restricted 
maximum likelihood problem 

n 

min L:P;(y; -f(x;)) 
/ES(M) i=l 

is equivalent to the following criterion (if R[·] is a continuous functional restricting 
the fit of f in some way): 

n mr;. {;P; (y; - f(x;)), under R[f] = M {equality !). 

For minimization problems under equality restrictions, it is known that the method 
of "Lagrange-multipliers" gives an equivalent minimization problem without re
strictions. This applies also (under some regularity assumptions) to problems of 
unknown functions (instead of numbers), which means variational problems such 
as the problem we have here. For the related problem of spline smoothing, this 
was proved by Reinsch (1970). Therefore, we can state an equivalent form of the 
above restricted m.l. criterion by the following "Maximum P enalized Likelihood" 
criterion. Note that there is a ).(M) (andin general a unique one) which makes 
the two criteria equivalent: 

n 

L:: p; (y; - f(x;)) + AR[/]. 
i=l 

The constant ). is called 'smoothing parameter' because the amount of smoothing 
is determined by its value. Minimizing functions f for low ). will more closely 
'interpolate' the data whereas for !arge ). the residuals y; - f(x;) will not have 
much weight anymore. 

By this approach we have a criterion to find smooth functions which is very 
general and still can be tailored to our specific requirements of qualitative smooth
ness and efficient robustness. The choice of the penalty R[f] is the most important 
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decision to take. In the following chapter, we are going to discuss our approach 
of choosing an ( approximation to) the integrated square of the relative change of 
curvature which entails 'infinite' penalty for inflection points. 

i:::. This approach leads us to choose !" as a measure of local roughness. To 
consider this fraction and inflection points were two of the main ideas provided by 
F . Hampel a.t the beginning of this work. 



Chapter 2 

Roughness-Penalties 

2.1 Introduction, Classical Approach 

In order to smooth we should have a rather well-defined notion of smoothness. 
Several measures of smoothness have been seen in the past, and many of them seem 
to be rather mathematically 'useful' (i .e., easily tractable) than really measuring 
what most mathematicians and statisticians would agree to call 'decently' smooth. 
In this chapter, we are going to measure 'roughness' R[f] of a function f as contrary 
to smoothness. Our approach is estimating f in the model Yi = f(x;) + E;, 

i = 1, .. , n , by a Maximum Penalized Likelihood criterion as 
n 

l:P(Y; -f(x;)) + >.R[f]. 
i=l 

What roughness penalties R[f] are appropriate 

In nonparametric density estimation, the maximum penalized likelihood ap
proach has been investigated before, see the monograph of Tapia and Thompson 
(1978), and the discussion paper of Good and Gaskins (1980). The latter used 
R[f] = f 1"2(t) dt, where "( = .Jl, providing automatically the density restric
tion f ~ 0. In their preceeding paper (1972), they discuss the choice of different 
penalties as taking a general linear combination 4a1'2 + ß1'n. instead of 1'n.. The 
choice of f "tn.( t) dt was justified by the fact that this is a quarter of the Fisher 
information E [(!' / !) 2], since 1' = ~!' 1-1/ 2 . Their final choice of "fm was based 
only on numerical simulation with a normal mixture example. But though they 
actually intend to penalize 'bumps', i.e., local extrema, they chose their criterion 
also such as to yield a variational problem which is easy to solve: For such a nice 
penalty the 'llitz approach' (see section 4.1.1) may be applied naturally. 

In the discussion, there were proposals of other penalties as adding a monotone 
function of the number of 'bumps' at which they were actually aiming, something 

15 
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like J w(t)/ f(t) dt , or simply J f"2(t) dt. We may note here that an approach like 
counting the bumps is not feasible if it is taken as the only penalty: In our case, 
regression, let us assume a situation with convex data. Then, there are in:finitely 
many convex interpolating curves, all yielding a zero criterion. Therefore, a best 
one cannot be determined by this criterion. 

The 3moothing .sp/ine3 approach is motivated as following: lt seems natural to 
penalize high curvature K and to take R[f] = J:; K(t) 2 dt. Because the curvature 
is 

f"(x) 
K(x) = (1 + f'(x)2) 3/2' (2.1) 

it may be approximated by K(x) ~ c · f"(x) (if f'(x) ~ const !) which leads to 
the cubic 3p/ine3 3moother. This last argument is not very exact and actually is 
much more motivated by the simplicity of f"2 compared to K2. The exact curvature 
approach was investigated and implemented by Glass (1966). He reported only 
interpolation examples where his approach proved favourable compared to the 
cubic splines. Nevertheless, the work of Reinsch (1967) which also provided a 
detailed algorithm was the starting point for a !arge amount of work on smoothing 
splines, because before, they were mainly used for interpolation. Andin (1971), 
he improved his algorithm and provided the connection with penalized likelihood 
methods, relying on the basis work of Schoenberg (1964). The latter mentions that 
already in 1923 Whittaker used a method of 'graduation' to estimate smoothed 
discrete values Yi, for y; at x;, using l:i':t(ti. myi) 2 to penalize the least-squares. 
He chose first m and then the smoothing parameter. 

2.2 Change of Curvature, Inftection Points 

The penalties mentioned all rely on the same concept of smoothness amounting 
just to low curvature. 

But doe3 high curvature real/y mean "roughne33" ~ 

Consider the following daily life situation: A bicycle (or car) driver has no dif
ficulties in a curve with constant high curvature (which would be a sector of a 
circle ). But there is high danger if the curvature is changing too rapidly ( e.g., at 
the end or beginning of the curve) . And the most dangerous are the S-shaped 
curves, where the road's curvature changes sign. 

So it is perhaps even more 'natural' to take the 

"standardized CHANGE of curvature" 

K1/K = f"'/J"-3j'J"j(l + J'2
) ~ f"'/J" 
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as a measure of roughness. Note that this is also the "change of log curvature" 
t log11:(x). The approximation 11:1/11: ~ !"'/!" 'follows' formally from 11:(x) ~ 
cf"(x) of the spline case. But the approximate equality is here slightly more 
difficult to establish since three derivatives are involved. lt holds exactly at all the 
local extrema and infiection points which can be considered as the most interesting 
points of the curve. At the other extreme, the approximation is wrong for example 
if f(x) = e>." for !arge x. But this same 'counter'example applies also for the 
splines case, and the corresponding curve segment does not need a lot of smoothing 
anyhow. So, this approximation for the relative change of curvature is weil feasible, 
yielding the penalty 

/ ""(f"'(t)) 2 

R [!] := j f"(t) dt. 

"' 
Consider the following example to compare the 'curvature' with the 'change of 

curvature' approach and their respective approximations. We take a linear plus 
exponential function and contarninate its smoothness a bit, still keeping a convex 
curve to demonstrate the quality of our approach compared to the one which leads 
to cubic splines. 

f(x) for q= 0, 0.11 

····· ... 
··.„ 

„ .......... ______________ ............ „„„ .... „"" 

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Figure 2.1: The functions (2.2) for q = 0 and q = .lL Both are convex 
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Figure 2.2: The curvature ~2 of functions (2.2): What splines intend to penalize 
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f"(x) 2 
for q= 0, 0.11 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Figure 2.3: The cubic splines penalty /'12 for functions (2.2). Both > 0 ! 
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·1.0 ·0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Figure 2.4: The relative cha.nge of curvature ( ,,,, / "') 2 for (2.2): To be penalized 

[ f"'/f"(x) ] 
2 

for q= 0, 0.11 

/\ 
· 1.0 ·0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 

Figure 2.5: Our "Wp" penalty (! 111 
/ f") 2 for functlons (2.2) as a.pproxima.tion for 

(1t'/1t)2 
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We get similar results for a quadratic parabola instead of the exponential. But 
this could be considered as unfair because the quadratic is the smoothest (i.e., 
with penalty zero) curve for our penalty. We let 

(2.2) 

· and it is verified empirically that f"(x) = e-" + 8q(7x 2 
- 1)(1 - x 2)i is positive 

for q :S .12. 

In figure 2.1 we see the simple exponential (plus linear) for q = 0 and the 
function for q = .11. Note that the exponential looks much smoother in an intuitive 
way though both curves are convex. The curve for q = .11 "nearly" has an 
infiection point at x "" 0.0. In fact, its derivatives do have infiection points , I' has 
4 and f" 5 of them. The curvature K (see (figure 2.2) is too rapidly coming down 
near x = 0.0. This gives !arge penalty (see figure 2.4 and 2.5) . The figure 2.5 
shows that the approximation 1111 

/ f" is quite close to the 'true' K
1 
/ K of figure 2.4. 

On the other hand, the curvature K (figure 2.2) is not very weil approximated by 
c · I" and both criteria do not penalize the ' roughness' appropriately: The area 
difference of the two curves is relatively quite low. 

If 1 has the infiection points W1 , w2, .. , Wnw> then 1111
/ I" has first order poles at 

these locations and "R'[I] contains n„ times oo". But fortunately, we can rescale 
the problem appropriately: We will see in the next chapter that the integrand can 
be represented as 

(! 111/f")(x)= f;-1 - +h/(x), 
j=l X - Wj 
'-..,,-..' 

independent of J 

where the function h / is continuous. 

For a moment assuming that the infiection points w1 , ..• , Wnw are given, the 
final choice of 

R[I] := 1"" h/(t)
2
dt 

"'' leads to distinct classes of functions, each with a fixed number of infiection points 
and "infinitely far apart" from each other. In each dass, the penalty R[I] still 
penalizes the change of curvature and prevents more than n„ infiection points. 

Generalizations of this approach are possible in even two directions: Consid
ering infiection points of f' or even higher derivatives instead of those of I, and 
penalizing change of change of curvature instead of 'simple' change. But our ap
proach chosen is the most natural one to interpret. The generalizations on the 
other hand follow easily and one of their limiting cases for 'infinite smoothing' 
seems a bit more attractive than our's (see Corollary 3.7) . The (non-generalized) 
approach will repeatedly be called "Wp", an abbreviation of the German word 
'Wendepunkt' which means infiection point. 



Chapter 3 

The Variational Problem and its 
Ordinary Differential Equation 

3.1 Formulating a Regular Variational Problem 

Given the data (x 1 , y1 ), (x 2 , y2), .. . , (xn, Yn), we want to solve the following prob
lem: 

Estimate f by the criterion min/ECm[„,,„.] 2::;'=1 Pi (Yi - f( xi)) + AR[!], 

where the 'loss' functions Pi may depend on i, e.g. , by Pi(x) = Wip( x), (Wi are 
weights given by the user) . Recall that Pi are 'robustifications' of () 2 which means 
that they are symmetric and monotone on IR+ and their derivatives must be 
bounded (on IR). For uniqueness of the problem (to be posed below) , we even 
would assume convexity for the Pi (which means monotone 1/J;'s). The 'roughness' 
penalty is 

R[f] = { "" (f'"(t) - "poles")
2 

dt 
) „, f"(t) ' 

(3.1) 

and the "poles" are specified as follows: If f" has the zeros wi, ... , Wnw which 
may be multiple ones (i.e., w 1 = wk for j "=/ k) then the zeros of odd order are 
the inflection points of f. Note that multiple zeros arise only with probability 
zero in any reasonable model for f and we never got one for real data. We factor 
f"(x) = (x - w1 )(x - w 2 ) • · · (x -Wnw) · ijf", where ii!" has no zeros in [xi,xn] and 
therefore a well-defined sign. Define 

Pw(x) def sign(ij!" ) · (x - w1)(x - w2) • · · (x - wnw), (3.2) 

and qf'' ~ f"/Pw (= ±iir ), (3.3) 

such that qf" > 0 on [x1, Xn]· 

21 
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Because oflog IPw( x) 1 = I:j;1 log lx - w;I, it follows that !"' / J" = f; log IJ"I = 
(log qp• )'+(log IPwi)', hence 

if h f is defined as 

J/11 nw 1 
--h '+ "--
! " - f L. ' 

i=I X - Wj 

h1 ~ logqp• = log(f"/p,,,). 

The criterion for our estimator 'Wp' now becomes 

n r· 2 
min LP;(y; - f(x;)) + .X}, (h/(t)) dt, 

J i=l :r1 

or equivalently, using Ei - distributions 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

This is the criterion for which we programmed an algorithm to find the minimizing 
f. lt is necessarily solution of the Euler-Lagrange differential equation (3.15). In 
the following sections, we will consider a useful and nice generalization of this 
problem ( called 'generalized Wp'), and occasionally mention the results for the 
(special) 'Wp' as corollaries. Note that throughout this chapter, the number and 
locations of the inflection points, n,,, and w 1 , • • • , w„w, are considered as fixed. 

3.2 The Euler-Lagrange Equation 
for General Penalties 

We will adopt a more general point of view and consider equation 3. 7 in the form 
b 

minfEC»+•[o,b) J[f), where J[f] ~ J U (x; f(x),J(v)(x), ... ,J(•+kl(x)) dx for any 

k 2'. 0 and v 2'. 1, and U( . . . ) = S(f(~),x) + .XibR[f] where 

R[f] = [ (::Ju(•l( x),x)) 
2 

dx. (3.8) 

This can be shown tobe a generalization of equation 3.1 and J[f] is a quite general 
form of the integral in (3.7). lt means that we are considering a very general 
dass of maximum penalized likelihood problems, where we assume that F(u , x) is 
invertible and 2k times differentiable as a function of u and has no critical points 
at the boundaries. 
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The log-likelihood may have the general form l: S(f(x ), x) dx, where the primitive 
function of /JS must be piecewise differentiable on [a, b]. We even need not require 
an actual log-likelihood, it may weil be more general. In Appendix A, we will prove 
the existence of a minimizer f of of such a J[f], applying "Dirichlet's principle" 
(also known as "direct metho<ls") of variational calculus. There, we will assume 
that the ' log-likelihood' is proportional to I:;'=1 p; (y; - f ( x;) ). To find this optimal 
f, we use the Euler-LagTange (ordinary) differential equation ('o.d.e.') which 
asserts a necessa.ry condition for f. Here, we have to find also the "natural" 
boundary conditions. For our problem, it is feasible to minimize J[f] only over 
functions f which do have the 'generalized infiection pointE' w 1„. „ Wnw, since 
those f with f(")( wj) i= 0 for some j give infinite penalty. In Appendix A, we 
see that the corresponding h1 belong to a decent (Sobolew) Hilbert space and the 
problem is weil posed. 

We get the following lemma which is classical in the usual case where U is 
defined and (partially) differentiable for all f E Cm[a,b]. 

Lemma 3.1 (Euler-Lagrange Differential Eq. & natural boundary cond.) 

The following system of equa.tions a.re necessa.ry conditions for f to 
minimize l;U(f(x),f'(x)„ .. ,f(m)(x)) dx: 

(i) Vx E [a,b] 'diff. equation' 

m-i . di 
(ii) Vi E {l„. „m}: 2:)-1)1-d 

1
Uf.;+;J = 0 

i=O X 

for x E { a, b} 'bounda.ry cond. ', 

where 
dcf au 

U1ui = of<i>. 

Proof: Especially for our case where U is infinite if f(v) has not exactly the zeros 
Wi, . .• , Wnw· The first part is elementary calculus of variation: Looking for the 
optimal f, we consider the trial functions f +er7, where 71(-) is an arbitrary function 
on [a,b] with 71<»(x) = 0 if and only if x E {w1,. „ ,wn.J, and e > 0. A necessary 
condition for f tobe extremal among the f + e71 is then 0 = f.J[J + e1JJL=o =: 
liJ(f; 71 ), where f;J is the Gateaux-derivative of the functional J (in direction of 
71 ), also called "Gateaux-variation". lt exists under quite weak assumptions on J 
and corresponds to the directional derivative of R" calculus. 

We have to show that the condition f>J(f; 71) = 0, V71 is equivalent to the stated 
Lemma. We see easily that f;J(f; IJ) = J!(IJUJ + 1)

1Up + „ . + 71(m)U Jf.m>}dx, assum
ing that the integrand is continuous on [a,b]. We integrate the terms l; l)(i)U f.il 
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pa.rtially j times to see that 

8J(f; ry) = E (t ry(x)(-l)i d~p1cndx + [~(-lh(j-l-i) d~Yiu{) 

t (E(-l)i d~p,(j)) ry(x)dx + ~ [T/(j-l) (~(-l/d~iu,(i+J) ) J: 
where the two sums in the second term have been rearranged by the substitution 
j' = j - i, and we used the notation [H(x)]~ := H(b) - H(a) . From 8J = 0, 
for all T/ (with 11 - inflection points w 1„ . „ Wnw), we conclude that both terms 
have to vanish, because otherwise we might vary the integral pa.rt keeping fixed 
the ryUll„=• or b). We therefore easily have that ai = 0 which a.re the boundary 
conditions (ii). 

The classical way to get the differential equation (i) is applying the 'funda
mental lemma of variational calculus' which states that from G continuous, and 
J: G( x )ry( x )dx = 0 V continuous T/, one concludes that G( x) has to vanish on 
[a, b]. This lemma is proved indirectly, assuming, e.g„ that G(x0 ) > 0, and there
fore G > 0 on a whole neighborhood of x 0 . Then one takes T/ > 0 on this same 
neighborhood and zero outside, such that f G( x )ry( x )dx > 0 which is a contradic
tion. 

Here, this fundamental lemma may not be applied directly, since we must not 
have T/ = 0 on any interval. Let us use a special class of varying functions ry, 
namely 

ry(x) = e-""Q(x), 

where Q(x) is a polynomial Q(x) = L:i:~oqkxk such that T/(v)(x) = 0 is equivalent 
to x E { w1 , ... , Wnw} . By the product rule of differentiation and reversing the 
order of summation, we see that 

T/(v)(x) = e-ax E ( L:;::k (;) (-aY-i(k + j)j qk+i) Xk, (3.9) 

where (n)k = n(n - 1) . .. (n - k + 1), as in definition 3.19. If we require that 

T/(vl(x) J, c(x - w1)(x - w 2) •• • (x - Wnw) and compa.re the coefficients of the two 
polynomials for T/( lnu, we see that factors of xk in 3.9 form a linear system for 
( q0 , ••• , q„w) with an upper triangula.r matrix. This matrix is regular, having con
stant diagonal elements (-aY, such that the coefficients qi and the polynomial 
Q always exist with the required property. Now we have J:G(x)Q(x)e-""dx = 
0, Va > 0 which means that the Laplace transform of G( x )Q( x) is identically zero, 
and therefore G( x) must vanish every where, since Q( x) is not the zero function. 0 
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Our aim is to prove an application of this lemma to our general dass of max
imum penalized likelihood approaches 3.8. To this end, we need also identities 
for higher derivatives of a composed function which do not seem to appear in the 
literature, though they are quite pretty. In section 3.3, we will prove the following 

Lemma 3.2 Given k E lN0, /et both g: D-+ lR and F: g(D) x D-+ lR be 2k 

times differentiable. Let V( x, g(x )„. „ g(kl(x )) := (~ F(g(x ), x) )2, then 

(i) 
k . di k 1 d2k j; (-1)3 dxi V9u>(x) = 2(-1) F (g(x), x) · dx 2kF(g(x ), x) Vx E D, 

where F 1(g(x),x) = fF(u,x)I . 
u u=g(x) 

(ii) If F 1(g( · ), ·) has non-zero derivatives up to order k, the following two 
set of equations are equivalent: 

k . di-io 
(1) L: (-1)3 dxi-ia V9cn(x) = 0 Vj0 E {1„ „, k}. 

J=Jo 

dk+m 
(2) dxk+mF(g(x),x) = 0 Vm E {O,„ „k -1}. 

We now can give the following theorem which is useful for a vast dass of 
maximum penalized likelihood problems: 

Theorem 3.3 Let U ( x; J(x), J(vl(x), ... , J(v+kl(x)) := S(f(x), x)+(1;;.F(f(vl(x), x)) 
2

, 

where F 1(u,x) := fuF(u,x) must have no zero u E [a,b] . Then every minimizer 
b 

f of J U(x )dx fulfills the following equations: 
a 

(i) F 1
. :::kF = ~(-1y+k+1 s1 [vl(x) Vx E [a,b], 'diff. equation' 

(ii) a) sll(b) = sll(b) = ... = s1[vl(b) = 0, 

b) 
dk+j 

dxk+iF=O VjE{O,„„k-1} forxE{a,b}, 'boundary cond. ', 

where S/Ol(x) 11 /jS(f(x),x), and s1li+tl(x) 11 J: S1li1(t) dt, and we have 

written F & F 1 for F(JM(x),x) and F 1(JM(x),x). 

Remarks: 
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1. S1fj] is often called "j-th principal function of S1(x)" (in German: "Stamm
funktion"). 

2. F 1(g(x),x) = fF(u,x)j is not fF(g(x),x) ! 
u u=g(x) x 

Proof: 

(i): Applying Lemma 3.1 form= V+ k and noting that here uj!.i) = 0 for j E 

{1, . .. , v - 1}, we have L:j=0(-l)"+i f;"+;,UJ<u+i> = -U1 = -S11°l. Weinte
grate v times "J: dt", getting 

k i 
L(-l)idd .U1cu+i> = (-1)"+1 S1l"l(x) + c" + c._1(x - a) + · · · + c1(x - a)"-1

. 
j=O xJ 

Now, we apply Lemma 3.2 to the l.h.s. for g = j(•l, and get (i), if we can 
show that c1 = c2 = · · · = c" = 0 which is equivalent to the vanishing of 
the l.h.s. and its first v - 1 derivatives at x = a, because S1fil(a) = 0 for 
j E {v, v - 1, . .. , 1}. This will be exactly half of the boundary conditions 
derived in (ii)a) below. 

(ii): The boundary conditions from Lemma 3.1 (with the same remark a.s above) 
can be re-expressed a.s 0 = I:;j=(i-•)+(-l)i d";,-~~;,u1cu+J), \fi E {1, ... ,v+k}. 
We consider the ca.ses 

a) i E {1, ... , v} : (i - v)+ = 0, and this (for x = a) completes the proof 
of (i), by application of Lemma 3.2(i). The boundary conditions are, 
applying Lemma 3.2 first, and then setting 1 = v - i: 

0 = d~I { F 1(!(•l(x), x) · :::kF(!M(x ), x)} VI E {O, ... , v - 1}, 

for x E { a, b}. Using the diff.eq. (i) at x = b, the remaining boundary 
conditions are equivalent to 0 = ~s1l•l(x)l,,=b = s11•-1l(b) or simply 

S}1l(b) = s112l(b) = · . . = s11•l(b) = 0. 

b) i E v + {1, ... , k}: Set io = i- v E {1, .. . , k}: We see that 0 = 
L:j=io ( -1 )i j!,,,:.;0 U J<"+>» and these conditions now remain to be proved 
equivalent to Theorem (ii) b) which is clone by Lemma 3.2(ii) (for g = 
JM). 

D 

We now come back to the special ca.se of our 'Wp'-approach, but still general
ized to an arbitrary v ;::: 1 and k ;::: 0: 
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Corollary 3.4 (Generalized "Wp") 
The necessary equation system for a minimizer of 

n J.r" ( dk ) 
2 

J[f] = t;p;(y; -f(x;)) + >. %• dxkhJ(x) dx, 

among all 2v + k times differentiable functions f with the "v -infiection point.!" 
w 1 , . • . , Wn„ (i.e„ J(•) has exactly the zeros wi, ... , Wn„) is 

(2k) (v) _ (-l)"+k n _ . v-1 . ·- . 
h1 /f - 2>.(v - l)! t;<x x,)+ ,,P,(y, J(x,)), (3.10) 

· def J(•) 
where p„ 13 defined analogously to (S .2) and h1(x) = log-. The natural bound

ary conditions are 
Pw 

a) L::'= 1 x;mt/J;(y; - f(x;)) = 0 Vm E {O, .. . , v - l} 
b) h/k) = h/k+l) = · · · = h/2k-l) = 0 for x E {x1,Xn} 1 

where t/J;(x) = f;p;(x ). 

Remark: JM = p„eht will be used repea.tedly to solve (3 .10). 

Proof: We apply the theorem with F(!(•l(x),x) = log(f("l(x)/p„(x)) and 

n 

>.S(f(x),x) = LD(r-%i)Pi(Y; -f(x)). 
i=l 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

We have F 1(!(•l(x),x) = l/f(•l(x), >.s,1°l(x) = -L::'=1 6(<M;)tP•(Y; - f(x )), and 
>.s,l1l(x) = -L::'=1 l[r-r;~o]tP•(Y; - f(x;)) + C = -L:i=1(x - x;)~t/J;(y; - f(x;)), 
where C = 0 because 0 = >.Sll(xi) = C . And, generally, for m = 0, 1, . .. : 
s,rm+il(x) = -1/(>.m!) L::'=1(x - x;)~,,P;(y; - f(x;)). Only the equivalence of the 
boundary conditions a.) remains tobe seen: s,1m+1l(b) = s,1m+1l(xn) = 0 is equiv
alent to L::'=1(xn -x;rt/J;(y; - f(x;)) = 0. If this is true Vm E {O„ .. , v - 1}, then 
also (by induction, formally) L::'=i x;mt/J;(y; - f(x;)) = 0 for all those m. 0 

By this theorem, we also have obtained the 'classical' result a.bout (robust) 
smoothing splines of general order m. Greville (1969) , theorem 4.1, gives an in
tegrated version of the following for weighted least-squares splines wherea.s Cox 
(1983) considers this generaliza.tion to robust 'M-type' splines a.nd proves a.symp
totic properties of them ( using a.ssumptions on the 1/J;'s like bounded second deriva
tives). 
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Corollary 3.5 (Splines} The necessary equation system for a minimizer of 

with natural boundary conditions 

j(m) = j(m+l) = ... = j(2m-1) = 0 Jor XE {x1, Xn}, 

where 1/;;( x} = fxp;( x ). 

Remarks: 

-
(3.14} 

1. The differential equation 3.14 is trivially solved by simple integration and 
yields f which is polynomial of degree 2m - 1 in each (x;, x;+1}, and the 
boundary conditions teil that, at the endpoints, f is locally of degree m - 1. 
This means that f is a so-called natural spline of order 2m. 

2. Note that the 'robustification' (i.e., the introduction of p;'s instead of () 2 

which gives robust splines only if 1/;;( x) = p:( x) ~ C for all x) hardly com
plicates the problem here. 

Proof: We use the theorem as for corollary 3.4 with F(g(x),x) = g(x) whence 
F 1 = 1, and m = v + k where v and k are not unique. The differential equation is 
not integrated v times as was done there. The boundary conditions are identical 
to those of the corollary 3.4, but by integration of (3.14), the conditions a) are 
seen tobe equivalent to J(m+k) = J(m+k+l) = · · · = j<2m-l) = 0 for x E {x1, Xn}, 

which give - together with b) - the conditions stated above. D 

A special case of corollary 3.4, namely v = 2 and k = 1, is the base of our 
implemented smoothing algorithm: 

Corollary 3.6 ("Wp") The solution of our special 'Wp 'problem 9.6 has to fu.lfill 
the following ordinary differential equation 

(3.15) 

where 
1 n 

LJ(x) := -
2

>. L:Cx - x;)+ 1/;;(y; - f(x;)}. 
i=l 
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Furthermore , it haJ to JatiJjy the "multi-boundary" cQnditionJ 

where r; := y; - f(x;) denote the reJidualJ . 

Because these conditions involve f(x;) \fi, they are not simple boundary, but 
multi-boundary "conditions. 

We will see in the next chapter how to solve this problem which is not a 
Standard one. An adapted multiple-Jhooting Runge-Kutta algorithm is used to 
solve this o.d.e .. It has been programmed (in Pascal, see appendices), and used in 
different situations successfully. 

Corollary 3.7 (Smoothest Limit) 
For A -> oo, we have 

eJpecially for 

(3.16) 

• k = 0: f(v)-> Pw & f iJ the "leaJt-p" polynomial of minimal degree with v

infiect ion pointJ W1, •• • , Wnw · ThiJ meanJ that f minimizeJ Li p;(y; - f(x;)) 
among all polynomialJ of degree nw + v which JatiJfy f("l( w1) = 0 Vj. 

• k = 1 (our 'Wp']: f(v) -> A · Pw & f iJ the least-p polynomial with v

infiection pointJ w 1 , ... , Wnw and 1 extra degree of freedom. 

• k = 2: f("l(x)-> Apw(x)eBz & f(x)-> Pv-1(x) + P:Jx)e8 ", where P;. iJ a 
polynomial of degree k. 

Remarks: 

1. We see that k indicates extra-degrees of freedom for our function, where v 
gives the "order of infiection points" to penalize, yielding degrees of freedom, 
too. 

2. Recall that the smoothest limits in the splines case are the least-p polyno
mials of degree m . These are straight lines for m = 2, the most usual cubic 
splines. 

Proof: We have h/2k) -> 0 (uniformly) for A -> oo, and because of the bound
ary conditions b) also h/kl -> 0, such that h1 -> polynomial of degree k - 1. 
f(v) = Pweh1 completes the proof. D 
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3.3 Higher Chain-Rule ldentities 

We will prove here Lemma 3.2 from section 3.2. To this end, we have to consider 
formulas which are connected with the chain-rule for higher derivatives of a com
posite function F(g(x),x) . In the standard books, we have not found those we 
will use in the following. The best-known we could not use is "Faa di Bruno's 
formula" which uses multinomial coefficients in sums with combinatorial indices, 
see Abramowitz (1964), chapter 24. 

Let us define for convenience 

defd!' (( ) Fn = -d F g x),x . xn 

Lemma 3.8 (Higher chain-rule identity 1) 
Let g() and F() be as general as in Lemma 9.2. Then 

a:i)Fn = (;) ~Fn-i Vj E No Vn E IN 0 

Proof: We will use Fx := &Ft·"'1, and derive the lemma in three steps: 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

• The equality is trivially fulfilled for j = 0 and Vj > n. lt remains to be 
proved Vn ~ 1 Vj E {1, „. ,n}: 

• Let us consider j = n for any n: The lemma follows from the following 
statement 

which is proved by induction: 

n = 1 is the simple chain rule with D1 = F„. 

n--+ n + 1 : Fn+1 = f F„ = g(n+i) F 1 + g("l(F1191 + F;) + 
d D ( (n-1). Fl p(n) F' F(n)) · ( ) r d; n g, ... ,g , , .. . , , %, ... , z , us1ng * 1or n. We see 

that D„+I := g<">(F11g' + F;) + -f;D„( . . . ) proves (*) for n + 1. 

• To prove the lemma, doing induction n --+ n + 1, we may assume its truth 
for n, and have to show it for j E {1, ... , n} (j = n + 1 was done above !). 
We again apply the chain rule to Fn: 
Fn+I = -f;F„ = L;i:,,0 -f;g<'l"B!wFn + f;F„. Therefore, the l.h.s. of equa-

tion 3.18 is = a},rFn+l = L::'=o &};r (g<'+1l&f.>F„) + &};rf;F„. Note that 
a J1.. _ 11.. 8 eh th h a F. +"" (i+i) 8. 8 F. +..D.. 8 . F. /i71Y 8„ - 8„ li71>' su at we ave 8gG'=rr n L..,=0 g 87'f/i71i n 8.: /i71Y "' 
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which is,using the induction assumption (the lemma for n ), = (;: 1) igF„_J+1 + 
Ei=0 g(i+ll~(j) igFn-j + (j)igJ,;F„_i · Note that, in L;, the last j summa
tion terms vanish, because ~Fn-j = 0 for i > n - j. This sum is therefore 

alt (") ~ "~-j (i+l) 8 F. . w h equ o i 89 .l....i=O g 87'Y „_„ e ave 

__!__ -(n)~ . (n)~{~(i+l)~ . !__ ·} a (ilF"+i - . l a Fn-,+1 + . a L- g a (i)F„_, + a F„_, , 
g J - g J g i=O g X 

and the { ... } is -f;Fn-j, by the chain rule. Therefore, 

af,,Fn+l = ((;:1) + (j)) igFn-j+l = ("~ 1)igFn-j+1 · 0 

In the following, we will also use 'elementary' identities of binomial coefficients. 
Let us define Vk E !N"o Va E IR.: 

(a)k ~ a(a - 1) · · · (a - k + 1) with (a)o = 1, and 

(~) ~ (:~k, and for k < 0 : (~) = 0. (3.19) 

Note that therefore, (-k") = (-l)k(n+z-1
), which we will apply in the next proof. 

The following binomial identities will be used later, and are (seemingly) not seen 
in the standard literature: 

Lemma 3.9 (Binomial identities) 'Vn E !N"0 Vm E {O, ... , n} : 

(i) Va ER 

(ii) Vk E No 

~(-1)"-i (;) e: a) = om,n ~ l[m=nJ 

E(-l/( n .)(m:j) = (n-m-1) 
i=O k - J J k 

(iii) Cn,m,J := .t (-l)i(~)(j:J) fu.lfill3 'VJE{O„.„n-m} 
1=m+J J 

1) Cn.m,J = (-l)"om,n + (-l)m+J (n ~:; 1) 

2) Cn,m,J = 0 <==:-- J = 0 /\ n '/= m 

Proof: 
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(i): Consider the forward difference operator ~x : f >--+ f(x + 1) - f(x). We 
apply the well-known formula ~x n f = L::j=0(-1r-i (j)f(x + j) at x = 0 to 

the polynomial f(t) = ('~") which gives the l.h.s. of (i). Applying the mean 

value theorem to the n-th derivative, we have ~on f = f(nl(O for a ~ E [O, n]. 
Because here f(t) = tm/(m!) + O(tm-1), m :Sn, we have f(n)(O = On,m· 

(ii): Consider the well-known addition theorem for binomials, L::J=o ('.;) (k~;) = 

(n,!"•), which (is seen by comparison of coefficients of the binomial the
orem, app]ied to ( 1 + X rc 1 + X)" = ( 1 + X r+a, and) is valid for any 
real a. We apply it to a = -m - 1, using (-;) = (-l)i(N+r1) to get 

L::J=o (j) (-l)k-j (m:~;i) = (n-;-1
). Here, the adding terms are zero when

ever j > k or (also) j > n, such that we may sum from j = 0 to k instead of 
n. Reversing the order of summation, too, we finally have (ii) . 

(iii): Cn,m,J = L::J=m+J ... = L::J=o. „ - L::j="QJ-1(-1 )i (j) (i;;-/), where the first sum 
is (-l)nx the l.h.s. of (i) for a = -J, and therefore equal to (-lron,m· 
In the second, the summation terms are zero whenever 0 :S j - J < m, 
such that we may sum only just to J - 1. For these j , j - J < 0, so 
that We can apply (i;;.J) = (-lre-j~m-l) to get Cn,m,J - (-lron,m = 

L::f,:-~(-1r-i+1 (j) (m+J,,-;-H) which is seen tobe (-1r+J x the sum in (ii)by 
setting j' = J - 1 - j and k := J - 1, so that 1) is proved. 

2) is an immediate consequence if we remember that 0 :S m + J :Sn. 

D 

N ow, we are able to prove 

Lemma 3.10 (Higher chain-rule identity 2) 
Let g() and F() be as general as in Lemma 9.2, and Fn defined by 9.17. Then 

VnEINo VmE{O, ... ,n} Vm'E{m, ... ,n}: 

Cn,m,m1 := 

a 
= Cn,m,m1-m' ßg Fn-m', 

where Cn,m,J is defined as in Lemma 9.9. 
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Proof: We apply Lemma 3.8 to Cn,m,m' above, and get 

C„. = l:j=m'(-l)i('-:;+m) (;) d~;-_:, fuFn-h(x),x). Now we make use of the basic 
rule 

For any function G(x, u(x), u'(x), ... , u(nl(x)): ! :x G = d~ :u G (3 .20) 

which is a: simple consequence of the chain rule for several arguments. Note that 
this rule is wrong with uUl,j 2": 1, instead of u. Apply this rule j - m' times to 

see that f;,;--:, fu Fn-j(g(x)) = fu Fn-m•(g(x)) which is independent of j so that 
we can apply directly Lemma 3.9 (iii) 1) with J = m' -m to complete the proof. D 

We now can prove the 'main' Lemma 3.2 from section 3.2, which is cited here 
again for convenience of the reader: 

Given k E lN0, be both g : D --> lR and F : g(D) X D --> lR 2k times 

differentiable. Let V(x,g(x), ... ,g(kl(x),x) = (;t;..F(g(x),x))2, then 

(i) 
k . di k 1 d2k 

{; (-l)J dxi V9Ul(x) = 2(-1) F (g(x ), x) · dx 2kF(g(x), x) \lx E D, 

where F 1(g(x),x) = fF(u,x)\ . 
u u:g(x) 

(ii) If F 1(g(-), ·) has non-zero derivatives up to order k, the following two 
set of equations are equivalent: 

(1) 
k . di-io 

2::(-l)J-d-.-. V9u>(x)=0 Vj0 E{l, ... ,k}. 
. . xJ-JO 

J=Jo 

(2) 
dk+m 

dxk+mF(g(x),x)=O VmE{O, ... ,k-1}. 

Proof: Because of V= Fk(g(x),x)2, we have V
9

u> = 2Fk~Fk, In the l.h.s. 
of (ii) 1), we take (j - j 0)-th derivatives of this product, applying Leibniz's rule 
dd~(a(x) · b(x)) = l:!n:o (;.)a<m)b(j-m) such that this l.h.s. becomes 

2 "k . (-l)j "j-jo (i-io)F . dJ-Jo-m 8 F "t hin th d f -L-J=Jo wm=O m k+m dx>-Jo-m äifJ'i k, or, sw1 c g e or er o summa 
tion (keeping 0 ::; m ::; j - io ::; k - io): 

k di-io k-io 
L (-l)i-d _ Vg<j)(x) = 2 L CmFk+m• 
j=Jo X

3 30 
m=O 

(3.21) 

h C "k ( l)i(i-io) dj-(m+Jo) 8 "' R k th t C C f w ere m == L-j=m+Jo - m dz,1-(m+;o)filJ'i.L'k· emar a m = n,m,m' 0 

Lemma 3.10 if we set n := k & m' := m + jo. Therefore Cm= Ck,m,iofuFk-m-io· 
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(i): For io = 0, we immediately see (i), because Ck,m,o = 0 for all m but m = k 
(Lemma 3.9 (iii)2)), where Ck = (-l)k · -/gFk-k-o = (-l)kF1(g(x),x). 

(ii): Because of equation 3.21, the equivalence of (1) and (2) is proved if we can 
show that here, Cm 't 0 for m E {O, . .. , k - io}. We have Ck,m,;. 't 0 from 

Lemma 3.9 (iii)2) , since j 0 ~ 1. And, by the basic rule, also /gFk' = [.r-/gF 
which are non-zero by assumption of (ii). 

D 



Chapter 4 

Algorithmical Solution of the 
Variational Problem 

4.1 Outline of Possible Approaches 

In this section we will give abrief synopsis of the existing methods to solve vari
ational problems of our kind. We will see that the chosen "multiple shooting" 
method is the most appropriate of them. There are principally two different ap
proaches to solve variational problems constructively. 

• The first are the so called 'direct methods' which try to construct a sequence 
of functions f n which diminish monotonously the criterion and thus converge 
in many circumstances to the solution f. This same idea is used also to derive 
existence theorems for the solution of variational problems. But there, the 
f n are often not actually constructed, but only proved to exist . 

• The second approach is solving the necessary Euler-Lagrange differential 
equation. To prove that its solution actually minimizes the criterion might 
be achieved, for example by proving that the Frechet-derivative of the cri
terion is strictly monotone such that an o.d.e. solution must be unique. We 
have chosen this approa.ch, leaving out the uniqueness proof. This proof -
probably requiring convexity of the p;, or equivalently monotonicity of the 
t/J; - should be given by methods similar to those in Appendix A where we 
prove that there exists a solution of our variational problem. 

4.1.1 Direct Solutions without o.d.e. solving 

We will look at the most used and best-known ones which are found in many 
text-books (see e.g., Courant and Hilbert (1967), IV.§2, 2 & 3). 

35 
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Direct Finite-Difference Approximation 

This approach uses an idea very common in the numerical analysis of differential 
equations: The function space of interest is discretized, i.e., we approximate the 
functions: [a, b]--+ lR. by the finite-dimensional vectors (!(x 1), f(x 2), ... , f(xM)), 
where x 1 < x2 , < · · · < x M is a 'reasonable' dissection of [a, b] (in our case including 
the the data xi)· The derivatives, which may be involved, are also discretized 
by taking the corresponding finite difference quotient instead of the differential 
quotient. 

The above mentioned sequence fM(x) is now defined as follows: Let, for given 

M, (f(x;)) be defined as the minimizer of the discretized criterion Jdiscr[f], and 

f M(x) any sufficiently often differentiable function through (x;, f(x;)). Then !M(x) 
will be an approximation to the true minimizer f(x), the better the !arger M (un
der some regularity conditions). But this approach is practically only feasible if 
the minimizing f(x;) can be found efficiently for given M. In practice, the prob
lems are such that the partial derivatives aAx,/discr[!J are linear or linearizable 
functions of f(x;), such that only a (huge, because M --+ oo !) linear system has 
to be solved for each M . 

For our "Wp" problem, we can either discretize f or h1. The latter seems more 
promising at first glance, but the problem remains nasty in either case, because 
of the relation f" = Pweh1, or from another point of view, because of the division 
in/"'/ f" . The same is true for the next approach, the llitz method which can be 
considered as a kind of generalization of this one. 

Ritz Method: Series Approximation 

This method is actually the classical direct method. lt is widely used for lin
earizable problems, especially for functions of more than one variable. There, 
the Euler-Lagrange differential equation contains partial derivatives, and partial 
differential equations are known to be more difficult to solve. 

For our "Wp" problem, we have to minimize J[f] = I:~1 p; (y; - f(x;)) + 
). J: h 1 '

2 dt . The idea is now to parametrize our unknown functions by representing 
them as infinite 'Fourier' series of orthogonal functions and to take a finite Fourier 
sum as finite-dimensional approximation: 

Let us assume that we have in our function space a normalized orthogonal 

basis (tPk) which is complete: (tPk,tP1} = ok,l where (g,h) ~ J:g(x)h(x) dx, and 
every piece-wise continuous function and especially our h 1 may be represented by 
a converging series hJ(·) = L:k'=oaktfJk(-). The 'Fourier coefficients' are given as 
ak = (tPk , hJ) · lnstead of h1, we are taking its m -th order approximation hm(x) = 
L:k'=oaktPk(x) (which is the best approximation in the norm induced by (-, ·} ). Note 
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that the ak do not depend on m which is one of the "clues" of Ritz' method, because 
m would he increased in the final overall procedure. Now, the integral part of J[f] 
is well approximated by J:h'rr, 2dt = (h'rr,,h'rr,) = Lk=DL~oakai{i/Jk ,1/!/), which is a 
simple quadratic form in ( a0 , a 1 , ... , am), since (1/>k, 1/J/) are known constants. 

But now to our problem: We also need the residuals y; - f( x;) in J[f], and, 
given hf and two additional variables / 1 and f{ , we have 

f (x) = /1 + J; (x - x1) + 1x1t Pw(u)ehi(u ) dudt. 
Xl Xl 

Here, the exp(hJ) destroys any 'nice' representation or approximation of h,. And 
the problem remains similar if f or f" is represented as (truncated/, Fourier series 
because of the log in hf = log(f"/Pw), or the division in h/ = f,- I:j;;;1 x..!w; · 

In this case, J h / 2 is a far too complicated function of the aks , to be minimized 
(if hf is subst ituted by its approximation): Ritz' method works in practice only if 
the approximated J[f] is easy to minimize as a function of the aks. 

4.1.2 Solving the multi-boundary differential equation 

Solving the Euler-Lagrange differential equation was recommended for our prob
lem by experienced numerical analysts because in our one-dimensional case, the 
differential equation solver is 'easy' to control. Here, we consider the problem for 
fixed w 1„ . „Wnw' as in chapter 3. If we let S (w1„. „wnw ) denote its solution , 
we 'finally ' (i.e„ as overall-algorithm permanently) have to find the minimum of S 
over all (w1 , ... ,wnw )· But this is only a low-dimensional minimization problem 
compared with those in the preceding section. 

Properly setting initial values only 

A straightforward approach - which unfortunately is too naive here - follows 
from t he following considerations. We have four 'multi-boundary' conditions to 
fulfill , namely h/ = 0 at x 1 and Xn, and 2:;'=1 1/J; = 2:;'=1 x;i/J; = 0. The first , 
h/(x1 ) = 0, is trivial to fulfill in the following initial value problem with unknown 
parameters. 

To solve the original boundary value problem, we have to determine (!, /', hf )(x 1 ) 

such that the init ial value problem with these initial values (and h/(x 1 ) = 0) ful
fills the remaining three boundary conditions h/(xn) = 2:;'=1 1/J; = 2:~ 1 x;i/J; = 0. 
In other words, we have to find a 3-dimensional zero of a 3-dimensional func
tion, which seems reasonably simple, in principle. But, the problem is very "ill
conditioned", i.e„ this function is so to say close to discontinuity: Small cltanges in 
its arguments ( the initial values) entail !arge amplification of residuals and changes 
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of the higher derivatives ( h / = F(!(i•), / 111
, x) ). The consequence is that evalua

tion of this function is virtually impossible outside a very small neighborhood of 
its zero, because this function implies evaluation of eh! where h1(xn) is very sen
sitively dependent on (f,f',h1)(x 1 ). In a practical implementation, the program 
stopped very often because of overflow in the above mentioned exponentiation. 
We conclude that this natural approach to reduce the multi-boundary problem to 
a sequence (namely, the zero-finding steps) of initial value problems does not work 
directly, because it leads to an ill-posed problem. 

Setting "Shooting points" to achieve stability 

The intuitive idea of this algorithm is to add auxiliary points to the two bound
ary points, in order to control the stability of the approximate solution. Now, 
one 'shoots' sequentially from one shooting point to the next, i.e., one solves an 
initial value problem in each 'shooting' interval. Of course, the target points will 
be missed by a certain amount, the 'shooting residuals'. A (high-dimensional) 
Newton-R.aphson procedure is used to reduce these residuals to zero in several 
iterations. 

This method is known for successfully stabilizing boundary-value problems in 
numerical analysis ( e.g. Press et al. (1986), sections 16.1-2). For the usual case 
of boundary conditions at the two endpoints, Sewell (1982) showed that the linear 
system which must be solved in each Newton step may be simplified considerably. 
His procedure was implemented in the IMSL Math/Library subroutine 'BVPMS'. 

Our problem with multi-boundary conditions is more complicated, because 
solutions in disjoint shooting intervals depend quite strongly on each other. But 
the shooting method succeeds to stabilize our problem and it was worked out and 
implemented to solve our 'Wp' problem. The following section will provide all the 
details. 

4.2 Multiple Shooting to Solve the Differential 
Equation 

In this section, we will develop the afore-mentioned multiple shooting algorithm to 
solve our "multiple-boundary" problem', given in last chapter's corollary 3.4. In 
Keller (1976), this methodology is also called parallel shooting. This emphasizes 
the fact that the method is easily amenable to parallel computing. 
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4.2.1 Notation & ideas 

The principal intuitive idea is to add auxiliary points to the two houndary points, 
in order to control hetter the stahility of the approximate solution. We assume 
given "shooting" points 

(4.1) 

In our case it is reasonahle to require also 

s; = XJ(i) with strict ly monotone J, J(l) = 1, and J(M) = n . (4.2) 

This means that the shooting points forma suhset of ( a few) data points x;, includ

ing the endpoints. We will denote hy d ~ 2v + k the order of the differential 
equation. Note that for our special case "Wp", d = 4. In the following, we will 
widely use vectors from lR.d and linear transforms from lR.d ---+ lR.d, represented hy 
d x d-matrices. We will denote these matrices hy capital hold letters as A, B ;,j, 
whereas small hold letters as y, u denote vectors E lR.d. 

In order to solve a d-th order ordinary differential equation, we consider the 
equivalent d-dimensional differential equation (system) of first order: The differ
ential equation 3.10 from last chapter's corollary 3.4 is equivalent to 

d 
dxy(x) = f(x,y(x)), (4.3) 

where 

and f is 

where L 1 is the right-hand side of equation 3.10, i.e., 

(4.6) 

Remark that we denote here the data-value at X; hy Y; which should not he con
fused with the i-th unknown function y;(-). The houndary conditions (3.11) and 
(3.12) from corollary 3.4 may he written in the form g(y(x1) ,y(x2), ... ,y(xn)) = 
0 , where we define g as follows . We have chosen the most symmetrical way to 
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express the boundary conditions (3.11) and (3. 12), placing the conditions 3.11 in 
the midd.le, and the others at x = x1 to the left, and at x = Xn to the right: 

g(y(x1) , y(x2) ,„. ,y(xn)) ~ (4.7) 

(/ (k)( ) h (k+l)( ) h (2k-1)( ) lj X1, j X1, ... , f X1, 
n n n 
L t/l;, L x;t/J;, . .. 'L x~-1'1/J;, 
i=l i=l i=l 

h (k)( ) h (k+t)( ) h (2k-1)( )) T f Xn , f Xn , . .. ' J Xn . 

We further may assume given for every shooting interval [s;, s;+1 ], an initial
value solving Operator 5[•]: JR.d-+ C1[S;,S;+l which assigns to each initial-value 
u ; the unique solution of the o.d.e.-system ( 4.3) y[•l(-) which fulfills 

( 4.8) 

In practice, y[i] will be only an approximate solution of the initial-value prob
lem. Euler already made successful use of the simple extrapolation y(x + h) := 

y(x) + hf(x,y(x)) to integrate f'(x) = f(x,y(x)) numerically. Many single and 
multiple step extrapolation methods are known to converge to the true solution 
if the step size tends to zero. Though Euler's method has a local error of O(h2

) , 

its global error is only of order O(h) which is too !arge in practice. More sophis
ticated methods have higher orders of local errors O(hk), k 2': 3. In our computer 
implementation, we use J.H. Verner's version of the Runge-Kutta method of com
bined 5th and 6th order (of local error) with automatic control of the step size. lt 
is essentially the same as IMSL 's routine "IVPRK' (formerly "DVERK"), and is 
based an code of Hull T.E„ Enright W.H„ and Jackson K.R. (1976). 

If we look more closely at the o.d.e. defining f(x , y) in 4.5, we recognize that 
L 1(x) is depending also an all {f(x;)} with X;< x. Therefore, S[i] is function of 
u1 ,1, u2,i, ... , u.:,1, too. 

N ow, we will put together the y[i] to an at least continuous function y( x) on 
the whole [si, sM], by requiring 

or, equivalently, the vanishing of the shooting residuals 

r; := y[•l(s;+1) - u;+1· 

( 4.9) 

(4.10) 

We finally set rM := g (y(x1), y(x2), . . . ,y(xn)) which is 0 iffthe boundary con
ditions are met. Given the above-mentioned initial value solver S[i] : U ; ,_. y[•l, we 
now formulate the multi-boundary value problem as a 'simple' d x M-dimensional 
root-search: 
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Let us define super-vectors Ü := ( u 1, u 2, ... , U Af ) , and R := ( r 1, r 2, . . . , r M ) . 

Then, the above boundary and shooting residuals' conditions can be expressed 
simply by 

R(Ü)= Ö, 

which is a system of d x M equations with d x M unknowns. We will use the 
Newton-algorithm to solve it iteratively, given a 'decent' starting approximation 
for Ü. There, we will use also 

• I ~ the d x d-identity matrix, and 

• E ;J ~ the d X d-matrix which is zero everywhere, except (E; J)i,; = 1 

4.2.2 Newton's method for multiple shooting 

The aim is to solve R(Ü) = Ö, as mentioned above. Let us assume that we have an 
approximate solution U0 to this problem, and we now want to improve it. Using 

first -order Taylor approximation Ö = R(Ü) = R(U0 ) + ~lü. · (Ü - U0 ) + o(Ü -

U0), we will require for dÜ := Ü - U0 

&Rj - - --=- · dU = -R(U 0 ), 

&V Üo 
( 4.11) 

which would lead to the exact Ü = U0 + dÜ if R were linear. Starting with U0 , 

we compute U 1 = U 0 + dU(U0 ), and iteratively Ük+i = Ük + dU(Ü k), until 
convergence. In each of these Newton-steps, we have to solve the (M · d) x (M · d) 
linear equation system 4.11. 

As a prerequisite, we have to compute the matrix ~~ . We will express it in 

blocked form with the M x M block matrices f,: of dimension d x d. 
J 

The last block row contains the derivatives of the boundary conditions: Ftom 
the definition of g, 4.7, and because u; = y (s;), with y defined in 4.4, we get a 
natural 'blocking' k + 11 + k for g and 11 + 2k for u;, which leads to the following 
block matrix for G ; := ~ = .Jf: 

J J 

( 

0 0 0;,1l ) 
G ;(x) = :c •

0
1/J; o o , 

0 O;,Ml 

k 
ll 

k ( 4.12) 

ll k k 
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where we abbreviated by z •.,pi the matrix 

0 ... 0 l 0 . .. 0 
. . . 

0 0 

Remark that this is a v x v-matrix, and G ; contains also sub-matrices of order 
v x k and k x k : The first block row contains the a! h/k+i)(xi) , the second one 

a! L:, x:V>; and the third a! h/k+il(xM)· ' 
J J 

For i = 1, .. . , M -1 , r ; is given by ( 4.10), and as already mentioned, it depends 
on all Uj for j < i, because of L1 (given in (4.6)) which involves all the J(x;) for 
x; S s;. If we set 

8r; 
B;,i := au , for 1 S j Si SM - 1, 

) 

( 4.13) 

and A; := B;,;, we see that our big matrix is of the following nearly block
triangular form: 

A1 -1 0 0 
B2,1 A 2 -1 0 0 

aii 
(4.14) aü = -1 0 

BM ... ,1 BM-1,2 B M-1,M-4 AM-1 -1 
G1 G 2 GM-1 GM 

How can we find the matrices B;,; ? The key is to define matrix functions 

( 4.15) 

such that 

( 4.16) 

(for the second equality, recall that j < i + 1), such that we find our matrices by 
computing B;J(x) in [s;, s;+iJ · 
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a} B;,i(x ), for x E [s;, s;+1L fulfil/s the differential equation 

d - 1·1--B · = J 1 B · · + c·Ed1 
dx 

1

'' '·' ' ' ' 

( 4.17) 

with 
( -1 y+1:+1 • 

Cj(x) := 
2

,\(v - l)! · p„(x)eh1(z) · (x - Sj)"-
1 ·1/JJ(j)'(YJ(j) - f(XJ(ij)), (4.18) 

and it satisfies the initial condition 

:B„j(s;) = ö;,jl. (4.19) 

b) For j < i: B;,j iJ zero everywhere, except in the first column. 

The assertion b) is the reason why we introduced the notation A; for the matrices 
B;,;: The A; are the only B;,j which are 'full' in general, because they have initial 
condition I instead of 0. 

Proof: 

a) The initial condition 4.19 is a direct consequence of the definition 4.15, be

cause yl•l(s ·) = u „ We have (...i.:ß . ·) = ..!L &yl'1 
= _B_Jl..yl•l = 

1 • dz •,J l ,m dz 8u;,m 811.; ,m dz I 

rF/•1(x,yl1l,{/(x,) ;s=1,„„J(i)}) . Here, we have plugged in the dif

fe~~:tial equation 4.3, setting F,l'l = (flil)1, and made explicit the dependence 
of the o.d.e. on the data. residuals of 'previous' points. Now, we apply the 
multivariate chain rule to get 

( 
d - ) d aF,1'1 ayl•l J(iJ ap,l•l af(x.) 
-B -2:-...::..:..e_+E----
dx t,J l ,m - p=I ßy~) ßuj,m •=! ßf(x,) ßuj,m , 

Recall tha.t, for s = J(s'), f(x,) 
independent of u „, to get 

ua1,1 and for the other s, f(x,) 1s 

( 
d _ ) d _ ; 8F/•l 
-d B;,j = L Jl•l,,p(Bi,i)p,m + L af( ) . Dj,•'. Dm,!· 

X l ,m p=l •'=l XJ(1') 
( 4.20) 

Furth h ~ - c . ., -!.!:J_ d er,we a.ve 811 )-V/d p„e &J( )'an 
ZJ(j) 1 ZJ(j) 

~(aL ) = 2<-;-(1!"+1•),(-l)(x -XJ(j))~- 1 !/IJ(j)'(YJ(j)- /(XJ(;J)). Note tha.t we ha.ve 
8 j ZJ(;) ~V-

X E [s;, si+1], and i 2: j, such that (x-XJ(;))+ = (x-si)+ = x-si. Therefore, 
in (4.20), La' = Dm,161,d • Cj(x), where Cj is as defined in 4.18. 
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b) 1. For j < i, we have initial condition B;,;(s;) = 0. 

2. For any matrices A,M, it holds that "Every zero-column of A remains 
zero in M A ": Because of (M A);. =Li M;;A;„ every row of M A is 
a linear combination of A's rows. 

3. From equation 4.17 we easily induce that pB;,;(x) = Mk(x) B;,;(x) + 
Ck(x) Ed,1 , for all k 2: 0. If we apply (2.) to this equation and consider 
(1.), we see that all derivatives of B;J for x = s; are zero outside the 
first column. Together with (1.), this proves b). 0 

Our smoothing method for fixed ( w 1 , ••. , Wnw) {!) consists now of the following 
steps: 

1. "Pre-smoothing" : Compute a good approximation Ü 0 , i.e„ calculate 
y(x) = (!,f'„.„j<"- 1),h!>h/„. „ h/2

k-t)) T, at all shooting points x E 

{s1, . . . ,sM}· 

, ::.:.~:~:·.~ ü. _ ( :~u-· ii(Ü,) 

until [[R(Ük+il[[ is small enough. 

3. Evaluate (!, f', . . . , j<"-1), hf, h/, ... , h/2
k-t)) Tat more (finely spaced) points, 

solving initial-value problems y(s;) = u; in each "shooting interval" . 

The first step will be considered in detail in the next chapter, the sub-steps of step 
2 are treated in Appendix B.1 where step 3 is straightforward to implement if the 
problems of step 2 are dealt with. 

Remember that the overall smoothing method will have to rninimize over all 
w 1 , ..• , Wnw and a minimizing routine will have to compute these three steps for 
every evaluation at a given w 1 , . . . , Wnw ! A detailed description of this multiple 
(or 'parallel') shooting algorithm including details for our special case "Wp" for 
v = 2 and k = 1 is given in Appendix B.l. The corresponding Pascal procedures 
which form the 'kerne!' of our "Wp" smoother follow in section B.3. 



Chapter 5 

The 'Pre-Smoother': 
Non-parametric Derivative 
Estimation 

5.1 D erivat ive Estim ation: Problems of N umer
ical Differentiation 

The problem we are going to consider in this section seems to be nearly the same 
as the initial non-parametric regression: Given data points (x;, y;), i 1, ... , n, 
we assume the model 

Yi = f(x;) + € ; , (5 .1) 

with independent zero-mean random errors €; and a smooth function f which shall 
include here that f is v-times differentiable. 

We want to estimate not f itself, but f(v) for v ~ 1. Often one is satisfied with 
f("l( x;), for i = 1, ... , n. The big difference to 'simple' non-parametric regression 
is the lack of residuals in this setup which complicates some procedures or ideas. 

In numerical analysis, another problem is solved usually, under the name of 
"numerical differentiation" (see chapter 12 (with this title) in Hemici (1964), or 
Werner and Schaback (1979)) : The task is to compute f("l(t 0 ) as accurately and 
efficiently as possible, if f (without derivatives !) can be evaluated at any given t. 
There, the solution is called "Ramberg differentiation". lt is actually an algorithm 
for choosing abscissa values ti around t0 and combining the J(tk)'s to an estimate 
of f("l(t 0 ). As its name suggests, it uses the same idea of Richardson extrapolation 
- i.e., appropriate linear combination to elirninate lower order error terms - as 
in the better known "Ramberg integration" . 

45 
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In the classical literature of applied mathematics (see, e.g„ Abramowitz & 
Stegun (1964)), the problem above is solved only for the case where no noise 
is present in the data y; which - by the way - is absolutely unrealistic for 
higher derivatives, as we will see below. In the case of 'no noise' (or equivalently, 
Var(c:;) = 0), the optimal solution consists in the following procedure which can 
be expressed as "v + m point formula" to estimate /(")( x ): Compute the poly
nomial which interpolates the v + m (often symmetric) nearest neighbor points 

of x, and take the polynomial's v-th derivative for f(vl(x). Form = 1, this is 
equivalent to computing 'divided differences', i.e„ finite difference quotients (such 
as (~ - ~) /(x;+1 - x;_1)) for f("l(x;) . There, m controls the order of 

X1+1-X1 X, -X1-l 

the bias, because the error-term of the formula (called 'discretization error') is 
seen tobe O(hv+m) (where for equidistant x;, even v and odd m , the order is even 
ow+m+l)). 

In real computers, data are rounded such that exact y; do not exist normally, 
and we have at least these rounding errors (in c: ;) which we may consider as i.i .d. 
random errors. [Actually, this is an approximation, because for some data, they 
are not independent, e.g„ if /(x;+1 ) - f(x;) is an exact multiple of the computer's 
"grain width", c;+1 = c:;, and they are not identically distributed if e.g., some f(x;) 
are close to the smallest positive number of the computer and others are not.] 

The following example usually convinces any sceptics who would doubt the 
necessity of an improved approach: Take f(x) = e", x; = i/n, for i = 1, .. . ,n, 
such that x;+1 - x; =: : h, and set y; to f(x;), rounded to three digits after the 
decimal point . In this case it is the same as rounding to four significant digits, 
i.e„ we have only very small noise. Take 

/
/,( ·) ·= Y;+i - 2y; + Y;-1 

x, . 2h2 . 

[ This [1 , -2, 1] - scheme corresponds to the second derivative of an interpolating 
quadratic parabola through x;-i. x;, x;+d For n = 30, the figure 5.1 shows the 
y; which seem to have no noise, where the estimated derivatives which should 
estimate the same e"; are quite noisy! We will see below, that the reason is a big 
blow-up of the variance if derivative estimates of this kind are considered. 

The following approach was found by the author (and later presented at Comp
Stat [Mächler (1988)]) without knowing of the work of Gasser and Müller (1984). 
They solved the problem in a very similar way though requiring more calculus. 
Using a (relatively easy) variational problem they find optimal weight functions 
w( "~r-:i.•) where we simply consider discrete weights wk( r ). Our weights are better 
than their weight function for small 'bandwidth' r and the derivation is concep
tually simpler. On the other hand, the results are similar in many respects. The 
moment conditions (see (5.8) below) for example are completely analogous. 
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Figure 5.1: The 30 points are x; = i/30, and y; = (exp(x;), rounded to 3 digits 
after '.') . Estimators used optimal 2r + 1 point weights to reduce variance; 
r=l : The classical [1 , -2, 1]-scheme. 

5.2 'Optimal' Derivatives: Variance Minimizing 
Weights 

In this section, we will consider the mean squared error of a derivative estimator 
with discrete weights, to derive conditions for optimal weights. The main result is 
the equivalence of this approach to local polynomial least-squares regression. 

5.2.1 Notation & Ideas 

We will work here with a simplified version of model (5.1): 

Y• = f(x;) + E:;, E[c;] = 0 & E[c;c1] = u 2D;J , and (5.2) 
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X; = Xo +i · h, for i = 1, ... , n. 

The assumption of uncorrelated errors could easily be extended to any known 
autocovariance structure E[e:;e:;] = u 2pli-il which would lead to different optimal 
weights depending on the autocorrelations Pk (see also below). Note that the 
abscissa values are assumed equidistant, which simplifies the following arguments 
considerably. The aim is to find optimal weights Wk := wi")(r) for the estimator 

- 1 r 

f(v)(x;) := h" L WkYi+k· 
k=-r 

(5.3) 

Remarks: 

1. Note that the weights are independent of i which is feasible only because the 
Xk are equidistant. 

2. This definition as it stands is only useful for r + 1 :::; i :::; n - r. For the 
boundary points, one has to use an asymmetrical sum, and the wk then 
depend (instead of r) on the exact summation bounds. In the following, we 
will often write Lk> omitting these bounds, to include these boundary cases. 

In the example given above, we mentioned that we have a bias (which is 
non-zero at every place where f is not an at most quadratic polynomial for the 
[1 , -2, 1]-scheme). A natural criterion to determine the Wk is therefore the quality 
of estimation, as measured by the mean squared error ('MSE'): 

where the bias - often called 'discretization error' in this context - is 

e; := f(v)(x;)-f(vl(x;), /(")(x;) := E[/(v)(x ;)] = L:wkf(x;+k)/h", (5.5) 
k 

~d the variance Var JM(x;) = E(J(v)(x;)- /("l(x;))2, as usual. 

We expand the bias into a Taylor series at x;, using f(x;+k) = f(x; + kh) = 
I::';,0(kh)i J U)(x;)/(j!). Here andin the following, we assume differentiability of f 
up to 'sufficient high order', and omit the corresponding error term, just acting as 
if f were analytical. This simplifies the notation, but is not a necessary condition 
for f. For the variance, we note that f( v)(x;)- f(v)(x;) = h-v Lk WkC:i+k· We may 
summarize these facts in 

Proposition 5.1 Th e bias of f("l(x;) is 

e; = - f, hi-"M;(w) j Ul(x;), where M1(w) := ~ L kiwk - Dj,v · (5.6) 
j=O J' k 
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- u2 
Varf(v)(x;)= h2"V(w), where V(w):=2::wk 2

• 

k 

(5.7) 

Note that we used the independence of the errors c; for the variance. If the 
c; were correlated with a known covariance structure, . we would get the same 
representation with a V(w) containing these auto-covariances. We already see 
that, if h -+ 0, the variance is 'exploding', the faster the higher the derivative is, 
whereas the bias ('discretization error') must vanish, of course. This entails the 
moment conditions (5.8), see below. Further, the 'moments' Mi of the weights wk 
are the bias determining quantities to consider, whereas the variance term depends 
on V(w). 

5.2.2 Optimal weights 

As mentioned, we have the minimal requirements for the weights to yield a consis
tent estimate for h -+ 0. Equivalently, the bias term e; in equation 5.6 must fulfill 
e; = O(hm), form 2: 1. The following are equivalent conditions on the moments 
Mf 

Proposition 5.2 Given an integer m 2: 1, the following conditions are necessary 
and JUjficient in order to have bias e; = O(hm): . 

Moment Conditions (Cm):l;/j E {O, ... , v + m - 1} Mj(w) = 0. (5.8) 

These conditions (Cm) are equivalent to Lk=-r kiwk = Oj,vv!, for all j, and are 
implicitly assumed to hold in the remainder of section 5.2. Using the representation 
of bias and variance (5.6, and 5.7), we have for the mean squared error (5.4), 

2 u 2 

MSE(x;) = h 2m(Mv+m(w)J(v+m)(x;) + O(h)) + h
2

" V(w). (5.9) 

The O(h) in the squared bias term stands for the power series L:~1 hiMv+m+i(w) 
f(v+m+i)(x;). Recall that we want to choose optimal weights wk, minimizing 
MSE(x;) , or rather its average over all the data, 'MASE': = ave;MSE(x;). lt 
would be a very involved approach to try this minimization in dependence of all 
the unknown derivatives f(v+m+i) which arise in (5.6) and are of even higher or
der than f(v) which we want to estimate finally. Instead, we choose the following 
'broad way': Keep the bias down to a high order in h and minimize the variance 
alone . Asymptotically for n -+ oo, h = l/n -+ 0, this can be shown to be equiva
lent to minimizing the MASE if f(v+m) is square integrable and we choose r -+ oo 
at a suitable rate (smaller than n, depending on v and m). 

Since h and u are fixed, we have to minimize V(w) subject to the conditions 
(Cm). Note that these are v + m equations for the 2r + 1 weights Wk, from where 
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we conclude that we must have r ~ (v + m - 1)/2 ~ v/2. To summarize the 
results, we will prove the following 

Theorem 5.3 Let 

Then, 

SP:=L:P, and dg:=v+m-1 (~ v) . 
k 

(5.10) 

(i) the weights ( wk) minimizing L Wk 2, und er (Cm) {in 5. 8 ), are the polynomials 
k 

<W 

wk = L:c;ki, with 
j=O 

<W 

L S;+;C; = 6;,vv!, Vj E {O, ... , dg }. (5.11) 
i=O 

(ii) In the 'symmetric' case where L:k = L:k=-r• these polynomials are even or 
odd, respectively, according to the parity of v. 

(iii) The estimator {5.S) f(vl(x;) = L:kWkY;+k is equivalent to loca/ polynomial 

least-squares regression, i.e., j(vl(x;) = p(v)(x;) , where p(x) is the polynomial 
of degree dg which minimizes L:k (Y;+k - p(x;+k))2. 

Proof: 

(i) We apply the method of Lagrange multipliers, using multip!iers -2c;, for j = . 
0, . .. , dg . Therefore, the criterion in (i) is equivalent to the unconstrained 
minimization 

<W 

minw,cilt(w, c0 , • • • ,c.w) := L Wk2 - 2 L c;M;(w). 
k j=O 

In order to minimize w, the (w.)s and (c;)s have to fulfill /! = 0, and 
~ = 0, for all k and j. The derivatives /! contain the partial derivatives 

of M, which are ~8M = ki, and consequently ~88 = 0 is equivalent to the 
" w.1r w„ 

stated equation 5.11 for Wk. 

The second group of vanishing partial derivatives of iit is equivalent to the 
conditions (Cm) which now are conditions for the polynomial coefficients: 

dil 
(Cm) <==:} 6;,vv! = Lk;Wk = LC;Lki+i , Vj E {O,„„dg}. 

k i=O k 

Thi~ is the linear equation system of 5.11 for the unknown (eo, ... , c.-.). 
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(ii) In matrix notation, this equation system may be written as 

Sc= v! e., (5.12) 

where c = (c0 , ••• ,cdil)T, e. is the unit vector (e.); = 8.,;, and the matrix 
S is defined by (S);; := S;+; · In the symmetric case, we see that SP = 0 
for odd powers p, such that our matrix S is of «checker board" form. This 
means that we may paxtition the lineax system 5.12 into two independent 
lineax systems, one for (eo, c2, . .. , cldil/2J) and the other for ( c1, c3 , •.. ). One 
of these systems will be homogeneous, since the r.h.s. of equation 5.12 has 
only one non-zero entry. Therefore, the polynomial L: c;ki will be odd or 
even, only those c; being non-zero which fulfill j = v (mod 2). 

(iii) We compute the polynomial p(x) = L:'f:0 a;(x - x;)i, and have to show that 

our j(•l(x;) = [;. PI„, = v!a., i.e., we want to see that 

1 ' 
v!a. = h" ,L: WkYi+k, 

k 

(5.13) 

with the optimal weights of (i). The coefficients a; of p(x) have to mini
mize L:dYi+k -p(xi+k))2

, where p(x;+k) = L:;a;(x;+k - x;); = L:;a;(kh)i. 
If we define the design matrix X by Xk; = (kh)i, the coefficient vector 
a := (a0 , • • • , ac19) has to minimize llY - Xall 2

• We know that a then fulfills 
the normal equations X T Xa = X T y which means that a = Wy, where 
W := (XTx)-1xT. We need only the v-th row of W, since we are inter
ested in a. = W • . Ty. Because WX = (XTX)-1 XTX = 1, the identity 
matrix, we have (w •. Tx); = s •. ;, or equivalently, Lkk;Wvk = s.,;h-i, 
or Lk ki(h"v!W.k) = v!8.,;, which axe the moment conditions (Cm) for 
h"v!Wvk· On the other hand, W •. is a polynomial of degree dy, since 
w.k = L:'f:0{(xTx)-1L;(XT);k = L:;c;(kh)i. lt follows that h"v!W.k = 
Wvk which completes the proof of equation 5.13. 

0 

Note that the main result of the theorem is (iii), the equivalence of our weights 
to local polynomial regression. This solves also the problem of computing 'bound
ary' weights for the points x; close to the boundaxy, i.e., with i $ r or i > n - r. 

Note further that, in the 'symmetric' case of (ii)- which is the general non
boundaxy case for equidistant x; - the bias is automatically of one .order higher 
if we chose dy = v (mod 2), which is the same a.s choosing odd m, because then 
Mdy+i = 0, or equivalently, Cdy+i = 0 if we take a polynomial of one degree higher. 
Or, in other words, compared with a polynomial of degree dy = v (mod 2), to 
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use one with degree <iy + 1 makes only a difference .in non-symmetric cases, that 
is only at the boundaries for equidistant x;'s. 

F\rrther, we now see also what happens if the x; are not equidistant. Our 
procedure is still exact if y; = P(x;) where P is a polynomial of degree <iy ( or 
less) . This means that in general, the bias is still "small" because it involves only 
the higher order components of the Taylor approximation of f. For the variance 
term, we did not make use of equidistant abscissa values at all so that it is still 
minimized by this local regression. The local polynomial regression is therefore 
optimal also in this more general situation. 

5.2.3 Formulae of optimal weights in the symmetric equi
distant case 

Recall that we have the 'consistency' parameter m 2'. 1 which ensures bias of order 
hm, and the polynomials corresponding to the optimal weights (Theorem 5.3) 
have degree <iy = v + m - 1 for the v-th derivative. Here we will consider the 
symmetric case as in Theorem 5.3 (ii) with JM(x;) = Lk=-r WkYi+k• i.e., estimate 
at those points not too close to the boundary (which is the only important one, 
asymptotically). We have seen in the theorem that then the polynomials wk = 
L:7=,.0 Cjkj are even or odd with the same parity as v, or equivalently m can be 
assumed odd. 

The quantities SP = Lk=-r kP, defined in equation 5.10 are then 0 for odd p and 
can be expressed by the Bernoulli polynomials for even p, namely, S 2P = 2'.8p(r)+l , 
see (5.15) below. We need the following properties: 

Lemma 5.4 (i) The B ernoulli polynomials Bm(x) are defined recursively by 

(ii) 

(5.14) 

where Bm := Bm(O) is the m-th Bernoulli number, and their recursion is 
symbolically written as "(l + Br = Bm " (pulling down the exponents to 
indices after expansion) which is (with m + 1 instead of m) equivalent to 

m-1(m+1) 
(m+l)Bm=-E k Bk 

(5.15) 
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(iii) Bo = 1, B1 = -!, and B2n+1 = 0 \In 2: 1. 

(iv) Bm(l - x) = (-lrBm(x) Vm E lN 0 

53 

Proof: These properties a.re classical, and a.re cited from Abramowitz & Stegun 
(1964), chapter 23.1, equations number 7,2,26, 4, 3,19, and 8 (in the given order). 
Note that SP = 2EP which we need for even p. Now, it is easy to get the 

Corollary 5.5 For any p E lN: 

(i) Ep(r) iJ divisible by r and (r + 1). 

(ii) Ep(r) are even or odd polynomials in (2r+l), for even or oddp, respectively. 

(iii) E2P(r) is divisible by (2r + 1). 

(iv) E2p+ 1(r) is divisible by r 2 and (r + 1)2. 

Proof: 

(i) This is equivalent to Ep(-) having .the zeros -1 and 0. The first is trivial, 
and the second follows from the fact that from (5.14), Bm(x) = B m +x( .. . ), 
such that Ep(r) = r( .. . ). 

(ii) The statement to prove is equivalent to the following identity for both 6 E 
{O, l} stating symmetry around r = -t: 

1 1-6 1 
E2p+6(x - 2) = (-1) E2p+5( - x - 2). 

From (iv) of the Lemma, we know that B 2P+1(x) = (-l) 1- 6B 2P+1(l-x) such 
that E 2p+6(x - t) = (B2p+i+6(x + t) - B 2P+I+5)/(2p + 1+6) = 
= ((- l)1- 6B2p+i+6(t - x)- B2p+i+6)/(2p+ 1+6) = (-l)1- 6E2p+5(-t- x). 
Note that the last equality uses the vanishing of B 2P+1+6 for 6 = 0. 

(iii) follows directly from (ii) . 

(iv) By (ii), we have that E 2p_1 (-) is symmetric around -t. We see that E 2p-l 

divides r 2 for p 2: 1, since 2pE2P_ 1(r) = B 2p(r) - B 2P (Lemma (i)) and 
B 2p-t = 0. Because of the symmetry around -t, it has to divide also 
(r+l)2

. D 

Well-known examples: The sum of the integers up to r equals r(r + 1)/2, the sum 
of their squa.res is r(r + 1)(2r + 1)/6, and their cubes' sum is r 2(r + 1)2/4. 
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1 m l 11 1 numerator 1 denominator 

1 0 1 b 
1 12k b(b2 

- 1) 

2 30(12k2 - b2 + 1) b(b2 
- l)(b2 - 4) 

3 840k(20k2 
- 3b2 + 7) b(b2 

- l )(b2 - 4)(b2 - 9) 

3 0 -3(20k2 - 3b2 + 7) 4b(b2 
- 4) 

1 -5k(28k2(3b2 
- 7) - 5(3b4 - 18b2 + 31)) b(b2 

- l)(b2 - 4)(b2 - 9) 

2 -105(24k2(10k2(3b2 - 13) - 7(b4 
- 10b2 + 29))+ 4b(b2 - l)(b2 - 4)(b2 - 9) 

+5(b2 
- l)(b2 

- 7)(b2 
- 9)) (b2 - 16) 

3 -945k ( 8k2(154k 2( b2 - 7) - 15(3b4 
- 46b2 + 199) )+ b(b2 

- l )(b2 - 4)(b2 - 9) 

+ 7(3b6 
- 75b4 + 54lb2 

- 853)) (b2 - 16)( b2 
- 25) 

5 0 15(56k2(18k2 - w + 35) + 15b4 
- 230b2 + 407) 64b(b2 - 4)(b2 

- 16) 

1 2lk (24k2(22k 2(15b4 
- 230b2 + 407)- 16b(b2 

- l)(b2 -4)(b2
- 9) 

-35(3b6 - 75b4 + 54lb2 
- 853))+ (b2 - 16)(b2 - 25) 

+7(25b8 
- 900b6 + 10230b4 

- 37060b2 + 46137)) 

Table 5.1 : Formulae for optimal discrete weights for 11-th derivative; m is order of 
bias, 'bandwidth' b = 2r + 1 must fulfill b ::'.'. 11 + m , and k = -r, . . . , r. 

An application of this corollary (ii) is that our weights Wk = Et':o c3(r )ki, being 
also polynomials in r , can be simplified if expressed as functions of 

b := 2r + 1. 

Then, wk is an even or odd polynomial in b, according to the parity of 11. 

We have computed formulae for these weights, solving the linear systems of 
order dy where a matrix of polynomials had to be inverted. We made use of 
'MACSYMA' , a package which does symbolic computations. 

Note that for the minimal b, we get the weights corresponding to the 11-th 
derivative of the interpolating polynomial. These are the 'optimal weights' used 
by numerical analysts for a long time, as tabulated in Abramowitz & Stegun 
(1964), Table 25.2, p. 914 (for 11 ::'.'. 1). We have already seen that these weights 
may be disastrous, also in cases with very low noise per signal ratio. 

Examples: 
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1. For v = 0, the minimal b = m, and we get the weight vectors (1), (0, 1, 0), 
and (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) for m = 1, 3, and 5, as was to be expected. For the next 
!arger b = m + 2, the weight vectors are ~(1, 1, 1), -fs(-3, 12, 17, 12, -3), and 
2~1 (5, -30, 75, 131, 75, -30, 5). 

2. For v = 2, the minimal b = m + 2, and we get the weight vectors (1 , -2, 1) 
and ~(2 , -1, -2, -1, 2), form= 1 and 3, the first one being our well-known 
example. 

5.2.4 Result: Estimating derivatives by robust local poly
nomial regression 

We have seen above that local polynomial regression is an optimal estimating 
procedure for a function and its derivatives. For our pre-smoother we need f,f' , 
h 1 = log(!"/ Pw) and h / and therefore also f". We even use f 111 to estimate 
the w/s more precisely. Therefore we will have to compute polynomials of at 
least degree 3. lt is weil known that orthogonal polynomials have to be taken 
to get accurate regression estimates because the higher powers xk tend to be 
approximately collinear. 

But the least-squares regression procedures are known to be very sensitive to 
the presence of outliers such that we will finally use a reweighting algorithm for 
j(v) which down-weights observations with too !arge residuals. The robustness 
weights are tal(en as i/J;(r1)/r; where r; is the i-th scaled residual. The following 
sections will deal with the problem of efficient and stable computation of weighted 
least-squares regression by orthogonal polynomials while we consider the detailed 
robustification in section 5.5. 
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5.3 W eighted R egression by Orthogonal Poly no
mia ls 

In this section, we will repeat the solution of the well-known problem of poly
nomial regression: lt is known that the design-matrix for the coefficients of the 
simple powers xk is very badly conditioned and that one should use orthogonal 
polynomials as basis in the linear space of polynomials up to a given degree. 

Given the data (xi, Yi) and weights Wi, for i = 1, ... , n, we want to compute 
the 'weighted least-squares regression' polynomial f(x) of degree m, i.e., 

n 

L:: Wi(Yi - f (xi) )2 = Min ! 
i=l 

We require that the weights be positive and assume that they are already scaled 
to 1, such that 

n 

wi>O ViE{l, ... ,n} and L::wi = 1. ( 5.16) 
i=l 

Then, a scalar product and its induced norm are defined by 

(f ,g) ~ twd(x;)g(x;), and 11!11 2 ~ (!,!). (5.17) 
i=l 

This is the usual L 1-scalar product with respect to the measure °L;w;br, · Further, 
we assume given a basis (fkheNo of orthogonal polynomials (i.e., (fj, fk) = 0 if 
j i' k, and fk is of degree k). We will see in subsection 5.3.1 how to compute them 
efficiently. Then, we write f as 

m 

f(x) = L:: akfk(x), (5.18) 
k=O 

and the above minimum problem is equivalent to the problem of best approxi
mation by orthogonal functions: lt can be written as Min llY - "L;;'=0 adk(x)ll 2

, 

where y is an {arbitrary) function interpolating the data {xi, Yi) · Now, elementary 
analysis yields the 'Fourier coefficients' 

(y,!k) { } 
ak = llfkll 2 Vk E 0, ... , m . {5.19) 

To prove this , we recall that the function to be minimized is convex, and therefore 
the global minimum is the only critical point~ i.e., Min II · .. 11 2 is equivalent to 
0 = 8~.l/···11 2 Vk, where 8~. lly-'L~oaifdl = -2(fk,y-'L~0 ad1) . This is 
equivalent to (fk, y) = (fk, 'L~o ad1) = 'L~o a, Uk.!1) = akllfkll 2

, because the (fk) 
are orthogonal. 

We see that we can compute the regression polynomial by (5.18) and {5.19) if 
we have the (fk) which we construct now. 
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5.3.1 Constructing orthogonal polynomials 

We will find an efficient and numerical stable recursion scheme to construct a 
basis of orthogonal polynomials used in our regression mentioned above. Given 
the abscissa values (x;) and weights (w;) as in equation 5.16, we have the scalar 
product (5.17). Now, we give the recursion scheme to produce our sequence of 
orthogonal polynomials (fk) : 

Lemma 5.6 The following polynomials f k are orthogonal with respect to the scalar 
product {5.17). 

(i) fo(x) := 1; fi(x) :=X~ X - x„, where x„ ~ L~1 W;X; 

(
ii) 

/ 
- 1 (xfk, fk) 1 (xfk, fk-1) 1 k+l := X k - lf.f,Jf2 k - llfk-l112 k-1· (5.20) 

R.emark: Note that this recursion works already, for k = 0, if we set / _1 := 0 and 
!et ~o = o. 
Proof: : We will prove by complete induction that f k+1 is of degree k + 1 and 
orthogonal to all previous /; . The degree is trivial to induce from the degrees of 
!k and fk-1 · 

The "initial seed" of the induction is {!1,/0 ) = (x, 1) - (x„, 1) = i„ - x„ = 0, 
using that, by (5. 16), namely the normalized weights w;, (1, 1) = 1 and (x, 1) = x„. 
Further, we have 

(/ f) (_1 1 ) (xfk, f•) (! 1 ) (xfk, fk-1) (/ 1 ) 
k+l1 j = X k1 j - lf.f,Jf2 k1 j - llfk-1112 k-11 j • (5.21) 

To show that (fk+1 ,/; ) = 0 Vj :'.'Ok , we consider three cases: 

j < k-1: Note that the first scalar product, (xfk,f;) , is equal to (f.,xf; ). 
By the induction assurnption, /; is orthogonal to fk and f k-b and also 
xf; l. f• because the degree is j + 1 < k. Therefore, all three summing 
terms in (5 .21 ) are zero. 

j = k - 1: Here, the third term cancels the first one, and the mid term vanishes. 

j = k : The first two terms in (5.21) cancel each other while the third is zero. 

0 

R.emark: In fact, we have only performed a special kind of a so called 'Gram
Schmidt ' orthogonalization which would involve all previous basis elements f; to 
construct a new one, and have seen that we only need the last two. 
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To get a more compact notation of this recursiqn which we are going to use 
extensively, let us define for k = 0, 1, ... , 

do„ := 0, and 

Sk := ll!kll = Juk,f;.), 

Vk E N d;.„ := (xf;.; /;._,) 
sk-• 

for s = 0, l. 

Now the recursion (5.20) can be expressed equivalently, for all k ~ 0, by 

whence we conclude easily for the j-th derivatives, Vj E N 0 : 

( 5.22) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

5.4 The Generalized 'Horner' Scheme for Ortho
gonal Polynomials 

The aim is to use a both efficient and numerically stable method to evaluate an 
orthogonal polynomial (and simultaneously its derivative(s)) at any given location 
x. To get an idea, we first look at the well-known 

Ordinary Horner scheme 

The canonical polynomial basis, the powers ( x•), fulfill the much simpler recur
sion x•+i = x · x• which is the base for an efficient and stable evaluation of 
(ordinary) polynomials: The so-called 'Horner scheme' evaluates a polynomial 
p( x) = L:Z'=0 akxk as 

ao + x(a1 + x(a2 + · · · + x(am-1 + Xam) . . . ), 

or as algorithm, if 

p~) :=am; p1°1 := ak + xpi~1 , for k = m -1, m - 2, . .. ,0, 

then p~o) = p(x) . This is seen very easily and seems non-interesting, but the 
non-trivial clue is that we may use the same procedure to compute derivatives of 
p(): 
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Lemma 5.7 {Horner) Let p(x ) = L:Z'=oakxk, and Jet Pi-t) := ak Jor all k . Set 
for v = 0, 1, .. . 

p~) :=am; pl,"> := pl,"-I) + xpl,"11, for k = m - 1, m - 2, .. . , 0, 

d" 
then p~") = -d p(:t)/(v!) . 

x" 

Proof: This lemma follows from the proposition that the Homer scheme for eval
uation at x 0 yields also the 'deflation' polynomial, i.e., 

p(x) - p(xo) ~ (o) k-1 ( ) 
= L.... Pk X =: Pt X ' 

X - Xo k=l 

which is a direct consequence of the definition of the pi0
) which gives pi0) = 

L:/'.:,k a1x~-k. We conclude p'(x) = p~(x )(x - x0 ) + p1(x), and, generally for the j-th 
derivative, pU>(x) = p\i>(x)(x - x0 ) + jp\H>(x), for all j , which gives p(">(x0 ) = 
vp\v-t)(x0 ). Now, apply the same procedure to p1() instead of p which completes 
the proof by induction. D 

Generalized 'Horner' for orthogonal polynomial bases 

We now want to evaluate the polynomial f (x) = EZ'=o akf k of equation 5.18 and its 
first d derivatives by a similar algorithm as the one in the above lemma, where now 
the fk build any orthogonal polynomial basis which obeys a recursion analogous 
to (5.24). The following idea to work with vectors and matrices stems from a 
lecture of Prof. H. Rutishauser at ETH and has been passed orally to the author 
by Johann Joss: 
We apply two-dimensional matrix and vector notation and d+ !-dimensional block 
vectors and matrices of them to express the simultaneous recursion on fk and its 
first d derivatives. We define for k = 0, 1, . .. , 

( f k ) d A ·- ( x - dk,o -dk,t ) 
Vk := fk-1 ' an k .- 1 0 . (5.26) 

Recall that this includes A 0 = ( i ~ ) , to see that the recursion 5.24 can be 

written as 
(5.27) 

Now, we differentiate this recursion using the notations v' = 1;,v and v(j) = f:., v 
to get vj,+1 = Akvj, + Aj,vk, where it is easy to see that Al,= E 1 which we define 
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as 

(5.28) 

Therefore, AZ = 0, and we easily induce for the higher derivatives that vi~1 = 

Akv~) + jE1v~-I) . This is equivalent to the following relation for the Taylor 
coefficients, 

Vj ~ 1 : 
v~21 v~l vii-I) 
- .1- = Ak-.-1 + E1(. - l)I" 

J . J. J . 
(5.29) 

We will now define (d + 1)-dimensional 'super'-vectors and -matrices to find the 
Homer recursion. We will use symbols with • (d) to denote these block matrices 
and vectors: 

0 

such that equations 5.27 & 5.29 for j ::; d can be summarized as 

vi~1 = Aid) · vidJ. 

(5.30) 

( 5.31) 

The (d + 1)-vector with the Taylor coefficients of fk and its first d derivatives can 
now be represented as 

(5.32) 

where we defined 

( '' l ( (10) 
oT 

oT l 
f~d) := 

!~ 
and E(d) := 

0T (1 0) 

); ' 
0T . 

oT 0T (1 0) 

( 5.33) 

Further, we induce from equation 5.31 

uk ~ O .· -(d) _ A(d)A(d) A(d) -(d) 
V Vk+I - k k-1 • • • 0 Vo • (5.34) 

Recall that we have set f _1 = 0 such that Vo = ( ~) and therefore, M(dJv~d) = 

first column of M(d)_ Now, the Homer evaluation of our polynomial (5.18) goes 
as follows : We want to compute 

(5.35) 
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which is 

f (d) f akf~dl = f akE (dlvid) = 
k=O k=O 
(( ... ((amE(d))A~~ 1 + am-1E(dl)A~~2 + ... + a 1 E(d))A~d) + a0E(dl)v~dl, 

where we have applied equations (5.32) and (5.34). If we denote t he expressions 
in the nested ( ... ) successively by R id), for k = m, m - 1, . . . , 0, the generalized 
Homer algorithm can now be formulated as following: 

Let recur3ively, 

Now, we see that all R id) are lower triangular and band-block matrices, because 
these properties are inherited from E (dl and the A idls. Therefore, r~dl , the first 

block column of R id) , contains all information on R id>, and it is sufficient to com
pute only r~d) instead of the whole matrices Ridl. Let U S denote the components 
of the block vector r~d) by 

-(d) ( )d IR.2 r k = r k,j i=O• rk,j E , 

to get now the simplified generalized Homer algorithm 

Lemma 5.8 Let a m := ( aO ) , initialize r m,o .- am, and rm,i := O, for j 

1, .. . , d . Compute, for k = m - 1, m - 2, . . . , 0, 

rk,o := ak + rk+1 ,0T Ak, (for j = 0) 

rk,j := rk+1,/Ak+rk+1,j-1TE1 , forj=l,2, . .. ,d. 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

Th en, f (d) = rJdl ( ~ ) , or equivalently, for j = 0, 1, . .. , d: JUl = j!(r o,j)1. 

Remark: The algorithm actually consists of two nested ' For' -loops, as for ordinary 
Homer (Lemma 5. 7). The order of the two loops is reversed here, because 
of better efficiency, since the Ak a.re the same in the whole j-loop. This 
corresponds to computing the Homer table column-wise instead of the 
more usual row-wise calculation. 
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Proof: We just translate equation 5.36: The initialization of the r m,jS is the 
one of R~l . Because the first block row of E(d) is ((1 O),oT, ... , oT )T, the 
addition of akE(d) there is equivalent to the adding of ak to rk,o here. The 
adding term R i11A id) remains: Its first block column is equal to (Ri11Aid))e\d) = 

Ri1 1(A kdle\dl) which is R i11 times the block vector (Ak,E1,0\ ... , oT )T. We 

have therefore that the first block column of R k1i A kd) is equal to r~~1 T Ak + 

( 0 T, 1 ! r~~1 ) T E1, where we used the APL-notation 1 ! for the omission of the 
first element of a (block) vector. For the j-th block component , this is now clearly 
the addition of r k+I,j T A k+rk+I J -I T E 1, where the second term is missing for j = 0. 

D 

5.5 Robustifying a Local Regression Estimator 

As already mentioned, the method of choice is to do reweighting iterat ions on 
the whole estimate. This is much simpler and more efficient than to use directly 
robust regression estimates at each location x;. The idea is, to use in each esti
mation 'sweep' robustness weights for each observation to weight down those with 
influential residuals. 

5.5.1 LOWESS is not robust 

This procedure of iterated reweighting (for smoothing) was proposed already by 
Cleveland (1979) for his "LOWESS" smoother which does local linear regression. 
He uses Tukey's "bi-weight" function for down-weighting, which corresponds to a 
' re-descending' 1/>-function of the corresponding M-estimator. lt is known (see e.g. 
Hampel et al.( 1986)) that in this case the M-estimators are not uniquely defined, 
but depend algorithmically on the starting value of a kind of Newton-algorithm to 
find the estimate. Here, Cleveland chose to start with simple least-squares which 
considerably spoils the intended robustness: 

The breakdown point of LOWESS is very low. lt is practically zero when its 
smoothing parameter f is less than 0.5. 

Consider the following example. Given are 225 data points x; = i and y; 
Ö; ,113 . This means constant data with a single outlier in the middle. This is not a 
special configuration, since the same phenomenon occurs if, e.g., y; ~ U[O, 1], for 
i i= 113, and y113 = 107

• For f ~ .506 where f = h/n and h is the bandwidth, 
LOWESS interpolates all the data including the outlier in the constant case and it 
still interpolates the outlier when the y;'s are jittered. What happens ? The initial 
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non-robust least-squares estimator downweights 110 cf the 'good' neighbors and 
the outlier to zero because the 'MAD' (median of the absolute residuals) scale es
timate is much smaller than the least- squares residuals, there. This gives (nearly) 
zero weights for the whole center batch of the data which entails interpolation for 
the outlier, there. 

In practice one would recognize this fact quite rarely, since LOWESS is often 
used to 'enhance scatterplots' where extreme outliers are mostly rejected already 
before. lndeed, the breakdown point of any such local robust smoother will depend 
on the smoothing parameter in some way, but for LOWESS, e.g„ one could ( and 
should) require that the breakdown point is about f /2, since the local estimate 
uses f x 100% of the data points. 

5.5.2 Proposal for proper robustification 

lt is easy to achieve this desired breakdown point, 'mending' LOWESS by at least 
one of the following methods: 

• Use another function for down-weighting, namely one which corresponds to 
a monotone !f>-function. 

• Do not start with a least-squares sweep, but with a sweep by a simple but 
highly robust smoother (with the appropriate equivalent smoothing param
eter) to get 'conservative' robustness weights. 

If only the first remedy is used, it may be necessary to do many iterations until 
convergence, whereas applying only the second one keeps the problem of possibly 
non-unique solutions. 

We propose and implemented the following procedure. We want to have the 
possibility to reject outliers completely. This can be accomplished by redescending 
M-estimators (see Hampelet al., sect . 2.6) . We use a 'hampel' iP which is simple 
and behaves nearly as the 'optimal V-robust ' tanh-tf> . The latter is not very 
practical because its parameters are given only implicitly. The 'hampel' 1f> is given 
as 

(5.39) 

Being piecewise linear, it is a 'huber' !f>. (cf. 1.4) in the middle, i.e., for x E [-b, b], 
and then 'redescends ' to become zero for x ~ r . 

The following parameters for our robust (pre-)smoother proposal have to be 
specified: 
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• Bandwidth "h" 
• Polynomial degree "reg" 
• Number of "Huber" reweighting iter. "Robltl" 
• Number of "Hampel" reweighting iter. "Roblt2" 
• Constant(s) for Huber's and Hampel's 1/J (5.39)"k", or "a, b, r", resp. 

1. Start with a 'most robust smoother: Do a sweep by Tukey's 'running medians 
of M', where M ~ -1L · n. Call this estimate JM· 

Xn-Xl 

In order to diminish erosion apply "twicing", a special case of Tukey's "re
roughing". This is smoothing the residuals of f M with the same smoother 
and add these smoothed residuals to JM to give the new JM. 
Apply "hanning", a simple running weighted mean with weights ~[l, 2, l]. 
This leads to smoother residuals which is useful for the scale estimate below if 
many residuals were zero, before. This is not too rare with running medians! 

2. Compute robustness weights from the residuals of 1„ using Huber's 1/J and 
the median of the absolute residuals ('MAD') as scale estimate. We chose 
k = 2 · MAD. This corresponds to k = 1.35 for scale estimates which are 
consistent at normal errors. 

3. Do Robltl (we set Robit1:=2) sweeps of local polynornial regression with 
polynomials of degree reg and using bandwidth h. In each sweep, use the 
robustness weights of the previous sweep, and compute new 'Huber weights'. 

4. Do Roblt2 (we set Roblt2 :=1) sweeps oflocal polynornial regression, as above, 
but now computing 'Hampel weights' which reject far outliers. As constants 
for Hampel 's three-part redescending 1/;, we take ( a, 4, 8) if 0 ::::; a ::::; 2, and 
(a,2a,4a) if a > 2. The default , a = 2 leads to the "2-4-8-estimator", 
the simplest recommended default choice of a three-part redescender ( see 
Hampelet al. (1986) , section l.ld). 

5.6 Automatie Bandwith Choices for the Pre
Smoothing Procedure 

We implemented an automatic choice of the presmoother's bandwidth h to make 
the procedure more easy to use. The aim is not a perfect smoother but optimal 
starting approximations for the Newton algorithm of the multiple shooting pro
cedure. This is not easy, even quite difficult sometimes. The reason is the fact 
that the pre-smoother will be of one of those smoothers which are bad concern
ing our quality of smoothness. In some of these situations our automatic method 
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(still) fa.ils finding an approximation which 'lies in the doma.in of attraction' of the 
Newton algorithm. This means that this latter explodes instead of converging. 
Nevertheless, the following approach works weil in some examples and gives an 
indication how to choose the bandwidth and other parameters in other cases. 

Usually, it is the number of infiection points which the 'user' wants to prescribe 
while the other parameters would not interest him too much. We choose the 
bandwidth h2 for the estimation of /" and / 111 by looking for the maximal interval 
of h's such that the number of sign changes of the sequence (/'' h(x 1), . .. , J'r h(xn)) 
is equal to the required number of inflection points, nw. If the interval is finite we 
take its mean as final bandwidth h2 • Otherwise (unusually), we have the interval 
[h., oo) and enlarge h. by a factor EnlargeH which is by default set heuristically to 
EnlargeH:=l + 0.1 n-116

• 

By default, we set the following parameters. 

• dg := min(5, 2 + nw)· 

• Starting value for h2 := 2n-116(xn - X1)/(l + nw)· 

The exponent -1/6 is chosen in a rough manner such as to ensure con
sistency for the second derivative, following Gasser and Müller (1984) and 
applying the property that our local regression with polynomials of degree 
dg is asymptotically equivalent to a kerne! smoother with kemels of order 
dg + 1. 

• Considering the asymptotically optimal bandwidth derived in the above pa
per, we choose the bandwidth h0 for estirnating fand f'. It has tobe smaller 
than h2: By default, we set h0 := h2((dg- l)/(5dg + 5) )1/(2<41+3>. 

• Analogously, we set the third bandwidth, namely the one for the estimation 
of h/ (and of h1) from h1. = log(!"/pw) as 
h, := h2(0.6 * (dg - l)/dg) 1f(2<41+3>. 

The precise estimation of the infiection points Wj is clone as follows: 

- Recall that for the choice of the bandwidth h2 we only used the J'r(x;)'s to 
deterrnine the number of infiection points nw. With these values we also find 
the 'critical'. intervals, namely [x;

1
, Xi;+i] conta.in.ing Wj, for j = 1, 2, . .. , nw. 

But we want to deterrnine the Wj more precisely. 

- To this end, we apply 'regula falsi' and then the Newton-Raphson algorithm 
to locate the w;'s as the zeros of f"(x) accurately. Newton needs the evalu
ation of /"'. 
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- To compute f" and !'" at x (/_{xi}, we smoothly combine the local polynomi
als at x; and x;+I, say p;(x) and Pi+1(x) for f"(x), or Pi for !'", respectively. 
Here, we need to evaluate the orthogonal polynomials at non-data x's. For 
x E [x;,x;+1] we estimate f"(x) by p;(x) + q(x;:~:i,,)(Pi+I - p;)(x). The 
weight function q : [O, 1]--> [O, 1] is taken as q(x) := x2(3-2x). Its derivative 
q'(x) = 6x(l-x )l[o,iJ is still continuous such that we can reasonably estimate 
f"' by Pi+ q' · (Pi+I - p;) + q · (Pi+1 - pi). 

- If lx; - w;I < E, Pw(x;) looses accuracy and h1 = f"/Pw may become very 
inaccurate. R.emedies are 

- Use f"' and p:,, to a better approximation. We develop the quotient 
f"/Pw into a Taylor series, 

Proposition 5.9 

!" f
111 

( € €2 ) 1 -(w + €) = - 1 + -A + -B + 0(€3
) , where 

Pw J p:., 2 6 w , 
(5.40) 

f(4) p" f(s) Pm 3 p" 
A=--~ andB= --~+-~ · A. 

f 111 p~' !"' p~ 2 p~ 

Note that A needs a (crude) estimation of f( 4l, and the term ~ 
L.;·~i w;~w;• . Consequently, f"'/p:,,(w;) is more accurate than f"/Pw(w ;+ 

E) whenever ~EIAI < Ecomp/E, where Ecomp gives the machine precision. 
We did not implement this approximation up to now, but used the next 
much more pragmatic approach which leads to small extra bias. 

- Keep the w; away from all x;, pushing w; to e.g. x; + 1~(x;+ 1 - x;) if 
0 :S w; - x; < (x;+I - x;)/100. 

5. 7 Synopsis of Pre-smoothing 

We collect here the main steps of our pre-smoothing procedure. Recall that 
the pre-smoother has to give an estimate of f , f', hf> and h/ at each data 
point x;, and the infiection points w11 ••• , Wn„ (plus the sign sign(fr•) for 
Pw, see (3.2)). Further it will provide an initial robu.st scale estimate ir. This 
will be used for "Wp" in p;(r;) = ir 2pc(r;/ir). 

1. Given the required nw, the bandwidth h2 is chosen in a way ensuring 
that / 11 has nw zeros. Altematively, we prescribe h which entails an 
estimation of n„. 
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2. The zeros of f" are computed to higher precision by regula falsi and 
Newton algorithm which needs also f 111

• 

3. We smooth log(f"/p,,,) for an estimate of h/ (and h1 because f"/p,,, 
may be rough near w;'s) . 

4. To decrease bias we (re)compute j and ]' with a bandwidth h0 < h2 • 



Appendix A 

Existence proof for the 
Variational Problem 

In this chapter, we will apply results from functional analysis to prove that 
the variational problem of chapter 3 (3.6) is well-posed in so far that there 
always exists a solution. We will embed our variational problem in the 
general framework of the search for an infimum of a functional in a Banach 
space. We make use of the following theorem which is cited from private 
communication of M. Struwe, but is considered as classical, see Funk (1962) 
for a less general form or Giaquinta (1983) who gives more references. lt is a 
vast generalization of the calculus theorem which asserts that "a continuou3 
funct ion on a compact 3et attain3 it3 minimum there": 

Theorem A.1 Let V a 3eparable and reflexive Banach 3pace with norm II · II, 
and M C V a weakly clo3ed 3Ub3et. If 

(i) J : M --+ lR. U { +oo} j3 coercive on M with re3pect to II · 11 , i. e., 

J(u)--+ oo a3 llu lJ-+ oo, 'Vu EM, and (A.1) 

(ii) J is (sequentially) weakly lower semi-continuous on M (with respect to 
11 · llJ, i.e., 'Vu EM, and 'V(um) in M, 

Um~ u (weakly} ==> J(u) :'.S l~_j.;;f J(um) , (A.2) 

then, J is bounded from below on M and attains its infimum in M. 

Recall that weak convergence in a Banach space means convergence (in IR.) 
of every bounded linear functional: Um ~ u is equivalent to (g, um) --+ 

(g, u) 'Vg E V•. 

68 
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Proof: In the litcrature (s. above). 

In onr case, J was given in equation 3.6 for our "Wp", or in Corollary 3.4 
for the general case. For the sake of simplicity, we will prcve our special case 
(v = 2, k = 1), but it is easy to see that same arguments carry over to the 
general case: 

Corollary A.2 Assume that we are given 

infiection points W1 < W2 < ... < Wnw from (x1, Xn), 

non-negative (lower semi-)continuous functions p;, 

at least one tripel x;0 -1, x;0 , x;0 +1 in some ( Wj, Wj+1 ), such that Pio-1' p;0 , p;0+1 

are 'coercive' functions, i.e., fulfill (lxl-> oo ===? p;0 +;(x)-> oo) 

.A > 0, and Ch(< oo). 

Then, there is an f which minimizes 

n {~ 2 
LP;(y; -f(x;)) + .A }, (h/(t)) dt, 
i=l x1 

[3.6] 

Note that Ch is arbitrary, but fixed < oo, for the minimization. The rest 
of the apppendix will contain this corollary's Proof: We use again [a, b] 
for [x 1 , xn] and we are going to express our functional J as functional of 
(h1,f.,f~) instead of f, using the relationship 

f(x) = f(hJ,fa , f~)(x) = fa + f~(x - a) + [ l Pw(s)b(•) ds dt , (A.3) 

instead of the equivalent h 1( x) = log fffi. We define the function space V 

which is to contain (h 1,f., /~) as 

(A.4) 

the cartesian product of the Sobolev space Hu and the real plane. This 
Sobolev space is defined as 

Hu 'lt { h E L2[a, b]; d~ h E L2[a, b]} , 

with the Sobolev norm II · II 

(A.5) 

i1hi1 2 
= llhlJ~ + lld~ hll~ = llh(x)l 2 + J~ h(x)l

2
dx, (A.6) 
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where L 2 [a, b] is the Hilbert space of ( equivalence classes of) all square 
Lebesgue-integrable functions [a, b] -> lR, and scalar product (g, h) 2 = J: g(x )h(x) dx 
and the corresponding norm II · 11 2. In the general case, we would use the 
Sobolev spaces H M where all the derivatives up to the k-th are in L2, and 
the norm is llhll2 = I:~=O II d"; hll~- Note that V as product of Hilbert spaces 
is a Hilbert space with norm il(hJ,/.,f~)ll 2 = J h/ + h/2dx + J; + f:! and 
inherits its separability from L2[a, b] ( of which a countable basis is the set 
of all polynomials with rational coefficients) and lR2

. Every Hilbert space is 
reflexive, being its own bi-dual, by means of the scalar product and lliesz' 
theorem (stating that the every bounded linear functional F : H -> lR is 
represented by a g EH with F(h) = (g, h) , and vice versa). 

We may first note two properties of our Sobolev space: 

1. Every function h1 E Hw is Hölder continuous of exponent ~' since 
\Ir< s E [a, b] 

lhJ(s) - hJ(r)I 1 [ h/(x) · 1 dxl ~ [ h/2(x)dxJ [ ldx ~ 
~ ~ llh/112 ~ j(s - r)C', (A.7) 

where the first inequality is Schwarz's, and the second one uses [r, s] C 
[a, b] and h/ E L2[a, b]. Note that for a sequence (h1m) with 1ih1:nll ~ c· 
(uniformly), the h1m are 'eqw-continuous', namely, lh1m(s)- h1m(r)I ~ 

~c·. 
2. {Weak) convergence in H 1'2 is equivalent to (weak) L 2 -convergence of 

the funct ion and its derivative. 

For the strong convergence, this follows directly from the definition of 
the norm in H 1

'
2: llhmll2 = llhmll~ + llhm'll~ -> 0. For weak convergence, 

the arguments have to be more delicate. It remains to show that when
ever J: hng + h~g'dx-> 0, then also J hng , and therefore J h~g ' have to 
converge ( to zero ). The details here are left to the reader. 

We now will check the two main conditions of Theorem A.1 for our criterion: 

(i) To ensure that our penalized likelihood criterion be coercive, we have 
to choose the set M as 

M := { h E H 1
'
2;ir;f h(x) 2'. -Ch} x lR2

, 

which is evidently a (weakly) closed subset of V. Note that infz is 
well-defined for h, since it is continuous. The restriction is necessary to 
prevent e.g., h1m(x)-> -oo while h1;,.(x) = 0. 
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Ta show the coerciveness, we use indirect arguments: Assume that (um) 
in M fulfills J(um) ~ CJ , and we will prove that then l!uml! ~ c•. We 
set Um= (hJm> fa ,m.f~ .m) and write 

CJ 2'. J(um) = t Pi (Yi - J(hfm> fa ,m, J~,m)(xi)) + >.. t h1~(x) 2 
dx, 

i=l a 

(A.8) 
form which we have that [[h 1 ~11~ ~ CJ/>.. =: C' < oo (since >.. > 0). 
Here, we have used aga.in the representation ( A.3) for J( x ). From equa
tion A.8, we also conclude that all fm(xi ) will be bounded uniformly, for 
those i with coercive Pi· This will be used in the following. lt remains 
to be proved that llh1mll2, [f.,m[, and [J~,m l are bounded uniformly in 
m. 

1. Let us use the abbreviations hm(x) := h1m(x) - im, where im := 

infzhJm(x) 2'. -Ch. We conclude that 0 ~ hm(x) ~ V(b-a)C', 

since [hm(x)[ = [h1m(x)-infz, h1m(x')I ~ SUPz,z' lh1m(x)-h1m(x')I ~ 
V(b - a)C', using the Hölder equicontinuity of (hJm), (A.7). There

fore, llhm[I~ = J: hm(x)
2 

dx ~ (b- a) 2C'. 
Since llh1mll~ ~ llhm[[~ + llimll~, it rema.ins to confirm that (im) is 
a bounded sequence. By assumption, im 2'. -Ch. We argue in
directly to prove a uniform upper bound: lf im -+ +oo, we had 
h1m(x)-+ +oo for all x, and IJ~(x)I = IPw(x)I ehfm(z)-+ oo, Vx '/. 
{ w 1, .•. , Wnw}. N ow, we make use of the assumption that there is at 
least one infiection point interval with three data points which have 
coercive p functions: We have [x;0 -i,X>o+1] C (wj,Wj+i) for some 
0 ~ j ~ nw, where we set w0 := -oo, and Wnw+I := +oo. Apply
ing the (generalized) mean value theorem to the second derivative, 
there is a (m E [xio-l• Xi0 +1] which fulfills 
lj"(~ ) = (fm(x;0+il-fm(x;0) _ fm(x,0)-fm(Zig-il ) /(x· -X·_). Be-
2 m l:.m Xio+1-x.:o Xio-X-io-1 io+l to 1 

cause the involved fm(xio+l) are uniformly bounded (coercive ps !), 
J~((m) is also. This contradicts the above statement that IJ~(x )1 -+ 

oo whenever x # w;. 
Note that we have proved more than only just the boundedness of 
Jlh1mlk Namely, we have shown that [h1m(x)I ~ c· for all X and 
m which we will use aga.in in the following item. 

2. Now, it is easy to see that fa,m and J~,m have to stay bounded. 
From the last item, we conclude that f ~ ( x) is bounded uniformly 
in m, for all x. By J m(X>o+1) - fm(xio) = J~,m · (x;0 +1 - X;0 ) + 
J:,~•+ 1 J~ J~( s) ds dt, where the integral and the J mO are bounded 
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uniformly, we get a uniform bound for f~ m· 

Analogously, a bound for f a,m is construc,ted. 

(ii) We have still to see that our criterion is lower semi-continuous. We 
recall from equation A.8 that 

n 

J(u) = L Pi (Yi - f(xi)) + .>. llh/11~, (A.9) 
i=l 

where u = (h 1 ,f.,f~) E M, and f(x) 
tion A.3. 

f(h1,J.,f~)(x) via equa-

Given a wealdy convergent sequence (hJm,f •. m,J~,m) ~ (hJ,f.,f~), we 
have to show that 

This inequality is now proved separately for the residual and the penalty 
part of J: 

llh/lk We may show equivalently that 

liminf rbldd h1 12 - ldd h112 dx :'.'. 0. 
m Ja X m X 

This integral is equal to J( h f m -h f )'( h f m + h f )' dx which is the sum 
J(h1m - h1)'2 + 2J(hJm - h1)'h/. Now, its liminfm :'.'. 0, because 
the first part is not negative, and the second one tends to zero, 
since h1~ ~ h1 in L2, by property 2 from above. 

'f:pi: From h1m ~ h1, we conclude that llh1mll ~ C1 , and J h1~dx ~ C2, 
such that we again know that h1m are equicontinuous and bounded. 
Now, Arzela-Ascoli's theorem asserts the uniform convergence of 
h1m--> h1. Note that weak convergence of (fa,m,f~,m) in lR2 is the 
same as strong convergence. By equation A.3, f is a continuous 
map of (h1,f.,f~), and fm analogously, such that fm --> f, uni
formly. Now, the Pi were assumed to be (lower semi-)continuous, 
such that 
liminfm Pi (Yi - fm(x i )) ~ Pi (y; - f(xi)), by the uniform conver
gence of f m· We see that we even have continuity for this part if 
p; are continuous which is the case in all applications we can think 
of. 

Finally we have proved that our variational problem fulfills all the conditions 
of Theorem A.1, and has therefore a solution h 1 E H 1'2. Further note that 
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when we have a rrumm1zer (h1,f0 ,f~) E M, it necessarily will fulfill the 
differential equation (3.10) which here is (Corollary 3.6) 

where L1(x) = --t_ I;:';,, 1(x - x;)+ 'lf;;( y; - f(x;)), and is continuous. There
fore, h/' is continuous, too, (but h/" is no more in general !), such that /(4), 

as a continuous function of Pw and its first two derivatives, and of hf> h/, 
and h/', is still continuous, or equivalently, f E C 4[a, b], as stated in the 
corollary which we now have proved. D 



Appendix B 

'Wp' Multiple Shooting: 
Algorithm and Procedures 

B.1 Detailed Description of Multiple Shoot
ing Algorithm 

The aim of this section is to yield a detailed description of the algorithm, as 
it is implemented in the Pascal-program given in section B.3. 

B.1.1 The differential equations in one shooting inter
val 

We are coming back to the details of, say, the i-th block row of i (4.14) and 
the corresponding right-hand side of the linear system 4.11, rir i SM - 1. 
lt is easy to recall that this block row is built from the i-th shooting residual 
(vector), the matrix A ; and the first columns of the B ;,;, for j < i . We have 
seen in section 4.2 that all these quantities are indeed solutions of differential 
equation in the interval [s;,s;+1], n_amely, (4. 10) r ; = y [il(s;t1)- U;+1 with 
equation ( 4.3) for y [•l, and B ;.; = B ;.;(s;+i) with ( 4.17) for B ;.;. For j < i , 
we have to consider only the first column, where for j = i , we have the full 
matrix B ;,; = A ;. 

To compute this i-th block row, we therefore must solve an initial value 
differential equation from s; to s;+i. for the unknown function's vector 

( 
[•l ( - ) i-1 - 1 ) T y ' (B;.;).,1 i =t, (B;,;) •.• i = i . (B.l) 

74 
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These are d + ( i - 1 )d + d2 = d( d + i) unknown functions. In sum, for all 
shooting intervals, we will have to compute L:~! 1 d(d + i) = d(M - l)(d + 
M/2) ~ ~M2 unknown functions which is quite a lot, if there are many 
shooting points. 

A new (unimplemented) idea to settle this problem satisfactorily would 
choose the number of shooting points about twice or three times the number 
of infiection points n.,,. Then, the computational efficiency would depend 
mainly on nw, and much less on the number of data points n. 

The differential equation for B;,j , simple form of J(i] 

Recall that the differential equation for yl•1 is y' = f(x , y) (4.3) which is 
straightforward to implement since, by equation 4.5, f is simfly 
f(x, Y) = (y2, y3, • . '' Yv> p.,,eYv+i' Yv+2, ... 'Yv+2k, p.,,eYv+1 . L f) . 
Recall that p.,,eY•+1 = /(v) , and 

n . (-l)v+k 
L1(x)=cA2:(x-x;)~-1 t/i;, wherecA:= >.( _ )I' (B .2) 

i=l 2 1/ 1 . 

The matrix differential equation for B;,j, ( 4.17) , is now shown to be simple 
as well. Namely, f;B; ,j = Jl•1ß;J + CjEd,1 , where Cj(x) = -cAp.,,(x)eYv+i(r) · 

(x - .si)"- 1 !/i~(j)' Recall that for j < i only the first column of B;,j has tobe 
computed and that the term cjEd,l is only used in the differential equation 
for the last row of the B ;,/s. 

W 'd J(i] 8fFl(r(tl) ' ' J(v) ~ y E h f e now cons1 er = ay , , wntmg ior p.,,e •+1
• ac component o 

f depends on only one y; such that each row of the matrix J[•1 contains only 
one non-zero component. Therefore , J~'.~ = f(")Sp,v+t for l = v, is L f f(v)Sp ,v+t 

for l = d, and equals Öp,1+1 otherwise. As a consequence, the matrix product 
J[iJßi,j in the matrix differential equation is easily computed: 

Proposition B.1 For any d x d matriz B with row vectors bh 

l 
/(v)bv+l if / = 1/ 

(J1•1 B) = Ljf(")bv+l if / = d = 2v + k 
~ b h . 1+1 ot erw1se. 

(B.3) 

B.1.2 The special case "Wp" ( v = 2 & k = 1) 

The dimension of all the sub-vectors and matrices is here d = 4, such that 
it is convenient to display them directly. We have 

y' = f(x,y) = (y2,J",y4,Ltf")T, where /" = p.,,ev3. (B.4) 
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Note that c~ = -1 /2>. here. For Lf, the following recursive formula follows 
immediately from (B.2). 

1 i 
IfxE[x;,x;+1] then L1(x)=LJ(x;)-

2
>.(x-x;)°'L, !/;j· (B.5) 

J=l 

This equation improves efficiency (i .e. computat ional speed !) because L 1(x;) 
and the sum of the !/;j are fixed in the given data interval where L 1 will be 
evaluated many times (indirectly called by the Runge-Kutta initial value 
solver) . 

The boundary conditions g(y) = 0 ( 4.7) are given by g = (h'(s 1 ) , L,; !/;;, L,; x;!f;;, 
h'(sM))T. Therefore, their partial derivative matrices Gj = /ft are 

J 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

(B.6) 

These matrices contain therefore only two non-zero elements, except at the 
endpoints where there are three. 

B.1.3 Solution of ~ · dÜ = -R 
The matrix of this linear system has dimensions ( 4M) x ( 4M) which is 
enormous if we have many shooting points. In the implemented algorithm, 
every data point x; was taken as shooting point such that here, the matrix !~ 
contains 16N 2 elements which we found were too many. So we had to find a 
solution which does not need storage of the whole matrix: The idea is that we 
actually do a Gauss-Elimination of the linear system in the block arithmetic 
without pivot strategy, or equivalently, we compute a LU decomposition of 
our matrix !~ which we shall denote by A for the moment: 

To solve Ax = b 
Forward step Find lower and upper triangular Land U such that A = LU: 

Solve the system L · y = b for y. 
Backward step Solve the system U · x = y for x. 

We then have Ax = LUx = Ly = b, as we wanted. 

To more detail, these steps are as following in our case, where A is the large 

block matrix m: 
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Forward Step 

We will consider the equivalent system 

(B.7) 

and perform linear combinations of this matrix' block rows which leads to 
an equivalent block triangular equation : 

a) For i := 1 to M - 1 do begin (* "Big Loop" *) 
(* al *) 

SOLVE THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS (4.3) AND (4. 17) FROM s; TO S;+J, 

WHICH MEANS COMPUTING OF THE SHOOTING RESIDUAL r ; AND TH E 

MATRICES B ;,j FOR j E {l, ... ,i}. 
STORE INFORMATION ON SHOOTING ERROR MEASURE lir;li· 

(* a2: Annihilate the i-th block row of the Matrix by block row operations; 
compute and store the new pivot Ai-1

: *) 
lf i = 1 Then A~ := A 1 

Else Begin (* We now have the transformed block matrix 

A1 - 1 0 0 r, 
0 A* 2 - 1 0 0 r • 2 

0 0 A i-1 r i-1 
(B.8) 

B ;,1 B ;,2 B ;,;-1 A ; -1 0 0 r ; 

which is triangular up to row i - 1, and we want to triangular
ize it up to row i, annihilating the B ;,jS by subtracting all prev
ious block rows j; this changes two further entries of this row:*) 

B i,1 := B i,1; r i' := r i; 
For j := 1 to i - 1 do begin 

Bi,i+' := B;,i+1 + Bi,iA j -
1 

; 
r; := r; - B i,JA;-1r; 

End; 
Ai:= Bi,i; 
COMPUTE & STORE T HE NEW PIVOT A i-1 

; 

End 
End ; (* Big Loop For i *) 
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b) (* i = M: *) G1 := G1; rM := rM; 
For j := 1 to M - 1 do begin 

G j+l := Gj+l + G jA;-1 ; 
rM := rM - G iA;-1r ; 

End ; 

Now, after triangularization, we have the block bi-diagonal system 

Backward Step 

We want to solve this system for dÜ = ( du11 du2, ••• , duM) T. 

a) (* i = M : *) SOLVE LINEAR EQUATION G M · ( - duM) = rM FOR ( -duM ); 
( U M )new := U M - ( -dUM ); 

b) For i := M - 1 downto 1 do begin (*compute -du; : *) 
(*the i-th block row is equiva/ent to Ai du; - du;+1 = -r:, such that *) 
-du;:= Ai-1(ri + (- du;+1)); (*note that we use the stored pivot Ai- 1 *) 
( u ;)new := U ; - (-du;); 
STORE lldu; jj TO CONTROL THE (RELATIVE) IMPROVEMENT OF 

THE ACTUAL APPROXIMATION Ü 
End; 

Now, we have finished one Newton step, i.e., we have an improved approxi
mation Ü of our unknown functions at the shooting points. 
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B.2 Correspondence between Mathematical 
Notation and Pascal variables 

Pascal Variable Mathematical Notation Defining equation page number 
Xp [i] x; (1.2) 7 
Yp[i] y;( = Y;) (1.2) (near 4.6) 7 (39) 
Np n (1.2) 7 
Wp[j] w; above (3.2) 21 
nWp nw above (3.2) 21 
SignLwp sign(q!") (3.2) 21 
Nr ODE d := v + 2k (= 4 here) below 4.2 39 
Lambda 1/2>.. = -c;. (B.2) 74 
ScaleY 8' p;(r) = 8' 2p0 (r/8') 65 
RSS E, p;(„ .) (3.6) 22 
PenaLik L;p; + >..J h1(t)2dt (3.6) 22 
PsiRes [i] at/J;((y; - f(x;))/8') Corollary ( 3. 4) 27 ff. 
LDPsiRes [i] c:.t/Ji(" ·) (B.2), (B.6) 74, 75 
SumPsi c:.2:~=1 t/J; (B.5) 74 
Lix L1(x;) (B.2), (B.5) 74, 74 
Yfn y = (f,f',h1,h/)(x;) ( 4.4) 39 
Ux [i; +] Uj (4.8) 40 
Rs r1 (4.10) 40 
R [i; *] r' below (B.8) 76 1 
Diag..ABig [i] matrix Ai-1 below (B.8) 76 
L..ABig [1. . 4] yl•I before ( 4.8) 40 
LABig[4j++] (B,,;).,1, 1 s j s i - 1 (4.15), (4.17) 42 ff. 
L..ABig[4(i+k-1)+>1<] (A;)k,• ( 4.15), ( 4.17) 42 ff. 
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B.3 The Procedure "MShootSmooth" 

Overview and n~eta-co1nn~ents 

The following is the main procedure which does the multiple shooting iter
ations: The !arge REPEAT - UNTIL loop contains the main body which does 
one such Newton iteration, as described in section B.1.3. 

lt is called itself by the routine "MiniSmWp" which does minimization to 
determine optimal Wj (see section B.4). Therefore, the polynomial Pw is held 
fixed in this routine and is computed by equation 3.2. With the arguments 
of "MShootSmooth" this is written as lwp: = signlwp * (x-wp [1]) * ... * 
(x-wp [nwp] ). 

The following sub-PROCEDUREs are called (see comments in the listing 
below): 

Procedure 1 Purpose 1 Defined in 

FUNCTION Psi 1/;c(x) 'rho...imp', sect. B.5.1 
FUNCTION dPsi 1/J~(x) 'rho...imp', sect. B.5.1 
FUNCTION Rho Pc(x) 'rho...imp', sect. B.5.1 
PROCEDURE DLINRG Matrix inversion IMSL ('fortran_def') 
PROCEDURE DLSARG Linear equation solver IMSL ('fortran_def') 
PROCEDURE PenLik Penalized Log-Likelihood 'penalty...imp', sect. B.5.2 
PROCEDURE DVERK Runge-Kutta ODE solver p. 40; Hull et al. (1976) 
PROCEDURE Test Out 1 line per iteration see below 
PROCEDURE BCond boundary condition g ( 4. 7) see below 
PROCEDURE De2func o.d.e. defining f, 4.5 and 4.17 see below 
PROCEDURE LSARGp calls 'DLSARG' see below 

You may note that the procedure is not written strictly modularly, as 'nicely 
written' programs should be. The reason is that speed is a crucial point 
here, because of the minimization 'on top' of the whole procedure. I even 
have un-rolled For loops of length d = 4 to increase speed. All the same, 
the structure of section B.1.3 with its 'Forward Step' and 'Backward Step' 
should be visible in the following listing. 

[ ENVIRONMENT('Smooth_DEF'), 
INHERIT('ConsTyp_DEF', 'Rho_DEF', 'FORTRAN_DEF', 

'DVERK ' , 'Penalty_DEF' , 'Out_DEF'), CHECK(ALL) 
'VAR_DEF', 
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MODULE Smooth (Output); 
(• ====== -- File [.„maechler.wp}SMOOTH.PAS 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

IMPLEMENTATION & DEFINITION Module for 'MShootSmooth' : contains 
the 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
$ PRINCIPAL Computation Routine $ 
$ for my thesis' program "WP" $ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

IMPORTs: from rho_def: 
FUNCTION Psi (x: mReel): mReel; 
FUNCTION dPsi (x: mReel): mReel; 

(only via 'PenLik': FUNCTION Rho (x: mReel): mReel;) 

from FORTRAN_def: The IMSL - subroutines 
PROCEDURE DLINRG (VAR N: INTEGER; VAR A: FnVect; 

VAR LDA: INTEGER; VAR Ainv: AiType; 
VAR LDAinv: INTEGER); 

PROCEDURE DLSARG (VAR N:INTEGER; VAR A : AiType; 
VAR LDA:INTEGER; VAR RHS: FnVect; 
VAR ipath: INTEGER; VAR X: Fn Vect ); 

from Penalty_def: 
PROCEDURE PenLik (VAR Umat: Umatrix; 

from DVERK: 

VAR Xp, DatY: DatArr; Np: Dindex; 
Lambda, Scale Y: mReel; 
VAR NewScale Y, 
Penalty, RSS, PenaLik: mReel}; 

PROCEDURE DVERK (PROCEDURE Jen (nEq:INTEGER; t:mReel; 
VAR Yf : ARRAY{yl..yn:INTEGER} OF mReel; 

VAR Yprime: ARRA Y{ql..qn:INTEGER] OF mReel}; 
VAR xO, Xend: mReel; 
nEq : INTEGER; 
VAR Yf : ARRAY{yl..yn:INTEGER} OF mReel; 
Tol: mReel; 
VAR Ind,ErrOpt : INTEGER; 
MaxFEv : INTEGER; 
VAR iCm: ARRAY{is1„is6:INTEGER} OF INTEGER; 
VAR Cm : ARRAY{Cl..Cn:INTEGER} OF mReel; 
VAR Wrk: ARRAY{n1..n9:INTEGER; 

wrk1 .. nWrk:INTEGER} OF mReel 
); 
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EXPORTs: only PROCEDURE MShootSmooth („.) 

AUTHORS: Martin Maechler 

CREATION DATE: mid 1987, VAX version : 27. may 1988 
changes until May 1989 

[GLOBAL] 
PROCEDURE MShootSmooth ( 

(•--- ##########•) 
(* Input:•) Xp, Yp 
(• - - *) Np 

: DatArr; 
Dindex; 

Wp : WArr; 
nwp WOindex; SignLwp : INTEGER; 
Lambda, 
DVERKtol, MShTol, RelChgTol, 
PenaLikBnd : mReel; 
MAXniter : INTEGER; 

(* Output:•) VAR Ux ; Umatrix; (•-Input & Output-*) 
(• - - •) VAR ScaleY mReel; (•- Input & Output-•) 

VAR PsiRes DatArr; 
VAR Converged : BOOLEAN; 
VAR niter : INTEGER; 
VAR maxRelChg, PenaLik, RSS, maxDVERKtol mReel 

) ; 

(• Computes Maechler's Smoother " Wp " 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I• > 

solvin9 an Ordinary Differential Equation ("ODE"} 

============================== 
of 'NrODE'-th order, which is transformed in a 
ODE-System (with 'NrODE' funct ions) . 

Uses GLOBAL VAR from VAR-DEF (for 'Testing' only !): DbgOutput 

CONST corrFac "' 1; (•-0.25; (*- fo r Newton correction - •) 

TYPE 
iCommVect 
CommVect 

WrkVect 

a ARRAY [1 .. 6] OF INTEGER; 
=ARRAY [1 . . 20] OF mReel; 
(• MUST BE ENLARGED ijf Comm{l}= 4 or 5 

\ 
/ FOR O.D.E. solver "DVERK" •) 

"'ARRAY [1 .. 9,1 .. Nr40DEJ OF mReel; 
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(• transposed of FORTRAN-De/.; gives the HUGEst AR-
RAY !!!!•) 

-•) 

VAR 

•) 

ABigType =ARRAY [1„MaxN] OF AiType ; (• 'Tensor':Np*NrODE.2 

YAFnVect c ARRAY [t .. Nr40DE] OF mReel ; (• Vector : Np* NrODE.2 

(•- logical/y:--> YAFnVect = ARRAY [O .. Nr20DE] OF FnVect; 

iComm iCommVect; (• \ •) 
Comm CommVect; (• > for D.E.Solver "DVERK" •) 
Wrk WrkVect ; (• - is HUGE ! - / •) 

LDPs i Res DatArr; (•Lambda* DPsi(Resid.) ; DPsi(x) = d/dx Psi(x) 

Xprev, Xl, Xn, 
SumPsi, 
ActDVERKtol, 

LiX, 

(• X(previous), X(left), X(next) •) 
(• = Sum( ~i(Residfi])} •) 
(• = ACTual TOL. in DVERK; := DVERKtol, if 

Penalty, LastPenalik, QuotPL, LastQuotPL, 
RSSBnd, 
NewScaleY, 
ResI, 
Xbeg, Xend : mReel; 

nEq, 
noTolincrem, noTolDecrem, ix_nTolchgs, 
MaxFnEval, 
ErrOption, 
Indicator 

R, Rr 

Avec, RM, Ra, 
L1Chg, MaxChg , 
RelChg, sumU, 

: INTEGER ; (• from 1..6 ; > for D.E.Solver "DVERK" 

Umatrix; ( • contains 'residuals' to approx. of 
(f,f ', h, h ') at each shooting-point Xpfi] •) 

Yfn : FnVect; 
(• Yfn[i] = {i-th funct ion) (Xbeg) : 
1 Yfn[l] = f(x) , Yfn[2] = f' (x) , 
1 Yfn[Sj = h(x), Yfn[4} = h '(x) , 
1 where f"(x)= EXP{h{x}}* (+-)*(x-wp[l]) * (x-wp[2}} * „. * {x-wpfnwp]) 
1 \ lwp(x) / 
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Diag_ABig 
AM 
L_ABig 

ABigType; ( * The inverted A ·_i: pivot sub-matrices •) 
Ai Type; 
YAFnVect; (• vector to contain Yfn 1 AM (in row-order) 

k, s, t Fnindex; 
npt, j, 
iX Dindex; (• current Xbeg is in [ Xp{iX}, Xp{iX+l} J •) 
cl1,cl2, fncalls, 
j4s, jj, 
j4 

du , RSwn, 

INTEGER; 

H, Swn mReel; 
iX1: DOindex; (• = {O .. Maz:Nj•) 
BackWard : BOOLEAN; 

(• ------- - ---- - --- -- -- End of Main-Proc. MShootSmooth' VAR --------- -- ---•) 

PROCEDURE TestOut; 
(• --- ------- TEST-Outputs for MShootSmooth • ) 

VAR 
CPUused: INTEGER; k: Fnindex; ii: INTEGER; 

BEG IN ( * TestOut *) 
cl2:= CLOCK; IF niter=O THEN BEGIN cl1 :=cl2; fncalls :=O END; 
CPUused := cl2-cl1; 

(•- only 1 Line of Output !!! •) 
Wriint( niter,1,2); WriReal( PenaLik, 1,6) ; 
IF (niter>=l) DR (DbgOutput=-1) THEN BEGIN 

WriReal( RSS,1,6); WriStr(' '); 
IF niter>=l THEN BEGIN 

END 
END 

FOR k:=1 TO NrODE DO WriReal( RelChg[k]. 1,7); 
WriReal( QuotPL, 2, 7 ) ; WriFixReal( f n•-alls/(Np-1), 7 ,2 ) ; 

Wriint( noTolincrem, 1,2 ); Wriint( CPUused, 1,6 ); 

ELSE (•n!Ter=O•) FOR ii :=l TO Nr0DE+4 DO Wn.Int ( 0, 1, 6) ; 
WriLin; 

IF NOT converged THEN cll:=CLOCK; (•-not counttimeforthisoutput •) 
END (• PROC. TestOut •); 

c· ·-------------------------------------------------- -------------- -- ----,1 

PROCEDURE BCond (VAR PsiRes : DatArr ; VAR BndRes : FnVect); 
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(•===== 
evaluates thE NrODE 'Boundary' CONDitions of the Diff.Equation; 

INPUT PsiRes is the vect. of Psi(Res[i}) 
+ GLOBALs: 

Np, Xp = # data; vector of x-values Xp[l„Np}. 
Ux = matrix of approx. to (f,f',h,h') at all Xpfi} 
Lambda = "1 / 2\lambda", smoothing-par (scaled to be scale-indep.) 

OUTPUT: 
BndRes is the vector of residuals from the cond., 

i.e. should be 0, to fullfill them. 

VAR SumPsi, SumXiPsi mReel; 
i Dlndex; 

BEG IN 
SumPsi:= O; SumXiPsi:= O; 
FOR i:=l TO Np DO BEGIN 

SumPsi := SumPsi + PsiRes[i]; 
SumXiPsi:= SumXiPsi + Xp[i]•PsiRes[i]; 

END (* FOR i •); 
BndRes[l] := Ux[l,NrODE]; 
BndRes[2]:= Lambda• SumPsi; 
BndRes[3]:= Lambda• SumXiPsi; 
BndRes[4] := Ux[Np,NrODE]; 

END (* PROC. BCond •); 
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<·------------------------------------------------------------------------.) 
PROCEDURE De2func ( nEq INTEGER; xx mReel; 

(•-=-=-=-*) VAR Y : ARRAY[yl .. yn:INTEGER] OF mReel; 
VAR Yprime: ARRAY[q1 .. qn:INTEGER] OF mReel ); 

( * Function which evaluates the Diff.Equation Y'= Yprim= f(Y) 
1 Y = the vector of unknown functions of eq. (B.1} (- p. 73) of the thesis. 
1 = ((f,f',h,h'), ((B-ij)„1)-(j=l,„ ,i-1), (B-ii)) 

1 

1 'De2func' is called repeatedly by DVERJ( ! 

1 

1 GLOBAL VARIABLES used: 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

Wpß , n Wp, signLwp : inflection points, their number, and 'sign' 
iX (dlndex)= solving in [ XpfiX}, XpfiX+l} J 
XI (mReel) = Xp[iX} = next DATA-Xpfi} to the left 
SumPsi (mReel) = Lambda* \sum_{ i= 1} ' { ix} \psi(Res[i}) 
LiX (mReel) = L-f(Xl)= Lambda* SUM[(Xl-Xpfi})*Psi(Resfi}); i=l,iXJ 
Xpfl}„Xp{iX}, LDpsiRes{l}„LDPsiRes[iX} -
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VAR f2, hh, 
Lx : mReel ; (* - Lx := - L_f(x) - *) 
j : Dindex; 
j_NO,jN1,jN2,jN3,jN4 : INTEGER; 

BEG IN 
(* 1. - - - The Diff.Eq. for \y = {f,f ', h,h'): - - --«) 

(* - hh:= p_w(xx): - *) 

hh := signlwp ; FOR j:=1 TO nWp 00 hh:= hh * (xx-wp[j]); 

Lx := LiX + (xx-Xl) * SumPsi; (* globals: Lix== -Lf(x_i) & SumPsi 

f2:= hh * EXP(Y[3]); 
Yprime[1] := Y[2]; 
Yprime[2] := f2; 
Yprime[3] := Y[4]; 
Yprime[4]:= - Lx * f2; 

(• Y{O„..f} = ( / , / ', h, h ') •) 
(• Yprime[0„4} = { f',/",h',h") •) 

( * 2. - - - The Diff. Eq. for the matrices B-_i,j for j < i: - - •) 
(• 

1 See thesis, Lemma ..f.1 , eq. (..f.17) : d/dx B -ij = J * B-ij + c_j Kdl 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

J is the 'Jacobian' Jfi, k} = d"DeFunc[i}"/ d"f"[k], 
and has only 4 NON-Zero entries! 

j<i : only first column of the matrix B -ij gets non-zero 

c_j = SmLambda * f" * (x-x_j) * psi'-i(res_j), (eq. {-08), (B.2)) 
Recall that the shooting points are ALL the data points Xpfjj ! 

•) 

j_NO := NrODE; 
FOR j := 1 TO iX-1 00 BEGIN (• j_NQ == j*NrODE •) 

Yprime[j_N0+1] := Y[j_NO+ 2]; 
hh := f2* Y[j_NO+ 3]; 
Yprime[j_NO+ 2] := hh; 
Yprime[j_NO+ 3] := Y[j_NO+ 4]; 
Yprime[j_NO+ 4] := -Lx*hh + f2•(xx-Xp[j]) * LDPsiRes[j]; 

(• -- ----- --- ---- - *) 

(• - LDPsiRes[j} = Lambda* Dpsi(res[j]), j=J..iX - •) 
j_NO := j_NO + NrODE; 

END (• FOR j •); 

(• 9. - - - Now the DijJ.Eq. for the Matrix A -;x : - - --«) 

(• 
1 See above as for B -ij: A -; == B -ii 
1 -> here, the matrix is 'Juli' 
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*) 
(* Note tliat j_NQ == iX*NrODE ! •) 
jN1 := j_NO + NrODE; jN2 := jN1 + NrODE; 
jN3 := jN2 + NrODE ; jN4 := jN3 + NrODE; 
FOR k:=1 TO NrODE DO BEGIN 

Yprime[j_NO+k] := Y[jN1 + k]; 
Yprime [jN2 +k] := Y[jN3 + k]; 

END; 
(*- The first column: - *) 

hh:= f2*Y[jN2 + 1]; Yprime[jN1 + 1] :=hh; 
Yprime[jN3 + 1] := - Lx•hh + f2*( xx-Xl 

(• --
( • - The other columns: - •) 

FOR k : =2 TO NrODE DO BEGIN 
hh:= f2*Y[jN2 + k]; 
Yprime[j N1 + k] := hh; 
Yprime[jN3 + k] := -Lx*hh 

END ; 
END (* PROC. De2func *); 

* LDPsiRes[iX]; 
------ ---- --- *) 

(*----------------------------------------------------- -------------------*) 
PRO CEDURE LSARGp ( VAR A : AiType; RHS : FnVect; VAR X : FnVect); 

(* ====== 
I This Proc. calls Single OR Double - PREG. IMSL-Subr. LSARG / dLSARGP, 
1 to solve the Linear System 

1 

1 A * X = RHS ( matrix * vector = vector ) 
*) 

VAR N,i,j,ipath : INTEGER; 

BEGIN (* LSARGp *) 

iPath:= 2; (* solve in FORTRAN the system transp(A) *X= RHS, *) 

N: = NrODE; ( * because matrices are stored there in column-order *) 

(*+++++*) 
DLSARG ( N , A , N, RHS, iPath, X); 

(*+++++*) 
END; (• LSA RGp *) 

(.------------------------------------------------------------------------.) 

BEGIN (* === MA JN_Procedure ====> MShootSmooth <==== •) 
ErrOption:= O; MaxFnEval := 120; (• - Just prevent INF. loop in DVERK 

niter := O; Converged :=FALSE; 

RSSBnd: = PenaLikBnd / Lambda; ( •- might be a bit too large -•) 
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noTolDecrem:=O; 
MaxDVERKtol:= DVERKtol; 
ActDVERKtol := DVERKtol; (• == ACTual TOLeronceforDVERK, 

1 remains unchanged, iff stepsizes in DVERK are chosen 
1 appropriately, which is the case, if DVERKtol not TOO SMALL !•) 

Ux [1] [NrODE] : = 0; 
(• and Ux{Np}[NrODE}:= O; <==> h '(xl)= h '(Xn)= 0 {= 'boundary cond.) 

PenLik ( Ux, Xp, Yp, Np, Lambda,ScaleY, 
NeYScaleY, Penalty,RSS,PenaLik ); 

QuotPL : = 2•MShTol; ( * > MSh Tol in the convergence-test !!•) 

IF DbgOutput = 0 THEN WriStrLn( 
' it . PenaL . RSS Rel .Chg (f) (f'') (h) (h'') Rel.D(PL) ave(fnEv) 

Tch CPU' 
(•23 5 7 g 135 7 g 135 7 91 3 5 7 91 3 5 7 9135 7 9135 7 9•) ); 

IF DbgOutput >=0 THEN TestOut; 

(• ====== •) 
REPEAT (• Newton-Iterations of the multiple-shooting proc. •) 

(• ====== •) 
nlter := nlter+1; fncalls := O; ix_nTolchgs:= O; 
IF (ActDVERKtol>DVERKtol) AND 

(noTollncrem=O) AND (4•noTolDecrem< Maxnlter) THEN BEGIN 
noTolDecrem := NoTolDecrem+1; noTolincrem:=-10; 
ActDVERKtol := 0.2 * ActDVERKtol; 

END 
ELSE noTollncrem : = 0; ( * Counts the number of increments to 'ActD VERK

tol'•) 
SumPsi := O; LiX := O; 

(• vvvvvv- - - - - - - - BIC Locp "FOR iX " - - - - - - - -•) 
FOR iX :=1 TO Np-1 DO BEGIN 

iX1 := iX+1; 
(• Do first part of a Newton-Step to improve the actual 'solution' Ux{iX,k} 

1 

1 Set initial conditions : 
1 B-i,j:=first column of 0-Matrix = L-ABig{j}[.}==L„[j*NrODE+.J (j=l„iX-1) 
I A -iX:= identity == L-ABig{(iX:iX+S)*N0+(1:4)} & 
1 Yfn := Ux{iX,.} == L_Aßig{0+{1:4)} 

•) 
FOR j:= 1 TO iX-1 DO 

FOR s :=1 TO NrODE DO 
L_Abig[j•NrODE+ s ]:= O; 

FOR s :=1 TO NrODE DO BEGIN jj:=(iX-1+s)•NrODE ; 
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FOR t :=l TO NrODE DO 
L_Abig[jj+ t ]:= O; 

L_ABig[jj+ s] := 1; 
L_ABig[s] := Ux [iX,s] ; (• N.B. Yfn == LABig[O+{l :NrODE)} -

END ; 

IF iX >=2 THEN BEGIN 
Xprev := Xl; Xl:= Xn; (•= XpfiX}•) 
h := Xl- Xprev; 
LiX := LiX + SumPsi * h; 

END 
ELSE(• iX=l •) Xl := Xp[l]; 

Xn := Xp[iX1]; 
ResI : = Yp [iX] - Ux [iX, 1] ; ( • - N.B. Data-Residuals of the OLD -

PsiRes [iX] := Psi (ResI/ScaleY) * ScaleY; (• approximation Ux[,]-

LDPsiRes[iX]:= Lambda* DPsi(ResI/ScaleY); 
SumPsi := SumPsi + Lambda* PsiRes[iX]; 

(• Solve the NrODE*(l+NrODE*(iX-l}+Sqr(NrODE) O.Dijf.Eq. 
1 in the iX-th interval [ Xp[iX}, Xp[iX+l}} •) 

Xbeg := Xl; 
Indicator:= 1; 
nEq := NrODE•(iX + NrODE); 

DVERK ( De2Func, Xbeg, Xn, nEq, L_ABig, ActDVERKTol, Indicator, 
(•##### -------•)ErrOption, MaxFnEval, iComm, Comm, Wrk ) ; 

(• calls DVERK to solve the Diff.Eqn. from Xp[ix} to Xp[ix+l} 
1 Xbeg is changed to Xn, LABigfl .. neq} l=Xbeg to L-A.Big[.„J l=Xend •) 

Jul step•) 

IF iComm[S] >0 THEN BEGIN (* some 'failures ' ! •) 
WHILE (iComm[4)=0) AND (ix_nTolchgs<=20) DO BEGIN(• NO success-

ix_nTolchgs := ix_nTolchgs+l; 
ActDVERKTol := 4 * ActDVERKTol; 
Indicator := 1; (• - Do a completely new step ! -•) 
DVERK ( De2Func, Xbeg, Xn, nEq, L_ABig, ActDVERKTol, Indicator, 

(• --- - -•) ErrOption, MaxFnEval, iComm, Comm, Wrk ); 
END; 
IF ix_nTolchgs>O THEN BEGIN 
(•- Should not happen, if Ux is ok. and DVERKtol is not too small 

IF MaxDVERKtol < ActDVERKtol THEN MaxDVERKtol := ActDVERKtol; 
IF DbgOutput>=O THEN BEGIN 
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) ; 
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WriStr('--DVERK: interval "ix"='); Wrilnt( ix,1,4); 
WriStrReaLn(' » "DVERKtol" enlarged to ',ActDVERKtol, 8 

noTollncrem:= noTollncrem + ix_nTolchgs; 
ix_nTolchgs:= 0 

END 
END; 

END; 

FOR k:=l TO NrODE DO (• ComputeShootingRESidualsat=XpfiX+l} 

Rs [k] : = L_ABig [k] - Ux [iXl] [k] ; 
(• - Rs = - R[iX}; will be overwritten in the loop 'FOR j' below -•) 

fncalls:= fncalls + iComm[6]; 

( * Actual State: 
Diag-A.Bigfl}„[iX-1} contains the inverses of the actual 'block-row ' 
L-ABig[NrODE+l..NrODE*{iX+3)+{1:4)} the actual 'block-row', 
but without the NrODE-1 0-rows of Bij !! 

row{iX}:= row[iX} - n -;x,j * A T{-1) * row[j} ("row"= block-row) : 
==> also R{iX} {RightHandSide} has to be updated 

IF iX > 1 THEN BEGIN 
(• AM:= { n 1 01 01 0) •) 

FOR s:=l TO NrODE DO BEGIN 
AM[s,1]:= L_Abig[NrODE+s]; 
AM[s,2]:=0; AM[s,3]:=0; AM[s,4]:=0 

END; 

FOR j:=l TO iX-2 DO BEGIN 
(• 1) Make B-i,j to 0 via 'Pivot' A T{-l}=Diag-A.Big[j}, 

updating B-i,j+l : 
B -i,j+l:= B{i,j+l] "+" B -i,j "*" A T{-1) 
where B{i,j}== ( L-A.Big{NrODE*j+{l:NrODE)} 1 01 01 0) 

2) r-ix := r -ix - r -j "*" B -i, j "*" A -j"{-1) 
N.B . AM== B -i, j ! 

------ ----- •) 
FOR s:= 1 TO NrODE DO BEGIN 

Sum:= AM[s,1] * Diag_Abig[j][l,1] 
+ AM[s,2] * Diag_Abig[j][2,1] 
+ AM [s, 3] * Diag_Abig [j] [3, 1] 
+ AM[s ,4) * Diag_Abig[j] [4, 1]; 

Avec[l] : = Sum + L_Abig[(j+l)•NrODE+ s]; (• diff.eqfort=l 
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/ er.•) 

RSwn:= Swn * R[j] [1]; 
FOR t:= 2 TO NrODE DO BEGIN 

Swn : = AM[s,1] * Diag_Abig[j] [1,t] 
+ AM[s,2] * Diag_Abig[j][2,t] 
+ AM[s,3] * Diag_Abig[j][3,t] 
+ AM[s,4] * Diag_Abig[j] [4,t]; 

(* Sum== Avec[t] == ( B-ij*A T(-1) }[s,t] •) 
Avec[t] := Swn; (• - diff.eq for t< >l ! 

RSwn := RSwn + Swn * R[j][t]; 
END (• FOR t •); 

(• Rix:= Rix - Sum(t; ( Bij Aj'{-1} }[. ,t] * Rjft]) : •) 
Ra [s] : = Rs [s] - RSwn; 
AM[s] := Avec; 

END (* FOR s •); 
END(* FORj•); 

(• Now for •) 
j : = iX-1; 
FOR s:= 1 TO NrDDE DO BEGIN 

RSwn:= O; 
FOR t:= 1 TD NrDDE DO BEGIN 

Swn : = AM[s,1] * Diag_Abig[j][l,t] 
+ AM[s,2] * Diag_Abig[j] [2,t] 
+ AM[s,3] * Diag_Abig[j][3,t] 
+ AM[s,4] * Diag_Abig[j] [4,t]; 

(* Sum== Avec[t] == ( B -ij*A T{-1} )[s,t] •) 
Avec[t] := Swn+ L_Abig[(j+s)•NrODE+ t ] ; (• <- only dif-

RSwn : = RSwn + Swn * R[j][t]; 
END (• FOR t •); 

(• Rix:= Rix - Sum(t; ( Bij Aj'{-1} )[.,t] * Rj[tj) : •) 
Rs[s]:= Rs[s] - RSum; 
AM[s] := Avec; 

END (• FOR s •); 

nEq : = NrODE; (• must be a VAR, not a constant ! •) 
(• Diag..AbigfiX}:= ( AM== A ·;x ) ' (-1} 

(Matrix-Inversion of NrODE*NrODE mat. : •) 
DLI!IRG ( nEq, AM[l] [1], nEq, Diag_ABig[iX], nEq ) ; 

(•-- IMSL Routine•) 
END (• IF iX>l THEN •) 

ELSE BEGIN (* iX=l *) 

nEq : " NrODE; 
(• Diag.AbigfiX}:= ( A ·;x) ' {-1} •) 
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DLINRG ( nEq, L_ABig[NrODE+1], nEq, Diag_ABig[1], nEq ); 
(•-- IMSL Routine: Does (Matrix-Inversion of NrODE*NrODE mat. 

END ; (• iX=l •) 

R[iX] := Rs; (• NrODE-vectors!•) 
(• -----.) 

END; 
(• „ „ „ - - - - - - - End of BIG Loop "FOR iX " - - - - - - •) 

Res!:= Yp[Np] - Ux[Np,1]; (• - N.B. Data-Residuals ofthe OLD 

PsiRes [Np]:= Psi (ResI/ScaleY) • ScaleY; (• approximation Ux[*, *] 

LDPsiRes[Np] :=Lambda• DPsi (ResI/ScaleY); 

(•AM:= GJ •) 
FOR s := 1 TD NrDDE DO 

FOR t := 1 TD NrODE DD AM [s,t] := O; 
h:= LDPsiRes[1]; 
AM[1,Nr0DE] := 1; (• !!! for GJ ! •) 
AM[2,1] := -h; AM[3,1]:= -h•Xp[1]; 

( • Boundary Conditions to evaluate •) 
BCond ( PsiRes, RM ); 

(•-- computes R[Np}=RM = 'Residuals' of the Boundary conditions. 
1 Save RM if the Sumpsi, SumXiPsi are used Iater !! 

•) 
R[Np] := RM; (• - R{Npj is actually NEVER used (but RM is !) •) 

(•- - - 'Small' /oop "for ix" for last block-row with the Gj: - - --*) 

1 •) 
FOR iX :=1 TO Np-1 DO BEGIN (•AM= c-_i 'invariant', will be c-_i*A -i'-

iX1 := iX+1; 
(• AM:= AM* Diag..ABigfiX} : •) 

FDR k :=1 TO NrDDE DD BEGIN 
FOR s :=1 TO NrODE DD BEGIN 

Sum:= D; 
FOR t :=1 TO NrDDE DD 

Sum:= Sum + AM[k,t]•Diag_ABig[iX] [t,s]; 
Avec[s] := Sum (• do not overwrite AM{k,s] ! •) 

END (• FOR s •); 
AM [k] : = Avec; (• vectors ! •); 

END (• FOR k •); 

(• rM:= rM - AM* R[iX}; iX<Np •) 
FOR s :=1 TO NrODE DD 
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FOR t : =1 TO NrODE DO 
RM[s] : = RM[s] - AM[s,t]* R[iX] [t] ; 

(*AM:= AM+ G{iX+l}: •) 
h:= LDPsiRes[iX1]; 

AM [2, 1] : = AM [2 , 1] - h; AM [3 , 1] : = AM [3, 1] - h * Xp [iX 1] ; 

END (• FOR iX •); 
(• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •) 

(• for the complete addition of G{Np} (see above) •) 
AM[NrODE,NrODE] := AM[NrODE,NrODE]+1; 

(• Solve the (NrODExNrODE} linear equation system 
1 AM * (-DeltaU{Np}) = RM and overwrite RM by the solution •) 

LSARGp (AM, RM, RM ); 

(•++++++*) 
Rr[Np] : = RM; 

FOR k : =1 TO NrODE DO BEGIN (•delta UM:= - RM •) 
du:= corrFac•RM[k]; 
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Ux[Np] [k] : = Ux[Np] [k] - du; (• - NB. this is never usedfor k<NrODE 

(•----•) 

(• - initialize bookkeeping of changes in this Newton-iter. - •) 
du : = abs(du); MaxChg[k] : = du; L1Chg[k] :=du; 
sumU [k] : = abs (Ux [Np] [k]) ; 

END; 

(•= -= -= -= - Backward Substitution & changes' measurement = -= -= 
1 ===================== 
I## N.B. backward 'residuals' "R" are written as "Rr", which is UNnecessary, 
I## but useful for testing purposes & more transparent in notation ! 
•) 

FOR iX : = Np-1 DOWNTO 1 DO BEGIN (• - iXl == iX+l -•) 
(* Rr{iX}:= Ai --1 * ( R{iX} + Rr[iX+l} ): •) 

FOR k:=1 TO NrODE DO 
RM [k] : = R [iX] [k] + Rr [iX 1] [k] ; 

FOR k:=1 TO NrODE DO BEGIN 

Sum : = O; 
FOR s : =1 TO NrODE DO 

Sum : = Sum + Diag_ABig[iX] [k,s] * RM[s]; 
Avec[k] : = Sum; (• Do NOT overwrite R{iX}[s} used above !! •) 

END(• FOR k•); 
Rr[iX] : = Avec ; ,.-----.) 

(• deltaUx{iX}:= - Rr{iX} = -Avec; Changement measures •) 
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FOR k:=1 TO NrODE DO BEGIN 
du := - corrFac•Avec[k]; H:= Ux[iX] [k] + du; 
Ux[iX] [k] := H; (• == Ux{iX}{k}- Rr{iX}{k} •) 

<· --- --- --- --•) 
sumU[k] := sumU[k] + abs(H); 
du:= abs (du); 
IF MaxChg[k] < du THEN MaxChg[k] := du; 
L1Chg[k] := L1Chg[k] +du; 

END; (* FOR k •) 
iX1 := PRED(iX1) 

END (* FOR iX •); 

maxRelChg :=O ; 
FOR k:=1 TO NrODE DO BEGIN 

h := sumU[k]/Np ; (• - = meann ux[JIJ - •) 
IF h < 1e-7 THEN h := MaxChg[k] 

ELSE h := MaxChg[k] / h; 
RelChg[k] : = h; (• - RelChg = MaxChg iff mean n Uxl ) < l e-7 - •) 
IF maxRelChg<h THEN maxRelChg := h; (•- maxRelChg= MA X (RelChg{k}) 

END; 

LastPenaLik := PenaLik; 
LastQuotPL := QuotPL; 
PenLik ( Ux, Xp, Yp, Np, Lambda, ScaleY, 
(• ==> •) NellScaleY, Penalty, RSS, PenaLik ); 
h := ABS(LastPenaLik-PenaLik); 
IF PenaLik > h/Big THEN QuotPL := h/PenaLik (• < Big: no over

flow •) 
ELSE ( * PenaLik/ h small *) QuotPL : = PenaLik/LastPenaLik; 

Converged := (maxRelChg < MShTol) OR 
(MAX( QuotPL,LastQuotPL) < RelChgTol); 

IF DbgOutput >=O THEN 
TestOut; 

(•--- TEST-Outputs: (relative) Changes and shooting errors - •) 

(• ====== •) 
UNTIL Converged OR (niter = Maxniter) OR 

(• ====== -> Dlvergence : •) (RSS > RSSBnd) OR (PenaLik > PenaLi kBnd); 
IF Converged THEN ScaleY := NellScaleY; (* Give back the new Scale 

END ; (* PROC. MShootSmooth •) 
END . 
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B.4 Minimization over Wj 

[ ENVIRONMENT('MiniSm'), 
INHERIT('Constyp_def', 'Smooth_Def', 'Penalty_Def', 'Minimize', 

'Out_def', 'Sort', 'Wp_Util_Def'), 
CHECK(ALL) ] (•- for "lwparg" {in test) only !!-•) 

MODULE MiniSm ; 
(• 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

EXPORTs FUNCTION FuncWp( Wp: Warr): mReel; 

which is used by a function-minimizing procedure to 
find the best location of the inflection points Wp[} 
in my "Wp"-smoother. 
The value given back is the 'PenaLik' (penalized Log-likelihood} 
got by procedure "MShootSmooth" which itself 
does newton-iterations, where in each iterations 'Np' ODE.s 
{ordinary differential equations) are solved (by "DVERI<"). 

>> One evaluation of "FuncWp" is therefore quite time-consuming ! 

NB. Global variables are HEAVILY used !! 

IMPORTs: from SORT: 
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PROCEDURE SortP (VAR a: ARRAY [Ld„Rd:INTEGER} OF mReel; 
VAR ind,iP: ARRAY [Li .. Ri:INTEGER} OF INTEGER; 

il, iEnd: INTEGER}; 

(gives back also the permutation which sorts, and its inverse) 

AUTHOR: Martin Maechler 

CREATION DATE: 26-Nov-1988 

CHANGE LOG 

Date Name 1 Description 
-----+---+-------------------
%[change..entry]% 
•) 

[GLOBAL] 
PROCEDURE MiniSmWp ( 

(•--- ####========•) 
(* Input:•) VAR Xp, Yp : DatArr; Np : Dindex; 
(• -- •) VAR Wp: WArr; (•- Input AND output !! -•) 

nwp: WOindex; SignLwp: INTEGER ; PWp WArr; IndWp: iWArr; 
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RankWp_opt : INTEGER; (•-in 0 .. 9 ! - •) 
Lambda, MiniFtol, DVERKtol, MShTol, 
PenaLikBnd mReel; 
MAXnlter, maxSmlter : INTEGER; 

( * Output:•) VAR Ux : Umatrix; ( •- Input Cl Output -*) 
(• -- •) VAR ScaleY mReel; (•-Input Cl Output-*) 

VAR PsiRes : DatArr ; 
VAR Converged : BOOLEAN; 
VAR nMinlter, nSmiter : INTEGER; 
VAR maxRelChg, MinPenaLik, RSS : mReel ); 

CONST PgWdLarge = 132; 
PgWd = 80; 

TYPE Wmatrix = ARRAY[Windex] OF WArr; (•- matrix 'nWp' x 'nWp' - •) 
VAR 

DirMat 
UxAct 

: Wmatrix ; 
: Umatrix; 

ActScaleY, 

ActMinPenaLik, 

(•- the matrix of DIRections for Wp[} •) 
(• is to contain the actual approx. (NOT the best)•) 
(• ACTual scaleY, 'ScaleY' is updated ONLY at end 

maxDVERKtol, PenaLik, scrRSS, Penalty mRael; 
First : BOOLEAN; 

Fx 
iX 
Min Tab 

DatArr; 
Dindax; 
TEXT; (•- For nice number-table •) 

MinUx TEXT; (•- For nice number-table •) 
(• - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -•) 

FUNCTION FuncWp( Wpf: Warr) : mReel ; 
(•====== 

1 Note that this function is passed to "Minimize" 
1 (and repeatedly called from there !) 
1 and therefore the Par-list MUST NOT be changed ! 
1 Uses the following GLOBAL VAR.s (implicitly) : 

1 

1 RobC, DbgOutput, 
•) 
VAR iX 
BEG IN 

: Dindex ; 

WriStr(' ## Wp=') ; 

j : Windex; 

FOR j:=1 TO nWp DO BEGIN 

niter : INTEGER; 

IF (j MOD 7 = 0) THEN BEGIN WriLin ; WriStr(' #> Wp=') END; 
WriReal(Wpf[j] ,1,8); 

END; 
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THEN 

IF nllp>=6 THEN 
\/riV( MinTab, 

UxAct:= Ux; 

\/riLin; 
llpf, 1,nllp, 8, Pglld); 

ActScaleY:= ScaleY; 
MShootSmooth (Xp,Yp,Np, \/pf, nllp, signL\/p, Lambda,DVERKtol,MShTol, 

(• RelChgTol = •) MShTol, 
PenaLikBnd, MaxSmlter, 
UxAct, ActScaleY, PsiRes, Converged, nlter, 
maxRelChg, PenaLik, RSS, maxDVERKtol); 

nSmlter:= nSmiter + niter; 

IF Converged AND (PenaLik<ActMinPenaLik) AND (maxRelChg > MShTol) 

BEGIN (•- Do more iterations, but NOT 'converge' just because 
1- "penaLik" does not change much anymore - seldom used - •) 
ActScaleY:= ScaleY; 
MShootSmooth (Xp,Yp,Np, llpf, nllp, signL\/p, Lambda,DVERKtol,MShTol, 

(• Re/ChgTol= •) 0, PenaLikBnd, 2 * MaxSmiter, 
UxAct, ActScaleY, PsiRes, Converged, niter, 
maxRelChg, PenaLik, RSS, maxDVERKtol); 

nSmiter:= nSmiter + niter; 
END; 

\/riStr('>> RSS,PLik,nit[,RKtolF]='); \/riReal(RSS,1,8); 
\/riReal(PenaLik, 1, 9); \/rilnt( nlter,1,2); 

IF maxDVERKtol>DVERKtol THEN \/riReal (maxDVERKtol/DVERKtol,1,6); 
IF Converged THEN \/riStr(' ') ELSE \/riStr(' <N>'); 

llriRf( MinTab, RSS, 3, 9); 
\/riRf( MinTab, PenaLik, 1, 10); 
\/RITE( MinTab,' ', nlter:3); 

IF Converged THEN \/RITE( MinTab,' 1') 
ELSE \/RITE ( Min Tab, ' 0') ; 

IF First DR (PenaLik < ActMinPenaLik) THEN BEGIN 
IF PenaLik<ActMinPenaLik THEN \/riStrLn(' <<MIN>>') 

ELSE \/riLin; 

(• - Updating of new Scale: statistically desirable, but the minimization 
1 metric would change (scale used in rho()). 
1 The 'PenaLik" would HA VE TO be be changed also ! 
1 Scale Y:= ActScale Y; 
1 PenLik ( Ux, Xp, Yp, Np, Lambda, Scale Y, 
1 ActScaleY, Penalty, RSS, PenaLik ); 

•) 
ActMinPenaLik := PenaLik; 
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END 

IF Converged THEN BEGIN Ux:= UxAct; 
PenaLikBnd:= 1.5• ActMinPenaLik; (•-!-•) 

END; 
WRITELN(MinTab,' 1'); 
FOR iX:= 1 TO Np DO Fx[iX]:= Ux[iX,1]; 
WriV( MinUx, Fx, 1,Np, 8, PgWdLarge); 

ELSE BEGIN 
WriLin; 
WRITELN(MinTab,' 0') END; 

(• WriLin; •) 
FuncWp := PenaLik; 

END; (• FUNC. FuncWp •) 
(• - - - -- - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - -- -- - - -- - - - •) 

PROCEDURE CompDirection ( VAR DirMat: Wmatrix); 

(•-- lnitialize 'DirMat', such that 
1-- Wpß with LOW/HIGH 'PWp' are variedfirst: --•) 

VAR ind, iP: iWArr; j,jl, nj: Windex; 
dd,dleft,dj, Xbnd : mReel; 

BEG IN 
FOR j:=l TO nWp DO 

FOR j1 :=1 TO nWp DO DirMat[j] [jl] :" O; 
CASE RankWp_opt OF 
0,1 : FOR j:=l TO nWp DO ind[j]:" j; 
2,3: SortP ( PWp, ind, iP, 1,nWp); (•-!Ncreasing sort -*) 

(•*"**>> PWp_new{iP{j]j == PWp_o/d{j]; iP{ind[j]} == j •) 
END; (•GASE•) 

IF RankWp_opt IN [1,3] THEN (•- reverse Indß: -•) 
FOR j:=l TO nWp DIV 2 DO BEGIN 

nj:= nWp-j+l; 
jl:c ind[j]; ind[j] := ind[nj]; ind[nj] := jl; 

END; 

Wp[nWp+l] :" Xp[Np] ; (• - Wpß must be /arge enough !-*) 

dleft := ABS(Wp[1]-Xp[1]); 
Xbnd := ABS(Xp[Np]-Xp[l]) / (2•(nWp+1)); 
FOR j:=l TO nWp DO BEGIN 

dj := ABS(Wp[SUCC(j)]-Wp[j]); 
dd:= MIN (dleft, dj); 
dleft := dj; 
dj := MIN ( dd/4, Xbnd ); 
DirMat[j] [ ind[j] ] '" dj; 

END ; (• FORj•) 
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WriStrLn(' "MiniSmWp" : Dir_Mat : minimization directions'); 
WriStrLn(' - - ----------- - - - ------- ---------------------•); 
WriStrLn(' j ind[j] Wp[ind[j]] PWp[j] "!" DirMat[j][ .] '); 

(• 1 9 5 7 9 1 9 5 7 9 1 9 5 7 9 1 9 5 7 9 1 9 5 7 •) 
FOR j: =1 TO nWp DO BEGIN 

Wrilnt(j , 1,2); Wrilnt(ind[j],1,3); WriReal(Wp [ind[j] ] ,3,10); 
WriFixReal( PWp[j],8,3); 
WriStr(' "!" '); FOR j1: =1 TO nWp DO WriReal(DirMat[j][j1J,1,6); 

Wr iLin 

6); 

END; 
END; (• PROC. CompDirection •) 

(• -- - - -- -- -- -- - -- --- - -- -- - -- -- - -- - -- - - •) 

BEGIN (• MiniSm Wp •) 
CompDirection (DirMat) ; 

OPEN( MinTab,'MinTab .dat', 
OPEN( MinUx, ' MinUx .dat' ' 
WriV( MinUx , Xp , 1,Np, 8, 
WriV( MinUx, Yp, 1,Np, 8, 

NEW) ; REWRITE( MinTab); 
NEW); REWRITE( MinUx ) ; 
PgWdLaiga) ; 
PgWdLarga) ; 

First:= TRUE; ActMinPenaLik :=O; (• anything •) 
nSmlter := O; 
MinPenaLik := FuncWp( Wp ) ; (• - assigns also UxActOO ! •) 
First := FALSE; 

Minimize( FuncWp, Wp ,DirMat, nWp, Mini FTol, maxnlter, 
( • ======= - - - - -- -> •) nMinlter, MinPenalik ) ; 
(• -> Wp{} & DirMatOO are input & output, 

UxfJO conta ins the Best approximation encountered ! -•) 

PenLik ( Ux, Xp, Yp, Np, Lambda, ScaleY, 
(•- > •) ScaleY, Penalty , scrRSS, PenaLik ); 
(•- only Scale Y is output - • ) 

WriStrlntLn( ' >>> Total no. of Nevton- iterations >>>> ' nSmlter , 

Wri StrLn( 

(• - Only for Testing ... --•) 
FOR iX := 1 TO Np DO Fx[iX] := Ux[iX, 2 ] ; (• f' •) 
WriV( MinUx, Fx, 1, Np , 8, PgWdLarge); 
FOR iX :• 1 TO Np DO Fx[iX] := lvparg (Xp[iX], nvp,vp,signlvp)• 

EXP(Ux[iX , 3 ] ) ; (• f" •) 
WriV( MinUx, Fx, 1,Np, 8 , PgWdLarge); 
FOR iX := 1 TO Np DO Fx[iX] := Ux[i X, 3 ]; 
WriV( MinUx, Fx, 1, Np , 8, PgWdLarge) ; 
FOR iX := 1 TO Np DO Fx[iX] :• Ux[iX, 4 ]; 

) ; 
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WriV( MinUx, Fx, 1,Np, 8, PgWdLarge); 
(• -End ofthis testing ... --•) 

CLOSE( MinTab); CLOSE( MinUx ); 
END; (• MiniSmWp •) 

END . 

B.5 Utility Modules: Rho, Penalty, and Def
initions 

B.5.1 Huber's rho, derivatives and expectation 

[INHERIT('mReel_DEF', 'Rho_DEF', 'RobC_Def'), CHECK(ALL)] 

MODULE Rho; 
(* file [ ... wp}Rho_IMP.pas 

{INHERIT('mReeLDEF', 'Rho-DEF', 'RobC-Def ', 'OuLDEF' ), CHECK(ALL)} 
(* -------• .. .) 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

IMPLEMENTATION Module "Rho": Robustness loss function 'rho' and its 
first two derivatives 

IMPORTS: from 'mReeLDef': TYPE mReel = "DOUBLE or REAL" 
from 'RobC.Def' : VAR RobC : mReel 

EXPORTS: 
FUNCTION Rho ( x: mReel) : mReel; 
FUNCTION ExpectRho ( C: mReel) : mReel; 
FUNCTION Psi ( x: mReel) : mReel; 
FUNCTION DPsi ( x: mReel) : mReel; 

AUTHORS: Martin Maechler 

CREATION DATE: 30-Nov-1988 

CHANGE LOG 

Date 1 Name 1 Description 
-----+---+-------------------
%[change..entry}% 
•) 
[GLOBAL] 

FUHCTION Rho ( x: mReal ) mReel; 
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1 Computes Huber's Rho(x) = Convex Function (x), 
1 11:here SUM{ Rho( Residual[i}), i=l,N} 
1 is to minimize (together with with a roughness-penalty) 
*) 

BEGIN x:= ABS(x); 
IF x < 

(•## 
10}; 

## 
•) 

RobC THEN Rho:= Sqr(x) /2 
ELSE BEG IN WriStrReaLn{'"" Rho"": lxl > RobC: lxl = 

Rho:= RobC*(x - RobC/2} END 

ELSE Rho:= RobC•(x - RobC/2) 
END (* Rho•); 

(• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- •) 
[GLOBAL] 
FUNCTION ExpectRho ( c: mReel ) : mReel; 

(• 
Computes E [ Rho(c;X)}, under X - N(0,1). 

Rho{c;X) = Rho above „ ==> 

ExpectRho(c) = {1+C**2)* PHI(c) + {1/2 - C**2) + C*phi{c); 
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',X' 

where phi{x) = 1/{2*pi) * EXP(-0.5*x**2) & PHI{x) = IntegraLo·x phi{t) dt 
•) 

CONST Pi= 3.14159265358979; 
VAR P: mReel; 

FUNCTION PhiN01(x: mReel) : mReel; 
(• -- Approximation of the cumulative standard normal by the 
1 firstformula of Abramowitz & Stegun "Mathematical Functions" 
1 NB. X MUST X>= 0 !!! *) 
VAR t: mReel; 
BEGIN t:= 1/(1+0.33267•x); 

t:= t•(0.4361836 + t•(-0.1201676 + t*0.937298)); 
PhiN01:= 1 - t*EXP(-0.5*SQR(x)) / SQRT(2*Pi) 

END; (* PhiNOJ *) 

BEGIN (* Here we are using the GLOBAL RobC !! -> •) 

c:= RobC; (* <<<<<<<<<<<<<<< *) 

P:= PhiN01(c); (*- cumulative standard normal--*) 

ExpectRho:= P-0.5 - SQR(c)•(1-P) + c•EXP(-0.5•SQR(c))/ SQRT(2*Pi); 
END; (* ExpectRho *) 
(* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •) 

[GLOBAL] 
FUNCTION Psi ( x: mReel ) : mReel; 

(* 
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Computes Rho'{x) , where 
Rho{x} = Convex Function (of Residual) to minimize 

N.B. Psi must be (only piecewise ??) differentiable !! 
*) 

VAR Ps: mReel; 
BEG IN 
Ps:= MIN(RobC, ABS(x)); 
IF x>=O THEN Psi := Ps 

ELSE Psi := -Ps 
END (* Psi*); 

(* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *) 
[GLOBAL] 

FUNCTION DPsi ( x: mReel ) : mReel; 
(* 
Computes Psi'{x) , the Jst derivative of PSI above 

•) 
BEG IN 

IF ABS(x) < RobC THEN DPsi:= 1 ELSE DPsi:= 0 
END (• DPsi•); 

(• - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - --- - - -- - •) 
END. 

B.5.2 Penalty evaluation 

[ INHERIT('ConsTyp_Def', 'Var_Def', 'RobC_def', 'Rho_Def', 'WP_Util_Def', 
'Penalty_Def', 'Out_DEF', 'InOut_Def', 'PlSmu_Def'), 

CHECK(ALL)] 

MODULE Penalty; 
(• --- file [„maechler.wp}PENALTY_IMP.PAS 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

IMPLEMENTATION Module for Penalty - Subroutines for "WP" 

IMPORTS : Module "ConsTyp_Def" : TYPEs 

Module "Rho": FUNCTION Rho {x: mReel): mReel; 

EXPORTS: 
PROCEDURE PenLik ( VAR Umat: Umatrix; VAR Xp, DatY: DatArr; 

Np: Dindex; Lambda, Scale Y: mReel; 
VAR NewScaleY, Penalty, RSS, PenaLik :mReel); 

AUTHORS: 

Martin Maechler 
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CREATION DATE: mid 1987, VAX version: 24. may 1988 

*) 
[GLOBAL] 
PROCEDURE PenLik ( VAR Umat: Umatrix; VAR Xp, Yp: DatArr; 

(*======*) Np: Dindex; Lambda, ScaleY : mReel; 
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VAR NewScaleY, Penalty, RSS, PenaLik :mRael) ; 
(* 

1 

1 

Computes the "PENalized LIKelihood citerion" 

1 Input : Umat[i}[lj = est. Y(Xp{ij) \ 
1 Umat{i}[4} = h '(Xp{i}} > i=l , .. , Np 
1 Xp{i}, Yp{i} Data points / 
1 Lambda : 'algorithmic' smoothing-par. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Scale : actual UNBIASED scale estimate for Residuals 

Output 
Penalty= Integral( from X{lj to X{Nj) h '(x}'2 dx 
RSS = Sum (i= 1, .. ,N) Rho( Resid{i}) 
PenaLik = Penalty + Lambda * RSS 

1 

I*) 
NewScale= New Scale Est. derived from 'RSS'=Sum [ Rho(res[J} J 

) ; 

*) 

VAR i : Dindex; iS: mReel; 

BEGIN iS:= 1/ScaleY; 
RSS : = Rho ( iS* (Yp [1)-Umat [1] [1]) ) + Rho ( iS* (Yp [Np]-Umat [Np] [1]) 

Penalty:= SQR(Umat[1) [4]) * (Xp[2] -Xp[1]) 
+ SQR(Umat[Np][4])* (Xp[Np]-Xp[Np-1)) ) /2 ; 

FOR i := 2 TO Np-1 DO BEGIN 
RSS := RSS +Rho ( iS•(Yp[i]-Umat[i] [1]) ) ; 
Penalty:= Penalty+ SQR(Umat[i] [4]) * (Xp[i+1]-Xp[i-1])/2 

END; 
RSS:= SQR(ScaleY) * RSS; 
PenaLik := Penalty + Lambda * RSS; 

NewScaleY:= SQRT ( RSS/(Np * ExpectRhoC) ); 
(• ' ' ' 'correcting factor depending on ROBC 

END (* PROC. PenLik •); 

END. 

B.5.3 CONSTants, TYPEs and global VARiables 
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[ ENVIRONMENT('ConsTyp_Def'), 
MODULE ConsTypDef ; 

(• 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

CHECK(ALL), noG_FLOATING] 
<•########## •) 

DEFinitions of ALL GLOBAL CONSTs f3 TYPEs for my 
thesis 's program 

"WP" 

AUTHORS: 

Martin Maechler 

CREATION DATE: mid 1987, VAX version: 13. may 1988 

C H ANGE LOG 

Date 1 Name 1 Description 
-----+- --+----- --------------
1-June-1988 1 Mae 1 Separate Module for VARs 
--- --+---+-------------------
3-June-1988 1 Mae 1 G-Floating DOUBLE-Precision (- IEEE-754 standard) 
-----+---+-------------------
6-June-1988 1 Mae 1 NOG-Floating because of IMSL !!!!!!!! 
-----+--- +-------------------
13-Jun-1988 1 Mae 1 Const 'Version' taken out to be a VAR 
----~---+------------------

%{change._entry}% 
*) 

CONST 
MaxN 

DataPoints•) 
NrODE 
Nr20DE 

tiple shooting* ) 
Nr40DE 

ing, 

MaxNSm 

MaxWp 

256; (•#### SMALL NOW ! ####*) (*Max. Nr. of 

4; (• # functions : y, y', h, h '•) 
1021; (•= 1 + NrODE*(MaxN-1}= (# ODE)/NrOde for mul-

= 4084; (•= NrODE*Nr20DE = # ODE for multiple shoot-

·= MaxN * (NrODE) ·2 , used in PROC. 'MShootSmooth' *) 

1024 ; (•Max. Nr. Pts. for Smoothed valueS*) 

= 16; (• Max. Nr of inflect ion pointS*) 

MaxDeri v = 3 ; ( * Max. order of Derivatives to be computed;MUST be 
>= 3* ) 

(• ======="' 
maxDeg = MaxWp + 2; ( * - necessary: In 'PreSmu ':defaultchoice of deg*) 
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C• EpsC = 7.le-15; •) (• Computer-Epsilon for NOS/VE on CDC Cyber 
180 •) 

C• Big = Se1292; •) (• Big REAL number " " •) 

(• Big = ld907; (* Big DOUBLE{G-Float] number (" max.);MACHINE 
DEPENDENT !!!•) 

Big = 1e38 ; (• Big REAL number ( " max.);MACHINE DEPEN-
DENT !!!•) 

(• EpsCDble = 1.lld-16;(* Computer-Epsilon for DOUBLE [G_FLOATING} 
type, VMS 4. 7 on VAX•) 

EpsCDble = 1. 39d-17; (• Computer-Epsilon for DOUBLE fnoG.FLOATING} 
type, VMS 4. 7 on VAX•) 

EpsCRel = 6e-8; (•Computer-Epsilon of (single)REAL type, VMS 4. 7 
on VAX•) 

TYPE 

lines•) 

lines•) 

EpsmReel = EpsCDble; (• depening on TYPE Def. below ! •) 

mReel DOUBLE ; 
Dindex 1. .MaxN 
DOindex 0 . . MaxN 
Der Index 0 .. MaxDeriv 
Degindex 0 . . maxDeg; 
Fnindex = 1. .NrOde ; 
Smindex = 1 . . MaxNSm; 
WO Index = 0 .. MaxWp; 
Windex = 1 .. MaxWp ; 

DatArr = ARRAY [Dindex] OF mReel; 
sDatArr = ARRAY [Dindex] OF REAL; 

iDatArr = ARRAY [Dindex] OF INTEGER; 
FDerivDatArr= ARRAY [Derindex] OF DatArr; 

sFnVect = ARRAY [Fnindex] OF REAL; 
FnVect = ARRAY [Fnindex] OF mReel; 

Ai Type = ARRAY [Fnindex] OF FnVect; (• 4*4-Matrix w. adressable 

sAiType = ARRAY [Fnindex] OF sFnVect ; (• 4*4-Mat. w. adressable 

UMatrix = ARRAY [Dindex] OF FnVect;(• containsapprox. of(f,f', h,h ') 
at each Xfi] •) 

F4Mat = ARRAY [Fnindex] OF DatArr; ( • contains approx. of 
(f[i]), (f'[i]} , (hfij), (h 'fi])•) 

SmArr „ ARRAY [Smindex] OF mReel; 
SmMat = ARRAY [Fnindex] OF SmArr; 

WArr = ARRAY [Windex] OF mReel; 
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Wmatrix 
IWArr 

ARRAY [Wlndex] OF WArr; . (• - 'Vector of Wpß-Rows' - •) 
ARRAY [Wlndex] OF Dlndex; 

GVarTyp = ( Expon, SinCos, MinExp, Cubic, ExpSin, Pol1, f7, fB); 
( •- Variant of Generating Function -•) 

TimeDateString = PACKED ARRAY[1 .. 15] OF CHAR; 
fnameType = VARYING [60) OF CHAR; (•-also for long pathes f->1<) 

END . 
[INHERIT('mReel_DEF'), ENVIRONMENT('RobC_Def'), CHECK(ALL)] 
MODULE Robe; 
(• file [ ... wp)RobC-def.pas 

----------- •) 
VAR RobC, ExpectRhoC : mReel; 
(• --> Global Parameter for Huber's Rho, Psi, Psi' .. •) 
END. 

[ ENVIRONMENT('VAR_DEF'), INHERIT('ConsTyp_DEF ' ), CHECK(ALL), 
noG_Floating ] 

MODULE VarDef; 

(• 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

Main_Definitions of ALL GLOBAL VARs for my 
thesis 's program 

"WP" 

AUTHORS: 

Martin Maechler 

CREATION DATE: mid 1987, VAX version : 13. may 1988 

CHANGE LOG 

Date Name 1 Description 
-----+---+-------------------
1-June-1988 1 Mae 1 Separate Module for VARs 
-----+---+-------------------
... 24-nov-88 I Mae 1 Deleted a lot -> local to procedures and passed as Par. 
-----+---+-------------------
%[change_entry)% 
•) 

VAR 
Xp, Yp, 
Eps, 
Robllgts, 

(• Data vectors •) 
(• Noise Added •) 
(• Robust Weights given by PreSmoother •) 
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riv.•) 

PsiRes 

Func4 

uo. 
Ux 

DFunc 

(• PSI(Residua/s) •) 
DatArr; 

(• f,f',h,h' for generating function*) 
F4Mat; 

UMatrix; 

FDerivDatArr; (* {O„Maxderiv} OF D.: DFuncfk}= k-th de-

DFmin, 
DFmax 

PLOTs only!)•) 
: ARRAY [Der Index] OF mReel; (• ranges to keep constant (for 

Umin, Umax 
FnVect; (•- Used for PLOTS -- •) 

FFHHtr, 
FFHHsm SmMat; (• FFHHsm{l}= Ysm, FFHHsm{2} = Ylsm[.}, FFHH[3}=Hfsm•) 
Xsm, Ydat, 
Y2sm, Y2tr 

SmArr 

LRWp, 
PWp, 
Wp,GWp 
LRindWp, 
IndGWp, 
IndWp 

WArr 
(• gives "significancy of LRWp{i} •) 

(• 'G' means the values for 'Generating'•) 

iWArr; 

Selindex iDatArr; 
Reind DatArr; 
MaxSel, 
NrSel Dindex ; 

(• wp(j} is in ( X{IndWp(j], X[IndWp(j]+l} )*) 

(• For TEST-Outputs onlY*) 
(• For TEST-Outputs oniY*) 

( * # elements in Se/IndeX*) 

(• - - - - - - - SC A LA R - Type VA R s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -•) 

Np, 
Nsm : Smindex ; 
Deg,Deg1 : Degindex; 
WgtFunc, WgtFunc1, 
LRsignlwp, 
signlGWp, signlwp 

INTEGER; 
LRnWp, 
NgWp,NWp wOindex; 

DataKind, 
DbgOutput, 

(• #Data-Points•) 
(• # Smoothing-PointS*) 

(• Par. of Pre.-Smoother •) 
(• = -1 or 1 , such that •) 
(• f"(x) / {signlwp * (x-wp{l}} .. (x-wp[nwp]) }> 
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RankWp_opt, 

NPtint, 
iSeed, 
PgWd, 
nMiniter, 
Niter 

(• # SMoothing points per Interval•) 
( * seed for random number generators•) 
( * Page_ Width for output on "Fil"•) 
(• # '/arge-/oop' Minimization iterations (for WpD) •) 
(• # Newton-iterations for multiple shooting*) 

INTEGER; 

y1, yRange, 
x1, xRange, 
NSigma, Sigma2, 
EpsNSrat, 

(• For real data; to transformfrom/to interva/ {0,1}•) 
(• For real data; to transformfrom/to interva/ {O,lj•) 

(• Noise/Signal RATio for generated Res. & SMooth 

RelShErr, PenaLik, 
SmLambda,Lambda, (• SCALE-!Ndependent & a/gorithm's Smoothing-

Parameter*) 
DVERKtol, MShTol, MiniFTol, 
PenaLikBnd, 
ZPRSS, LRRSS, LRPenalty, 
GenPar, GenShift 

: mReel; 

WriMetafile, 
useUxPre, DoMinimize : BOOLEAN; ( * for Outputs ! *) 

Variant 
ChVar 
TimeDate 

fname 

GVarTyp ; (• of Generating Function•) 
PACKED ARRAY[! .. 4] OF CHAR; 
TimeDateString; (•- Time & date of Smooth 

fnameType; (• For DATA-flies ... •) 

(• - - - - End of Main-Program Dec/arations - - - - - - - - - - - - -*) 

(•==================================================' 
END. 

B.5.4 Definition of output routines 

Straightforward definitions of WRITE procedures which write 'simultane
ously' to the standard output (i.e., the screen, normally) and to a file 'fil.dat'. 
The implementation of WriRf does testing if exponential or fixed point rep
resentation is appropriate. All the rest is straightforward. 

[ ENVIRONMENT('Out_Def'), INHERIT('mReel_Def'), 
CHECK(ALL), noG_Floating] 
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MODULE OUT 
(* - File {..maechler.wp}OUT_Def.pas 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 

DEFINITION Module "OUT" for 

"BASIC" OUTPUT- Procedures 

EXPORTS: 
TYPE LineString = VARYING {192} OF CHAR; 

PROCEDURE MReWrite; 
FUNCTION Floor ( x: mReel): INTEGER; 
FUNCTION LoglO ( x: mReel) : mReel; 
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PROCEDURE WriR/ (VAR OutFil : TEXT; R: mReel; NrB/anks, Wid : 
INTEGER); 

PROCEDURE WriV ( VAR OutFile:TEXT; VAR Vect:ARRAY{l .. u:INTEGER 
OF mReel; 

il, i2, Rea/Wid, PgWid: INTEGER); 

PROCEDURE WriReal (X: mReel; NrB/anks, Wid: INTEGER); 
PROCEDURE WriFixReal (X: mReel; Wid,Dig: INTEGER); 
PROCEDURE Wriint ( I: INTEGER; NrB/anks, Wid: INTEGER); 
PROCEDURE WriLin; 
PROCEDURE WriStr (Str: LineString); 
PROCEDURE WriRepCh (Ch:CHAR; Ntimes: INTEGER); 
PROCEDURE WriStrREALn (Str: LineString; X: mReel; Wid: INTEGER); 
PROCEDURE WriStrintLn (Str: LineString; I, Wid: INTEGER); 
PROCEDURE WriStrLn (Str: LineString); 
PROCEDURE WriVec ( VAR Vect:ARRAY[l .. u:INTEGER OF mReel; 

il, i2, Re.a/Wid, PgWid: INTEGER); 

AUTHORS: Martin Maechler 

CREATION DATE: mid 1987, VAX version : 24. may 1988 

CHANGE LOG 

Date 1 Name 1 Description 
-----+---+--------- ----------
%[change_entry}% 
*) 

TYPE LineString = VARYING [132] OF CHAR; 

[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE MReWrite; EXTERNAL; 

(* == REWRITE (fil) , but "fil" is defined only here 
*) 

[EXTERNAL] FUNCTION Floor ( x: mReel): INTEGER; EXTERNAL; 
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[EXTERNAL] FUNCTION Log10 ( x: mReel) : mReel; EXTERNAL; 

[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE WriRf (VAR OutFil : TEXT; R: mReel; NrBlanks, Wid INTEGER 

); 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

EXTERNAL; (*==== 
Writes ' ':NrBlanks and then 

R to Output-File "OutFil" 
with at least 1 or 2 sign. digits (dep. on ExpoMant) 

{if possible) in Field of Length "Wid", 

'with MAXimal Precision', i.e. with exponent, if necessary 
*) 
[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE WriV ( VAR OutFile :TEXT; VAR Vect: ARRAY[l .. u :INTEGER] OF 

mReel; 
(*====*) i1, i2, RealWid, PgWid : INTEGER); 

EXTERNAL; 
(• - Write the vector 'Vect[il .. i2}' to 'OutFile' using "WriRf" with 'RealWid' 

1 inserting a NewLine to ensure a page width -= 'PgWid' 
*) 

[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE WriReal (X: mReel; NrBlanks, Wid: INTEGER); 

EXTERNAL; 
(* Write the mReel 'X' after 'NrBlanks' blank char.s 

both to OUTPUT f3 "Fil" *) 

[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE WriFixReal (X: mReel; Wid,Dig : INTEGER); 

EXTERNAL; 
(* WRITE (X: Wid: Dig) on both Files*) 

[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE Wriint ( I: INTEGER ; NrBlanks, Wid: INTEGER) ; 

EXTERNAL ; 
(* Write the INTEGER 'l' after 'NrBlanks' blank char.s 

both to OUTPUT f3 "Fil" *) 

[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE WriLin; 

EXTERNAL; 
(• Writeln to OUTPUT f3 "Fil" •) 

[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE WriStr (Str: LineString); 

EXTERNAL; 
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(* WRITE(str) to OUTPUT f3 "Fil" *) 

[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE WriRepCh (Ch:CHAR; Ntimes: INTEGER); 

EXTERNAL; 
(* WRITE(ch:ntimes) to OUTPUT f3 "Fil" *) 
[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE WriStrintLn (Str: LineString; I, Wid: INTEGER); 

EXTERNAL; 
(* WRITELN(str,i:Wid) to OUTPUT f3 "Fil" *) 

[EXTERN AL] 
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PROCEDURE WriStrReaLn (Str: LineString; X: mReel; Wid: INTEGER); 
EXTERNAL; 

(* WRITE(str); WriReal(X:Wid); WRITELN; to OUTPUT f3 "Fil" *) 

PROCEDURE WriStrLn (Str: LineString); 
EXTERNAL; 

(* WRITELN(str) to OUTPUT f3 "Fil" *) 

[EXTERN AL] 
PROCEDURE WriVec ( VAR Vect : ARRAY[l .. u:INTEGER] OF mReel; 

(*======*) i1, i2, RealWid, PgWid : INTEGER); 
EXTERNAL; 

(*- WriV(„) to OUTPUT f3 "Fil" - *) 
(*----------------------------------------------------------------------------*) 
END. 



Appendix C 

"Pre-Smoother": Estimating 
f ,f1 ,f11 and inflection points 

C.1 Kernel Routines 

[ INHERIT('[-]ConsTyp_Def', '[-]Sort', '[-]Out_Def', 'PreSmu_Def'), CHECK(ALL) 
] 

MODULE PreSmu; 
(• 

(* ••• for WARNINGs only •) 

file --- [..maechler.wp.PreSmu}PreSm1Limp.pas --
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: -----

- IMPLEMENTATION Module -
Contains the necessary routines for my "PreSmoother " < < < PreSmu > > > : 

EXPORTS: 
FUNCTION Med3 
PROCEDURE RunMed 

PROCEDURE LOWRegXp 
PROCEDURE OrthPolEv23 
FUNCTION NWpEst 
PROCEDURE WpEst 

Median of 3 values 
Running median smoothers 

"Main" est. of local polynomials 
'Horner'-evaluation of Orthog.polyn. 

EST. the Number of 'Wp' 
ESTimator of 'Wp', i.e. infl.ection points 

IMPORTS: From 'ConsTyp': TYPEs 

Derlndex 0„ \ 
Degindex 0„ \ 
Dindex 1„ > subranges ofINTEGER 
DOindex 0„ / 
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WOindex 
mReel 

DatArr 
iDatArr 
FDerivDatArr 
WArr 
iWArr 

From 'Sort ': 

o.. / 
REAL or DOUBLE (or Quadruple ??) 

ARRAY {Dindex} OF mReel 
INTEGER 

ARRAY [Derlndex} OF DatArr 
ARRAY {Windexj OF mReel 

Dindex 
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PROCEDURE Sort (VAR a: ARRAY {Ld .. Rd:INTEGER} OF mReel; 
il, iEnd: INTEGER}; 

PROCEDURE SortP {VAR a: ARRAY {Ld .. Rd:INTEGER} OF mReel; 
VAR ind,iP: ARRAY {Li .. Ri:INTEGER} OF INTEGER; 

il, iEnd: INTEGER}; 
Sorts an array A by the method of 'Singleton' 1 

and gives back the permutations: 1 

A-new[iPb}} == A-old{j}; iP[ind{j}} == j 1 

FAST for !arge (B small !?) n. 1 

Algorithm (structured and shortened )from: 
R.C. Singleton 'Revised Quickersort' 
CACM Algorithm 347, Sept.1g68} + 
PERMUTATION stuff by Martin Maechler 

AUTHOR: Martin Maechler 

CREATION DATE: July 1g99 : APL-Version, 2.August 1988 

CHANGE LOG 

Date Name 1 Description 
-----+---+-------------------
05-Aug-1988 1 Mae 1 "H" modification at edges from LOWeights -> LOWReg .. 
----~---+------------------

-15-Dec-1 g99 1 Mae 1 Huber- and Hampel-weights for robust rewei9hting 
-----+---+-------------------
%[change_entry}% 
•) 

[GLOBAL] 
FUNCTION Med3 ( a,b ,c: mReel ) : mReel ; 
BE GIN 

Med3 := b; 
IF a<b THEN BEGIN 

IF c<b THEN Med3 := MAX(a,c) 
END 

ELSE (• a>=b •) 
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IF c>b THEN Med3 := MIN(a,c) 
END; (• FUNC. MedS •) 

[GLOBAL] 
PROCEDURE RunMed 

x's ! 

( VAR Yp, Ysm : ARRAY[lo .. up:INTEGER] OF mReel; i1, iEnd: INTEGER; 
Len: INTEGER; 
VAR Work ARRAY[isO .. maxLen:INTEGER] OF mReel; 
VAR Ind,iP : ARRAY[js1 .. macLen:INTEGER] OF INTEGER); 

(• 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

Computes 'Running Medians' Smoother Ysm[.j := Sm(Yp[.}). 

NOTE: No abscissa values given: <==> Smoothed as if EQUIDISTANT 

Smoothing 'at the end-pointd' is done with special considerations 
to keep the HIGH Breakdown-point. 

FORMAL PARAMETERS: 

VAR 

Yp{il .. iEnd} : In Data to smooth 
Ysm{il .. iEnd} : Out Smoothed data 
il, iEnd : In Actual array bounds for Yp & Ysm (see abo.) 
Len : In Length of Median-window: 'Running med. of "Len"' 
Work Work-Array {O„LLen+l} .. , where LLen >= Len 
Ind, iP Work-Arrays[J .. J,Len} OF INTEGER .. , " " " 

•) 

Ld2, Ld2P, 
i1m1, i,j,k, 
j1,iNxt INTEGER; 

Xn,dX,Xi mReel; 

BEGIN (* RunMed •) 
Ld2 := Len DIV 2; Ld2P := Ld2+1; i1m1:= i1-1; 
FOR j:=1 TO Len DO Work[j] := Yp[i1m1+j]; 
SortP(Work,ind,iP, 1, Len); 

(•--
Compute 'inner' points: -----------•) 

FOR i := i1+Ld2 TO iEnd-Ld2 DO BEGIN (•- Compute Ysm{i}-•) 
(•- N.B. Work[J .. Len} is sorted Yp{il, .. ,il-l+Len}, 

1 --- and Work{iP[j}} = Ypfj}, and Work[k} = Yp{ind{k}] -•) 

IF ODD (Len) THEN ( •- is always the case for the actual Pre..smoother -•) 
Ysm[i]:= Work[Ld2P] 

ELSE Ysm[i] := (Work[Ld2P]+Work[Ld2])/2; 
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(•-Insert the 'new' Yp{i+Ld2P]=:Xn into Work, 
1 substituting Yp{i-Ld2]= Work{iP{i-Ld2jj, reordering Workfl, iPO f3 indß:•) 

iNxt:= i+Ld2P; Xn:= Yp[iNxt]; j := iP[i-Ld2]; (•X-old=Work{j]= Yp{i
Ld2j•) 

j 1 : = succ ( j ) ; 
WHILE (j<Len) AND (Xn > Work[j1]) DO BEGIN 

Work[j] := Work[j 1]; 

END; 

Ind [j] := Ind [j 1]; iP[Ind[j]] := j; 
j: =j 1; j 1: = succ (j) 

j1:= PRED(j); 
WHILE (j>1) AND (Xn < Work[j1]) DO BEGIN 

Work[j] := Work[j1]; 

END; 

Ind [j] : = Ind [j 1]; iP[Ind[j]] := j; 
j :=j1; j1 := PRED(j) 

Work[j] := Xn; 
Ind [j] := iNxt; iP[iNxt]:= j; 

END;(• FOR i: Ysm{i]:= .. •) 

(•-- Compute 'right border' points -----------•) 
(• - - Primitive solution: Take 'Median of successive smaller width' ! •) 

(•-NB.: Work contains the right-end 'last "Len" points' ! -• ) 

-•) 
FOR i := iEnd-Ld2+1 TO iEnd-1 DO BEGIN (•- Compute Ysm{i]:= Median(wid= 

k := iEnd-i+1; j1 := 2•k-1 ; (• TakeMedianoftherightmost jl points •) 
FOR j :=1 TO j1 DO Work[j] := Yp[iEnd-j1+j] ; Sort(Work,1,j1) ; 
Ysm[i] := Work[k]; 

END;(• FOR i: Ysm{i]:= .. •) 
( * For the very last pt.: Use Tukey's end-point rule : 
1 Ysm[n] := Median(Ysm{n-1],Xn,Z-n+l} 
I where Z-n+l is extrapolated from Ysm[n-2], Ysm[n-1] •) 
Xi:= Ysm[iEnd- 1] ; Xn:= 3•Xi - 2•Ysm[iEnd-2]; (• - assuming equidistant .. 

Ysm[iEnd] := Hed3 ( Yp[iEnd], Xi, Xn); 

(•-- Compute 'left border' points -----------•) 

FOR i:= i1m1+Ld2 DOWNTO i1+1 DO BEGIN (•- Compute Ysm{ij-•) 
k:= i-i1m1; j1:= 2•k-1 ; 
FOR j :=1 TO j1 DO Work[j] := Yp[i1m1+j] ; Sort(Work,1,j1); 
Ysm[i]:= Work[k]; 

END; ( * FOR i: Ysm{i]:= ··*) 
(• For the very first pt.: Use Tukey's end-point rule : 
1 Ysm{J]:= Median(Ysm{2j,XJ,Z_O), where z_o is extrapol. from Ysm{2], Ysm{Sj 
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Xi:= Ysm[i1+1]; Xn:= 3•Xi - 2•Ysm[i1+2]; (•- assuming equidistant .. *) 

Ysm[il]:= Med3 ( Yp[il], Xi, Xn); 

END; (* PROC. RunMed •) 

(•================================================= 

[GLOBAL] 
PROCEDURE LOWRegXp 
((* Input : •) CompCoef: BOOLEAN; 

true •) 
(• Comp. coeff. A,dO,dl, only if 

DerivOrd: Derindex; (•Order ofthe highest derivative to com-
pute •) 

Deg 

hB 
WgtFunc 

VAR Xp, Yp 
Np 
Robiter 
RobC 

Degindex; 

mReel; 
INTEGER; 
DatArr; 
Dindex; 
INTEGER; 
mReel; 

(• Degree ofpolynom.; >= DerivOrd-

(• "H" Bandwidth •) 
(• Kind of weight function •) 
( * Data points *) 

( * > = 1, no. of iterations *) 
(• Par. for Huber/Hampel's Psi 

VAR Fx : FDerivDatArr; 
VAR RobWgts: DatArr; 
VAR MAD mReel; 
VAR A, 

00, 01 DatCoefArr 
) ; 
(• Estimates {f,f', .... ,r(DerivOrd)) at Xp{l}, .. ,Xp{Np} by 

1 locally fitting orthogonal polynomials of degree 'Deg'. 

1 

IALGORITHM 
1 - - - - - - - - -
1 1} Use the "most B-robust" Smoother (for given Bandwidth 'hB'}, 
1 i.e. "Running Medians" to compute an initial estimate for f(x) only. 
1 2} Use only the residuals to compute high-breakdown ROBUSTNESS weights. 

1 

1 3} Do 'Roblter' iterations of the following: 
1 - Use << (Re)weighted least-squares >> estimates of (orthog.)polynomials 
1 of degree 'Deg ' to est. {f,f', ... ) as the deriv. of the polyn. 
1 - Compute NEW robustness weights from the Absolute Residuals, 
1 using Huber's or Hampel's 2-4-8-redescending psi 
1 and the MAD as scale measure. 
1-------
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1 IS robust, contrary to the we/1-known 'LOWESS', which is claimed to be robust 
1 but is starting with least-squares, and using redescending weights! 
*) 

CONST Hubertype 
Harnpel type 

= 1 ; 

= 2; 

VAR iwl, iw2 
LoWgt 
it, 

LenMed 

Dindex ; 
: DatArr; 

INTEGER; 
Ysm, Res : DatArr; (* - Result of Running Med. *) 

Ylst, Yj: mReel ; 
RMwork ARRAY [DOindex] OF mReel; ( * \ *) 
Ind, iP : iDatArr; (* / Work arrays for Running 

Med. *) 

UseRWgts: BOOLEAN; ( * use robust weights ? *) 
Wgttype : INTEGER; (* act. {Hubertype, Hampeltype) •) 
j Dindex; 

( * - --- ---- --- - - - --- --------•) 

PROCEDURE HubWgts ( VAR ResWgts : ARRAY[iBeg .. iMax:INTEGER] OF mReel; 
Np : INTEGER; MAD, Aa: mReel); 

(* - " . 
1 Computes Huber's weights as ResWgts[l}„ResWgts[Np}. / 
1 These weights are derived from Huber's Psi-Function "__/' 
1 by W(r) = Psi(r) / r. 
1 Given are the ABSOLUTE Residuals in 'ResWgts ' (which are overwritten !), 
1 their MA D and the Parameter 'a' 

1 

•) 
VAR x mReel; 

i INTEGER; 
BEG IN 

Aa : = Aa•MAD ; 
FOR i:= 1 TO Np DO BEGIN 

x : = ResWgts [i] ; 
IF x <= Aa THEN 

ResWgts[i] := 1.0 
ELSE 

ResWgts[i]:= Aa/x; 
END; (• FOR •) 

END; (• Hub Wgts •) 
(• - - ----- --- ---------------•) 

PROCEDURE FHaWgts ( VAR ResWgts : ARRAY[iBeg .. iMax : INTEGER] OF mReel ; 
Np : INTEGER; MAD, Aa : mReel) ; 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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(* 

Computes Hampel's weights as ResWgts[l}„ResWgts{Np}. 
These weights are derived from Hampel's Three-part redescending Psi-Function 

by W(r) = Psi(r) / r. 
Given are the ABSOLUTE Residuals in 'ResWgts' (which are overwritten !), 

their MAD and the Parameter 'a' 

1 The 3 breaks are at x= a, 4, 8 for 0<=a<=2, 
1 or a, 2a, 4a for a>=2 

1 

1 such that we have the 2-4-8-est. for a=2 
*) 

VAR x, b, invb, c : mReel; 
i I NTEGER; 

BEG IN 
IF Aa<=2 THEN b:= 4 ELSE b:=2*Aa; 
Aa := Aa*MAD; b:= b*MAD; 
c:= 2*b; invb:= 1/b; 
FOR i := 1 TO Np 00 BEGIN 

x : = ResWgts [i] ; 

c==2b *) 

IF x <= Aa THEN 
ResWgts[i] := 1.0 

ELSE IF x <= b THEN 
ResWgts[i] := Aa/x 

ELSE IF x < c THEN ( *- b < x < c -*) 
ResWgts[i] := Aa*(2/x - invb) (*== Aa*(l- (x-b)/(c-b})/x, IF 

ELSE (* x >= c *) 
ResWgts[i] := 0.0; 

1END; (* FOR *) 
END; (* FllaWgts *) 

( *~------------------------*) 

P~OCEDURE CompRobWgts ( (*-In -*) VAR Yp, Ysm: DatArr; Np : Dindex; 
Wgttype: INTEGER; RobC : mReel; 

(*-Out-*) VAR RobWgts: DatArr ; VAR MAD: mReel); 
(*----- Compute robustness weights, given Data e3 Smooth ----*) 

VAR j,n2,m2 Dindex; 
Work : DatArr; 

BEG IN 
FOR j :=1 TO Np 00 Work[j]:= ABS(Yp[j] - Ysm[j]); 

SortP (Work, ind,iP, 1,Np); 
(*-- N.B . Work{l „Np} are sorted ABS(residuals) 
1 -- - and Work{iP[j}} = jres[j}I, and Work{k} = jresj[ind{k}] *) 
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n2:= Np DIV 2; 
m2:= Np - n2 - 1; 
MAD := (Work [n2] +Work [m2]) / 2; ( * = = mediann res[iJI) *) 
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WHILE MAD=O DD BEGIN m2 := SUCC(m2); MAD:= Work[m2] END; 
IF Wgttype = Hubertype THEN 

HubWgts ( Work, Np, MAD, RobC) (* RobC=2 <=> c= 2*.6745= 
1.349 *) 

ELSE FHaWgts Work, Np, MAD, RobC); ( * 2.0 gives 2-4-8 estim. *) 
FDR j:=1 TD Np DD RobWgts[j] := Work[iP[j]]; 

END; (• PROC. CompRobWgts •) 
( *-------------------------·) 

PRDCEDURE LDWeights ((• Input : •) X, H 
VAR Xp 

Np 
WgtFunc 
UseRWgts: 

VAR RobWgts, 

mReel; 
DatArr ; 

Dindex ; 
INTEGER; 
BDDLEAN; 

( * Output: *) Wgts : DatArr; 
(•also Input•)VAR iw1,iw2 : Dindex 
) ; 

(• Computes the weights, evt. multiplying with robust weights 'Rob Wgts ' 

(• Data 

1 With Constant weight function w(t)= L{-1,1} IF WgtFtmc=l 
1 with " Tri-cube" weight fu nc. w(t)= (1-t ·3;-3 * L{-1,1} IF WgtFunc=3 

1 
1 Gives back iwl ,iw2, such that only Wgts{iwl..iw2} are non-zero 
1 €3 gives back those W gts[*j also 
1 NOTE: Wgts[i} remains UNDEFINED fo r i<iwl or i>iw2 !! 
•) 
VAR s,t : mReel; 

i : INTEGER ; (* {O} + Dindex; •) 

BEGIN (* LOWeights •) 
H:= 1/H; (•- 'iwl' will be a lower boundfor the new 'iwl '! •) 
t:= H•(X-Xp[iw1]); 
WHILE t>=1 DD BEGIN 

iw1 := SUCC(iw1); 
t := H•(X-Xp[iw1]) 

END; (• Now: iwl is the smallest i, such that x-x..i < Hh •) 

(• - 'iw2' will be a lower bound fo r the new 'iw2' ! •) 
t := H*(Xp[iw2]-X); 
WHILE (t<1) AND (iw2<=Np) DD BEGIN (• x..iw2 is still within reach of X 

„. •) 

iw2 := SUCC(iw2); 
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END 

' ); 

IF iw2<=Np THEN t:= H*(Xp[iw2]-X) 
END; 
iw2:= PRED(iw2); (* Now: iw2 is the largest i, such that x...i-x < Hh *) 

s: =O; 
CASE WgtFunc OF 

1: (* -- USE Simple CONSTANT Weights !-- *) 

IF UseRWgts THEN 
FDR i:= iw1 TO iw2 DO BEGIN Wgts[i]:= RobWgts[i] ; s :=s+Wgts[i) 

ELSE FOR i:= iw1 TO iw2 DO BEGIN Wgts[i] := 1; s :=s+Wgts[i] END; 
3 : (• -- use Tri-Cube Weights !-- *) 

FOR i := iw1 TO iw2 DO BEGIN 
t:= (1- (H * ABS(X-Xp[i]))**3)••3; 
(• - <==> t:= H * ABS(X-Xp{i}}; t:= 1-t*SQR(t}; t:= t*SQR(t); - *) 

IF UseRWgts THEN Wgts[i] := t*RobWgts[i] 
ELSE Wgts[i] := t; 

s : =s+Wgts [i] 
END (• FOR i *) 

END (* GASE *); 

IF s>O THEN (* - normalize them to sum 1 - *) 
FOR i := iw1 TD iw2 DD Wgts[i] := Wgts[i]/s 

ELSE BEGIN 

END; 

WriStrLn(' <## WARN ##> in "LOWeights" ("PreSmu"): \sum{weights}=O 

WriStr( ' ===> Indices "iw1", 11 iv2 11 = '); 
Wrilnt(iw1,0,3); Wrilnt(iw2,2,3); WriLin 

END (* LOWeights *); 
(•--------------------------4<) 

FUNCTION SPr ( VAR F1, F2: DatArr ) : mReel; 
(• 

Scalar PRoduct < Fl, F2 > ; uses GLOBAL iwl, iw2, LOWgt[.} 

is now often programmed directly to increase time-efficiency !! *) 

VAR i : Dindex ; 
s : mReel; 

BEG IN 
s:=O; FOR i:=iw1 TO iw2 DO s := s + LDWgt[i] * F1[i] * F2[i]; 
SPr := s; 

END; 
(•--------------------------4<) 
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PROCEDURE LOWest( 
(• 

1 Fx[.}fj} 

j: Dindex); 
Compute the coefficients & polynomials at Xpfj}: 

1 Afj}[.j, DO{j}[.}, Dl{j}[.} 
•) 
VAR 

X, h, ddO, dd1, 
Ak, sp, sp2 
K, Km1, Km2 
der 
i 
s 
X_, FF1 
Fnx 
fder 

mReel; 
Degindex; 
Der index; ( * 0 .. M axDeriv *) 
Dindex; 
0 .. 1; 
DatArr; 
FDegDatArr; 
ARRAY[Derindex] OF mReel; 

fderx ARRAY[Derindex] OF CoefArr; 
iS CoefArr; (• will contain 1/11//kJll **2 *) 
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(• ---- <<< ONLY if NECESSARY ! >>> : Use.d in 'LOWEST' for bound
ary H-
I FUNCTION MIN ( x,y,z : mReel) : mReel; 

1 

1 VAR M: mReel; 
1 BEGIN 
1 IF y < x THEN M:= y ELSE M:= x; IF z < M THEN M:= z; MIN:= 

M 
1 END; 
•) 

BEGIN (*- LOWest ( j} •) 
X:= Xp [j] ; 

(• actual bandwidth H : H > hB at both ends: •) 
H:= 2*hB - HIN ( hB, X-Xp[1], Xp[Np]-X ); 
LOWeights ( X,H, Xp,Np, WgtFunc, UseRWgts, RobWgts, 

(* --- computes -> •) LOWgt, iw1,iw2 ); 

(•-> 0 *) 
FOR i:= iw1 TO iw2 DO Fnx[O] [i] := 1; fderx[O] [O] :=1; 
FOR der:= 1 TO DerivOrd DO fderx[der][O]:=O; 
iS [O] := 1; 
IF Deg > 0 THEN BEGIN 

(•-> 1 •) 
ddO:= SPr ( Fnx[O], Xp ); 
IF CompCoef THEN BEGIN 

DO[j,O]:= ddO; Di[j,O]:= O; DO[j,1]:= O; D1[j,1] := 0 END; 
sp:=O; 
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FOR i:= iw1 TO iw2 DO BEGIN 
X_[i]:= Xp[i] - ddO; 
Fnx [1] [i] : = X_ [i] ; 
sp:= sp + LOWgt[i] * SQR(X_[i]); 

END; 
IF sp > 10/Big THEN iS [1] := 1 / sp (* - 1/SPr (X., X_) --*) 

ELSE BEGIN (* - >> Now: Should rather exit the loop .. -*) 
iS[1] : = Big; 
WriStrLn(' <##WARN##> in "LOWeights" ("PreSmu"): "!'"'!"Fx[1]"!'"'!' 

is 0 '); 
END ; 

fderx[O] [1] :=X_[j]; fderx[1] [1] :=1; 
FOR der:= 2 TO DerivOrd DO fderx[der][1] :=O; 
Km1:=0; 
FOR K:= 2 TO Deg DO BEGIN 

(*-> 2,3, .. *) 
Km2:= Km!; Km!:= PRED(K); sp:=O; sp2:=0; 
FOR i:= iw1 TO iw2 DO BEGIN 

END; 

h := X_[i]*Fnx[Km1][i]; FF1[i] : = h; h:= h*LDWgt[i]; 
sp : = sp + h*Fnx [Km!] [i] ; 
sp2:= sp2+ h*Fnx[Km2][i] 

ddO := iS[Kml] * sp; (* = < FFJ, Fnx{Kml} > / llFnx{KmlJll '2 

ddl := iS[Km2] * sp2; (* = < FFJ, Fnx{Km2} > / 11Fnx{Km2}ll '2 

IF CompCoef THEN BEGIN DO[j,K] : = ddO ; Dl[j,K]:= ddl END; 
sp:=O; 
FOR i : = iw1 TO iw2 DO BEGIN 

Fnx[K] [i] : = FFl[i] - (ddO* Fnx[Km1] [i] + dd1* Fnx[Km2] [i] ) ; 
sp : = sp + LOWgt[i] * SQR(Fnx[K][i]); 

END ; 
IF sp > 10/Big THEN iS[K] := 1/sp (*- 1/SPr ( Fnx{k}, Fnx{k} ); 

ELSE BEGIN (•- >> Now: Should rather exit the loop .. -•) 
iS[K] := Big; 
WriStrintLn( 
' <##WARN##> in "LOWeights" ("PreSmu"): "!""!"Fx[k]"!""!" 

is O; k=' ,k,2); 
END; 

fderx[O] [k] := Fnx[k] [j]; 
FOR der:= 1 TO DerivOrd DO 

fderx[der][k]:= der•fderx[der-1][Km1] 
+ (X_[j]-ddO)• fderx[der][Km1] - dd1• fderx[der][!(Jl) 
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END (• FOR I< •) 
END (• JF Deg > 0 •); 

( • - - Regression coefficients €1 Function values : - - --*) 

FOR der:= 0 TO DerivDrd DO fder[der] :=O; 
FOR K:= 0 TO Deg DO BEGIN 

Ak:= iS[K] * SPr ( Yp, Fnx[K] ); 
IF CompCoef THEN A [j , K] : = Ak; 
FOR der:= 0 TO DerivOrd DO 

fder[der] := fder[der] + Ak•fderx[der] [K]; 
END; 
FOR der:= 0 TO DerivOrd DO Fx[der][j]:= fder[der]; 

END; (• Proc. LOWest•) 
(• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •) 

BEGIN (* LOWRegXp *) 
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UseRWgts: = Robiter>=1; iw1: =1; iw2: =1; (• must be initializeih) 
IF UseRWgts THEN BEGIN 
(• - Compute a robust start-smoother by 'twiced' running medians -•) 

LenMed: = -1+ 2•TRUNC(hB•Np/ (Xp [Np]-Xp[1])); (•- Window-widthfor Run.Median•) 
IF LenMed < 3 THEN LenMed:= 3 

ELSE IF LenMed > Np THEN BEGIN 
IF ODD(Np) THEN LenMed:= Np ELSE LenMed:=Np-1 END; 

RunMed ( Yp,Ysm,1,Np, LenMed, RMwork, Ind,iP ); 

(•- Do a "twicing": Smooth the Residuals and 're-rough' by 
adding the smoothed resid. to the smooth : - -•) 

FOR j:=1 TO Np DO Res[j]:= Yp[j]-Ysm[j]; 
RunMed (Res, RobWgts,1,Np, LenMed, RMwork, Ind,iP ); 
FOR j:=1 TO Np DO Ysm[j]:= Ysm[j] + RobWgts[j]; 

(•- Add a 'Hanning ' smoother to avoid exact zero residuals : -•) 
Ylst : = Ysm [1] ; 
FOR j:=2 TO Np-1 DO BEGIN 

Yj:= Ysm[j]; Ysm[j] := (Ylst+ 2•Yj +Ysm[j+1])/4; Ylst:= Yj 
END; 

CompRobWgts ( Yp, Ysm, Np, Hubertype, RobC, RobWgts, MAD); 
Wgttype:= Hubertype; 
FOR it:= 1 TO Robiter DO BEGIN 

FOR j :=1 TO Np DO LOWest(j); 
(•=========•) 

IF it+1 = MAX(2,Robiter) THEN Wgttype := Hampeltype; (• at most two 
times•) 

IF it < Robiter THEN BEGIN 
CompRobWgts ( Yp, Fx[O], Np, Wgttype,RobC, RobWgts, MAD); 
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iw1:=1; iw2:=1; (• must be initialized again •) 
END; 

END; (• FOR it : Robustness iterations •) 
END 

ELSE (• No 'Rob Wgts' •) 
FOR j:=1 TO Np DO LOWest(j); 

(•=========•) 
END; (• PROC. LOWRegXp •) 

(•=================================================== 
[GLOBAL] 
PROCEDURE OrthPolEv23 ((• Input •) X 

Deg 
VAR A., 

mReel; 
Deglnde:z:; 

(• 

( * Output: *) 
) ; 

Evaluates f"(X) & f"'(X) , 

DO,D1: CoefA.rr; 
VAR F2, F3 : mReel 

where J(.) is the (by Orthogonal Polynomials) fitted at Xpl. 
1 

1 

1 

1 

"A" are the Regr. coeff. & "DO", "D 1" the recursion coeff. for /(.) 

1 Uses a "generalized HORNER scheme" 
•) 

VAR F1, r2, 
FtmDO, dd1, 
R13_1, R14_1, R23_1, 
R13_2, R14_2, R23_2, 

mReel; 
K : Deglnde:z:; 

BEG IN 
R14_1 := A.[Deg]; 
R13_1: = A.[Deg] ; 

R14_2 := O; 
R13_2 := O; 

R24_1:= O; R24_2: = O; 
R23_1 := O; R23_2: = O; 

R34_1 := O; R34_2:= O; 
R33_1 := O; R33_2 := O; 

R44_1 := O; R44_2 := O; 

F1:=X-DO[O]; 

R24_1, 
R24_2, 

R33_1, R34_1, 
R33_2, R34_2, 

FOR K:= Deg DOWNTO 1 DO BEGIN (• HORNER-recursion •) 
f1mDO:= F1-DO[K]; 

R44_1, 
R44_2 
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ddl := Dl[K]; 

r2:= - R33_1 * ddl; (• don't ovenorite R .. _2 already ! •) 
R33_1:= R33_1•flmDO + R33_2 + R23_1; 
R33_2 := r2 ; 
r2 : = - R44_ 1 * ddl; ( * don't ovenorite R .. _2 already ! *) 
R44_1 := R44_1•flmDO + R44_2 + R34_1; 
R44_2: = r2 ; 
IF K >= 2 THEN BEGIN 

r2:= - R23_1 * ddl; (• don't overwrite R .. _2 already ! •) 
R23_1 := R23_1•flmDO + R23_2 + R13_1; 
R23_2 := r2; 
r2 : = - R34_ 1 * ddl; ( * don't overwrite R .. _2 already ! *) 
R34_1 := R34_1•flmDO + R34_2 + R24_1; 
R34_2 := r2 ; 
IF K >= 3 THEN BEGIN 

r2:= - R13_1 * ddl; (• don't overwrite R .. _2 already ! •) 
R13_1 := R13 _1•flmDO + R13_2 + A[K-1]; 
R13_2:= r2 ; 
r2 : = - R24_ 1 * dd 1 ; ( * don't ovenorite R .. _2 already ! *) 

R24_1:= R24_1•flmDO + R24_2 + R14_1; 
R24_2 := r2; 
IF K >= 4 THEN BEGIN 

r2 := - R14_1 * dd1 ; (• don't overwrite R .. -2 already ! •) 
R14_1 := R14_1•f1mDO + R14_2 + A[K-1]; 
R14_2:= r2; 

END 
END 

END 
END (• FOR ]{ •) ; 

F2 := 2 * R33_1; (•Homer gives Taylor-coefficients ! •) 
F3:= 6 * R44_1 ; 

END; (• PROC. OrthPo/Ev23 •) 
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(•=== == ================================================ 

[GLOBAL] 
FUNCTION NWpEst ( Np : Dindex ; VAR F2x : DatArr ; nWpReq: WOindex) 

WOindex; 

(• 
1 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

1 

1 Given the est. of f"(x....i) (from "LOWRe.gXp"}, 
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estimates the Number of 'Wp's (inflection points); 
>> gives nWpReq+l if nWp >= nWpReq+l << 

*) 
VAR nWp WOindex; 

i Dindex; 
sig -1. . 1; 

BEGIN (• NWpEst •) 
IF F2x[1] < 0 THEN sig := -1 ELSE sig:= 1; 
nWp := O; i:=l; 
WHILE (i<Np) AND (nWp<=nWpReq) DD BEGIN 

i := SUCC(i); 
IF F2x[i)•sig < 0 THEN BEGIN (•New Wp[} found *) 

sig:= -sig; 
nWp:= nWp+l; 

END; 
END; (• WHILE i •); 
NWpEst := nWp; 

END; (* PROCEDURE NWpEst •) 
(•==================================================== 

[GLOBAL] 
PROCEDURE WpEst 

(•=====•) 
((* In : •) Deg 

VAR Xp 
Np 
Noiter 

Degindex; ( • Degree of polynom.•) 
DatArr; 
Dindex; 
INTEGER; (• No. of ITERations to comp. Wp[}, 

>= 0 •) 
VAR Fx FDerivDatArr; 
VAR A, DO , Dl 

: DatCoefArr; 
(* Out:•) VAR nWp : WOindex; 

VAR Wp, PWp WArr; 
VAR indWp iWArr; 
VAR SignLvp INTEGER ); 

(• 
1 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION: 

1 

1 Given the results of "LOWRegXp •, namely est. of (J.J'.J".J"') 8 
1 coeff. to compute more, 
1 computes estimators of Wp[}, n Wp, SignLwp 8 PWp[} 

1 

1 FORMAL PARAMETERS: 

1 
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*) 

PWp : "significance" of each Wpfj}, measured as the 
PWp[j}:= MIN ( A[j}, A[j+l} }, where Afj} is the 'area' 
over or under the curve of f"(x) between Wp[j-1} & Wp{j}, 
where Wp{O}:=Xp{l} & Wp{n Wp+l}:= Xp{Np} 

CALLS Proc. OrthPolEv23 

CONST epsX_Wp= 0. 01; (* = Minimal 'relative' distance 1 Xp[i} - Wp{j} 1 

*) 

VAR 

is important for accuracy of" hf(x} := f"/pw "*) 
relErr = 1e-4; ( * = max. relative error required for Newton iteration 

f2, af2, pWswn, 
XL,XR, DeltaX, 
X1,X2, X, t, dX, 
cW, cW1, 
F2L, F3L, F2R, F3R 

mReel; 

it 
i, iml 
sig 

INTEGER; 
Dindex; 
-1. .1; 

BEGIN (* WpEst *) 
f2:=Fx[2][1]; sig:= 1; IF f2 < 0 THEN sig:= -1; 
SignLwp:= sig; 
nWp:= O; 
pWswn := ABS(f2); 
FOR i:= 2 TO Np DO BEGIN 

af2 := f2; f2 := Fx[2] [i]; 
IF f2*sig < 0 THEN BEGIN (* New Wplj found •) 

sig:= -sig; 
nWp:= nWp+l; iml:= i-1; 
IndWp[nWp]:= iml; 

(* Now determine X:= the nwp-th inflection point ==: Wp{nWp} *) 

XL:=Xp[im1]; XR:=Xp[i]; OeltaX:= XR-XL; 
Xl :=XL+ epsX_Wp•DeltaX; X2 :=XR- epsX_Wp*DeltaX; 
X:= XL - DeltaX* af2/(f2-af2); (* starting with "Regula falsi" *) 
IF X < Xl THEN X:=X1 ELSE IF X > X2 THEN X:=X2; 
DeltaX:= X2-X1; (* - < than before !-•) 
it:=1; dX:= DeltaX; 
WHILE (it<=Nolter) AND ( ABS(dX) > ABS(X) * relErr ) 00 BEGIN 

it:=SUCC(it); 
(• t:= (X-XL)/DeltaX; cW:= SQR(t}*(3-2*t); cWJ:= 6*t*(1-t}; - the same 
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t:= (X-XL)/DeltaX; cW:= SQR(t)•(3d0-2dO•t); cW1:= 6dO•t•(1dO-t); 
OrthPolEv23 (X, Deg, A[iml], DO[iml], D1[im1], F2L, F3L ); 
OrthPolEv23 (X, Deg, A[i], DO[i], Dl[i], F2R, F3R ); 
dX:= (F2L+ cW•(F2R-F2L)) / (F3L+ cW1•(F2R-F2L) + cW•(F3R-F3L)); 
X:= X-dX; IF X < Xl THEN X:=Xl ELSE IF X > X2 THEN X:=X2; 

END; 
Wp[nWp]:=X; 
PWp[nWp]:= pWsum ; 
pWsum:= ABS(f2); 

END (• IF THEN •) 
ELSE 

pWsum:= pWsum + ABS(f2); 
END (• FOR i •); 

IF ODD(nWp) THEN SignLwp := - SignLwp; 
PWp[nWp+l]:= pWsum; t:= PWp[l]; 
pWsum:=O; 
FOR i:= 1 TO nWp DO BEGIN 

x:=t; t:= PWp[i+l]; 
IF t<x THEN PWp[i] :=t ELSE PWp[i]:=x; 
pWsum:= pWsum + PWp[i]; 

END; 
FOR i:= 1 TO nWp DO (• Make SUM( PWp{i}) == 1 •) 

PWp[i] := PWp[i] / pWsum; 
END; (• PROCEDURE WpEst •) 

(•=================================================== 
END . 

C.2 Pre-Smoother with prescribed nw 

[ ENVIRONMENT('CompPreSmu'), 
INHERIT('ConsTyp_Def', 'Wp_Util_Def', '[ .presmu]PreSmu_Def', 

( * For Wamings t!f Testout: *) 'Out_def', 'Inout_def' , 'Var_def' 
) . 

CHECK(ALL) ] (• "PreSmuOut, "mread" "DbgOutput, .. ?" 
•) 

MODULE CompPresmu (INPUT,OUTPUT); 
(• 

file - -- [..maechler.wp)CompPreSmu.pas - -
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: . -----
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DEFINITION fj IMPLEMENTATION Module for 

PROCEDURE CompPreSmu 

. which computes A1aechler's "PreSmoother" 

using 'LOWReg' (Locally Weighted polynomial REGression), 
starting with 'Running Medians' (with 'wide' windows) 

IMPORTS 

TYP Es 
From Constyp_def : 

Degindex = O .. maxDeg; 
Derindex = 0 .. maxDeriv; 
FDerivDatArr= ARRAY {Der Index) OF DatArr; 

From PreSmu_def: 
FDegDatArr = ARRAY [Degindex) OF DatArr; 
Coe/Arr = ARRAY [Deglndex) OF mReel; 
DatCoe/Arr = ARRAY {Dindex} OF Coe/Arr; 

PROCEDURE LOWeights 
PROCEDURE LOWRegXp 
PROCEDURE LOWRegl 
PROCEDURE OrthPolEv29 
PROCEDURE WpEst 

From Wp-Util PROCEDURE lwpArg 

AUTHORS: Martin Maechler 

CREATION DATE: August 1988 

CHANGE LOG 

Date Name 1 Description 
-----+---+-------------------
15-Nov-1988 1 Mae 1 Make nWp = nWpReq with appropr. smoothing 
--- --+---+-------------------
%[change_entry)% 
•) 
[GLOBAL] 
PROCEDURE CompPreSmu ( 
(• ========== •) 
(•In:*) VAR Xp, Yp DatArr; 

Np Dindex; 
nWpReq : INTEGER; 
Deg, Deg1 : Degindex; 
WgtFunc, WgtFunc1: INTEGER; 
H, EnlargeH, H1Hfact, HloHfact mReel; 

129 
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Roblter INTEGER; ( * > = 1, # robustness iterations 

Pre_CRob mReel; (• Par. for Hampels Psi,=2 => 
248-est.•) 

(• Out: •) VAR Ux 
•) 

VAR RobWgts 
VAR MAD 
VAR nWp 
VAR Wp, PWp 
VAR indWp 
VAR signlwp 

(• -----

: Umatrix; (• ==> PreSmuU: PreSmoother 

DatArr; 
mReel; 
WOindex; 
WArr; 
iWArr; 
INTEGER ) ; 

Compute the PreSmoother ( /, f ', h, h' ) 
-----•) 

CONST maxSmlter 20; 
relPrec = 0.05; (•- rel. Precision for bandwidth 'H' -*) 

VAR 
Hf, f2 

(•-was Hf, Hfl, /2 
F0123x, 
Hf01x 

DatArr; (•- '/2': only for plots ... •) 
: DatArr; (*- '/2': only for plots, also hf: could ... •) 

FDerivDatArr; 
A, DO,D1 DatCoefArr; 
hTry,hHi,hLo, hOK, hleft, hright, 
H1, Pw mReel; 
iHi, iLo, 
noSm 
nWpV 
hTryV 
WpV, PWpV 

O . . maxSmiter; 
ARRAY[! .. maxSm!ter] OF WOindex; 
ARRAY[! .. maxSmiter] OF mReel; 
ARRAY[1 .. 2] OF WArr; 

Bracketed, Hi, Lo, above, Ok, 
Success BOOLEAN; 
i Dindex; eh : CHAR; 
j Windex; 

(•=================================================== 
PROCEDURE Drop1Wp; 

VAR fv : mReel; 
j : Windex; i : Dindex; 

BEGIN (• Drop one 'Wp' at the border: •) 
IF PWp[1] < PWp[nWp] THEN BEGIN (• drop lst •) 

fv:= - F0123x[2] [IndWp[1]] / 128; 
FOR i:=1 TO IndWp[1] DO (•NB. lndWp{l}>= 1 !!!•) 

F0123x[2] [i] := fv; (• have them change sign by Brute-force •) 
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nWp : = nWp-1; 
FDR j :=1 TO nWp DD BEGIN 

Wp [j] : = Wp [SUCC(j)]; 
PWp[j] := PWp[SUCC(j)]; 
IndWp[j] := IndWp[SUCC(j)] 

END; (•NB. sign/Wp stays constant !!•) 
END 
ELSE BEG IN ( * drop last *) 

fv:= - F0123x[2][1+IndWp[nWp]] / 128; 
FOR i:=1+IndWp[nWp] TD Np DD 

END 

F0123x [2] [i] : = fv; ( * have them change sign by Brute-force *) 
SignlWp := - SignlWp; 
nWp := nWp-1; 

END; (* PROC. DroplWp •) 
(•--------------------- - --•) 

PROCEDURE Drop2Wp; 

VAR Pmin, fv mReel; 
drp, j Windex; i : Dindex; 

BEGIN (• Drop two 'Wp[}s': Drop one pair: •) 
(• -- Find Pair which you want to drop - -•) 
Pmin:= PWp[1]; drp :=1; 
FOR j :=2 TO nWp-1 DO 

IF PWp[j] < Pmin THEN BEGIN Pmin:=PWp[j); drp :=j END; 

(• - - Drop (Wp{drp}, Wp{drp+l}}: 
1 1} Change Sign of f" in ( Wp{drp}, Wp{drp+l} }, 
1 i.e. in [ Xp{l+IndWp{drp}}, Xp{lndWp{drp+l}} j 
1 2} Change n Wp, Wpß, IndWpß,PWp{} 
--• ) 

fv:= - F0123x[2) [1+IndWp[drp]] / 128; (• - make them smal/er - •) 
FOR i:• 1+IndWp[drp] TO IndWp[drp+1] DD 

F0123x[2] [i] : = fv; (•-- have them change sign by Brute-force •) 
nWp :• nWp-2; 
FOR j :=drp TO nWp DD BEGIN 

Wp[j] := Wp[j+2]; 
PWp [j] : " PWp [j +2]; 
IndWp[j] := IndWp[j+2] 

END; (•NB. sign/Wp stays constant !! •) 
END ; (• PROC. Drop2Wp •) 

(•===================================================== 
PROCEDURE RobWgtsTest; (• - Test-Output--•) 
VAR no , j : DOindex; 
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BEGIN no:=O; 
FOR j:=l TO Np DO 

IF RobWgts[j] <> 1 THEN BEGIN no:= SUCC(no); 
IF no=l THEN BEGIN WriStr(' Robust Weights: MAD='); WriReal(MAD,1 ,8) 

WriStrLn(' -> Down-wgtd obs .no.: (•: Wgts < .75, .5,.25,.01)') 
END; 
Wriint(j, 1,2); WriStr(' . ) ; 
IF RobWgts [j] < 0 .75 THEN WriStr( • *') 
IF RobWgts [j] < 0.5 THEN WriStr ( '*') 
IF RobWgts [j] < 0.25 THEN WriStr(' *') 
IF RobWgts [j] < 0 .01 THEN WriStr( •o•) 
IF no MOD 10=0 THEN WriLin 

END; IF no MOD 10<>0 THEN WriLin 
END; (• PROC. Rob WgtsTest •) 

ELSE 
ELSE 
ELSE 
ELSE 

( *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -*) 

FUNCTION TryWp( HH : mReel) : BOOLEAN; 

WriStr( • . ) ; 
WriStr(' '); 
WriStr(' 1); 

WriStr(' . ) ; 

(•===•) (• is TRUE, if 'Success': nWp( HH) = 
nWpReq •) 

VAR WpPrnWid : 0 .. 18; (• - for test-011.tput only: from above 'RelPrec' ! •) 
BEGIN noSm:= SUCC(noSm); 

•) 
WpPrnWid := 2+ 1 + TRUNC(l -LN(Re1Prec)/LN(10)); (• "0."arealready2 

(• - Compute ( f, f', /", !" ') : -•) 
LOWRegXp ( FALSE, 2, Deg, HH, WgtFunc, Xp,Yp,Np, Robiter, Pre_CRob, 

F0123x, RobWgts,MAD, A, DO, Dl ); 
RobWgtsTest; 

nWp:= NWpEst (Np, F0123x[2], nWpReq ); 
TryWp := nWp=nWpReq; 
hTryV[noSm] := HH; nWpV [noSmJ:= nWp; 

(•>>*) WriStr( ' TryWp : HH, nWp ='); 
(•\/•) IF nWp<nWpReq THEN WriReal(HH,1+4•WpPrnWid,WpPrnWid) (•H 

too !arge•) 
(•\/*) ELSE IF nWp=nWpReq THEN WriReal(HH,1+2•WpPrnWid,WpPrnWid) 
(•\j•) ELSE WriReal(HH,0, WpPrnWid); (• H 

too small •) 
(•\/•) IF nWp<=nWpReq THEN BEGIN Wriint(nWp,3,2); WriLin END 
(•\/•) ELSE WriStrintLn(' >= ',nWp,2) ; 
END; (• FUNC. '.lryWp •) 
( ·- - - - -- - -- -- - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·) 

TYPE LineStr ~ VARYING [90) OF CHAR; 
PROCEDURE DbgOut(VAR F,F1,F2,F3 : DatArr; Lgd : LineStr) ; 
VAR ch:CHAR; (• *****) 
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BEG IN 
(* - - - - - - DEBUG - OUTPUT -------------•) 

WriLin; WriStrLn(' ###IST### Test-Output in "CompPreSmu" :'); 
WriStr ('Want to see numerical results? '); Mread (ch,'n'); 
IF eh IN ['y', 'Y'] THEN BEGIN 

WriLin; WriStrLn(' Pre-Smoother''s Actual Status:'); 
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WriStrLn( ---------------------- ###### '); WriLin; 
WriStrLn(Lgd); 
FOR i:=1 TO Np DO BEGIN 

END; 

Wriint(i,1,2); WriReal(Xp[i] ,1,6); WriReal(Yp[i] ,1,7); (•3+7+8=18•) 
WriReal(F[i] ,1,10); WriReal(Fl[i] ,2,10); (• 18+ 11+12 = 41 •) 
WriReal(F2[i],1,10); WriReal(F3[i],1,10);(•41+2*11= 63•) 
WriReal(RobWgts[i],3,9); WriLin; 

END ( * IF Result sehen *) ; 
END; (* PROC. Dbgout •) 

(•- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -•) 

BEGIN (* CompPreSmu •) 
IF nWpReq >= 0 THEN BEGIN 
hTry:= H; 
noSm:=O; Hi:=FALSE; Lo:=FALSE; Bracketed:= FALSE; Ok:= FALSE; 
REPEAT ( * REsmooth until n Wp = n WpReq ( or say this is impossible .. .)•) 

Success:= TryWp (hTry); 
(• ----.) 

IF NOT Success THEN BEGIN 
above:= nWp > nWpReq; 
(• - Note: The first time, neither Hi nor Lo is True !!- •) 
IF above THEN BEGIN iHi:= noSm; hHi:= hTry; Hi:=TRUE; 

Success:= Ok END 
ELSE BEGIN iLo:= noSm; hLo:= hTry; Lo:=TRUE END; 

IF NOT Bracketed THEN Bracketed:= Hi AND Lo; 
END (• IF NOT Success •) 

ELSE BEGIN (* Success: 'hTry' will be the largest 'hOK' at the end•) 
Ok:= TRUE; hOK:= hTry; Success:=Hi 

END; 
(•-Note: Sucess == Hi AND Ok -•) 

IF NOT Success THEN 
IF Bracket ad THEN BEG IN ( • Exist hHi & hLo, one of them has been up-

hTry:= (hHi+hLo)/2; 
IF hLo-hHi < 0.5•RelPrec•hTry THEN noSm:= maxSmiter (• emer

gency exit•) 
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END 
ELSE (• - Now: Either 'Hi' or 'Lo' (or none, but not both !) - •) 

IF Hi THEN BEGIN 
IF hTry < 4•(Xp[Np]-Xp[1]) THEN hTry:= hTry * 1.5 

ELSE noSm: = maxSmiter (• emer-
gency exit•) 

END 
ELSE (• Lo •) hTry:= hTry * 0 .6 

ELSE (• Success •) BEGIN (•- hHi < h0[(: with nWp > = nWpReq - •) 
REPEAT hleft := (hHi+hOK)/2; 

IF TryWp(hleft) THEN hOK:= hleft 
ELSE hHi:= hleft 

UNTIL hOK-hHi < RelPrec•hleft ; 
(• - we now have a 'precise' left bound on "h" - look for right bound: •) 
hleft:= hOK; (•- save it -•) 
IF NOT Lo THEN BEGIN ( * we have no bound there, yet .. *) 

hTry := hOK * EnlargeH; 
Ok:= TryWp(hTry); 
IF Ok THEN hOK := hTry 

ELSE BEGIN (•- Enlargement was too much ! - •) 
WriLin; WriStrintLn( 

' Too big "Enlargement"; Weakly suggested "nWp": ' nWp,3); 
WriLin; 

-•) 

•) 

hLo:= hTry; (• - right NON-ok. bound for 'H' - •) 
END; (• NOT ok•) 

END ; 
IF Lo OR (NOT Ok) THEN BEGIN (• - find right "lo" bound AND "hOJ(": 

(• hOJ( < hLo with nWpReq = nWp(hOk} > nWp(hLo} -•) 
REPEAT hright := (hLo+hOK)/2 ; 

IF TryWp(hright) THEN hOK := hright 
ELSE hLo := hright 

UNTIL hLo-hOK < RelPrec•hright ; 
(•- we now have a 'precise' right bound on "h" == hOk, 

- where hleft still conta ins the precise left 0[( bound •) 
hOK:= (hleft+hOK ) /2 ; (•- mid of the utter-left f3 -right 'OK bounds '-

END 
END; ( * ELSE „ success *) 

UNTIL Success OR (•-'emergency ' exit: •) (noSm=maxSmiter); 
(• - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - --- - -- •) 

IF NOT (Success OR Ok) THEN BEGIN 
WriLin; 
WriStrLn(' »»»» WARNING «««< (in "CompPreSmu") : '); 
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WriStrlntLn(' The required no. of inflection points "nWpReq" = ' ,nWpReq, 2); 
WriStrLn(' is difficult to attain : '); 
wriStrLn(' Could not find the appropriate smoother''s window-width 

! J) ; 

IF Hi THEN hOK:= hHi ELSE hDK := hLo; (• - one ofthem must exist ! 
-·) 

END ; (• nWp <> nWpReq: NOT Success •) 

H:= hOK ; 
WriStrLn(' "CompPreSmu": The PreSmoother' ' s bandwidth "H" is modified'); 

WriStrReaLn(' to H = ', H, 8) ; 

END(• nWpReq>=O•) 
ELSE Success :=TRUE; (• i.e. the 'nWp' is declareil as okay!•) 

(•===================================================== 
(•------ Compute ( f, f', J", !"') : •) 

LOWRegXp ( TRUE, 3, Deg, H, WgtFunc, Xp,Yp,Np, Roblter, Pre_CRob, 
F0123x, RobWgts,MAD, A,DO,D1); 

RobWgtsTest; 

(• - - Compute n Wp, Wp[.},.. Wp[.} to higher precision now: starting with 
1 regula falsi, do 4 Newton-iterations to find zero of f" : •) 

WpEst ( Deg, Xp, Np, 4, F0123x, A,D0,01, 
nWp, Wp, PWp, indWp, signlwp ); 

IF DbgOutput >= THEN BEGIN WriStrLn( 
• ---- After final "LowRegXp": "F0123x" contains f t its ist 3 deriv. 

! ! -- , ) ; 

Dbg0ut(f0123x[O] ,f0123x[1],f0123x[2],f0123x[3], 
i Xp [i] Yp [i] f0123(Xi) [O] [1] [2] [3] RobWgts' 

) ; 

(•2 4 6 8 0 2 5 8 0 2 5 8 0 2 5 8 0 2 5 8 0 2 5 8 0 2 5 8 0 2 5•) 
END; 

IF nWpReq=-1 THEN BEGIN (•- give option to choose LESS wpßs: - •) 
WriStrlntLn ( ' Used "H" which gives "nWp" = ', nWp, 2); 
WriStr (' - ->Want to "drop" WpOs? [y/n] '); mRead(ch,'n') ; WriLin ; 
Success := eh IN ['n ','N' ] ; 

END; 
IF 

IF 
NOT Success THEN BEGIN 

nWpReq=-1 THEN BEGIN 
WriStrlntLn(' Enter desired number of Wp[]s <= ',nWp,2); 
REPEAT READLN(nWpReq); WRITE(' ? '); UNTIL nWpReq<=nWp; 
Hi:= nWpReq<nWp 

END 
ELSE BEGIN 

WriStrlntLn(' Used "H" which gives "nWp" = ' nWp, 2); 
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WriStrlntLn(' instead cf "nWpReq" 
WriLin; 
WriStrLn(' Further results cf "WpEst" '); 
WriStrintLn(' -- signlvp = ', signlqp,2); 

nWpReq, 2); 

WriStrLn(' "!" i indWp[i] PWp[i] Wp[i] '); 

END; 

FOR i:=1 TO nWp DO BEGIN 
WriStr(' "!"'); Wriint(i,0,3); Wrilnt (indWp[i),0,7); 
WriFixReal( PWp[i],11,4) ; WriReal( Wp[i],2,13 ); WriLin 

END; 
END; 

IF Hi THEN BEGIN (• let drop Wpßs •) 
REPEAT 

IF ODD(nWp-nWpReq) THEN Drop1Wp 
ELSE Drop2Wp 

UNTIL nWp=nWpReq; 
WriStrLn(' ---------------- Nev "Wp"s ------------------- '); 
Wr iStrLn(' i Wp[i] '); 
FOR i:=1 TO nWp DO BEGIN Wriint(i,0,3); WriReal(Wp[i] ,2,13); WriLli 

WriStrintLn(' signlqp = ', signlqp,2) 
END 

ELSE WriStrLn(' ##>#> It may seem strange: We cannot find so many 
11 Wp"s ! '); 

END; (• NOTSuccess•) 

(• ----- Compute ( h, h') - - ---•) 
FOR i := 1 TO Np DO BEGIN 

(• - Only for Plots: -•) f2[i] := F0123x[2] [i]; 
(• IF exists k, such that ABS(Xpfi}-Wp[k}) < eps, then .... . •) 
C• H/[i}:= LN ( /0123x{3}[i} / DlwpArg( ... )) •); 
(• ELSE: normal•) 

Pv := lqpArg (Xp[i], nWp, Wp, Signlqp); 
Hf [i] : = LN ( F0123x [2] [i] I Pv ) 

END ; 

( • -- - --- - - - --- - - --- --- - - Compute ( f, / ', ... .. .) with SM ALLER h !! : - - --- - - -•) 

(• - hLo:= H* ((Deg-1}/(5"(Deg+l}}) "*(1/(2"Deg+3}}; -•) 
hLo:= H• HloHfact ; 
WriStrReaLN(' >>> Smaller BandWidth for (f,f'') : = ', hLo , 7 ) ; 

LOWRegXp ( FALSE , 1, Deg, hLo, WgtFunc, Xp,Yp,Np, Robiter, Pre_CRob, 
F0123x, RobWgts,MAD, A,DO ,D1 ); 

RobWgtsTest ; 
( • -- - -- -- ----- --- - - -- --- Compute new 'importance of Wpfj} ', using l/1 ---- --•) 

FOR j :=1 TO nWp DO BEGIN i :=indWp[j]; 
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Pwp [j]: = ABS(O. 6* (F0123x[1][i] + F0123x[1][i+1])); 
END; 
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(*------------------------------------------------ - ------------------------*) 

H1:= H1Hfact* H; 
WriStrReaLn(' factor H1 / H = ', H1/H, 7); 
WriStrReaLn(' Bandwidth "H1" for Smoothing Hf --> Hf t Hf" 

7); 
WriStrLn ( --------•); 

' H1, 

(* WriStrReaLn(' Bandwidth "Hl" for Smoothing Hf-> Hf" = ', Hl , 7}; -*) 

LOWRegXp ( FALSE, 1, Deg1, H1, WgtFunc1, Xp, Hf, Np, (• Roblter=•) 0, 
1.0, 
(•---==> *) Hf01x, RobWgts,MAD, A,D0,01 ); 
(*-LOWR.egOl ( Degl, Hl, Xp, Hf, Np, (* ==> *.) Hf, Hfl ); 
(*- LOWRegl ( Degl, Hl , Xp, Hf, Np, (* ==> *.) Hfl ); -<t<) 

) ; 

FOR i:= 1 TO Np DO BEGIN 
Ux [i] [1] : = F0123x [O] [i]; 
Ux[i] [3] := Hf01x[O] [i]; 

END; 

Ux [i] [2] : = F0123x [1] [i] ; 
Ux[i] [4! := Hf01x[1] [i]; 

IF DbgOutput >= 1 THEN DbgOut( f0123x[O], f0123x[1], Hf01x[O], Hf01x[1], 
' i Xp[i] Yp[i] fO(Xp[i]) fO"(Xp[i]) h(Xi) h"(Xi) RobWgts' 

(* 2 4 6 8 0 2 5 8 0 2 5 8 0 12 4 6 8 0 2 5 8 0 2 5 78 0 2 5 8 0 2*) 

PreSmuOut ( Xp,Yp,Np, nWpReq,nWp, Deg,Deg1, H,H1, HLo, Roblter, Pre_CRob, 
F0123x, Hf01x, F2, Ux, RobWgts, MAD, Wp,PWp ); 

(•- Must be called here: <<< Hl , hLo, F0123x, HfOlx, f2 >>> 
- are not given back as arguments *) 

END (• PROC. CompPreSmu •); 
END. 

C.3 Setting Pre-Smoother parameters 

[ INHERIT('ConsTyp_Def', 'Penalty_Def','Out_Def', 'InOut_Def', 'CompPreSmu ' , 
'Init_Def'), 

CHECK(ALL), noG_FLOATING] 

MODULE PreSmini Input, Output ) ; 
(• 

-- file [ .. maechler.wp]PreSmlni..imp.PAS 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 
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IMPLEMENTATION Module "PreSmini", DEFinition.Mod is "INIT-DEF" 

EXPORTS: 

PROCEDURE PreSmooth( Xp, Yp: DatArr; Np: Dindex; 
VAR nWpReq: INTEGER; VAR Deg1De91: De9Index; 
VAR WgtFunc, WgtF\mcl : INTEGER; 

AUTHORS: 

VAR H, Hl: mReel; VAR Robiter: INTEGER; 
VAR Pre_CRob: mReel; 
VAR Ux: Umatrix; 
VAR nWp: WOindex; VAR Wp, PWp: WArr; 
VAR indWp:iWarr; VAR si9nlwp: INTEGER; 
VAR MAD: mReel; VAR RobWgts: DatArr); 

Martin Maechler 

CREATION DATE: mid 1987, VAX version: 24. may 1988 

CHANGE LOG 

Date Name 1 Description 
-----+---+-------------------
27-may-1988 1 Mae J "Mread" put in module InOut 

- ----+---+- ------------------
19-Jun-1988 1 Mae 1 Using 'Gen Wp' instead of "zbren" for infi.points "WP" 

- ----+--- +-------------------
9-Au9-1988 1 Mae 1 New PROC. 'IniSm!ni' 

- ----+---+-------------------
1-Nov-1988 1 Mae 1 Some Proc. extracted - > Imp.Module '!nil' 

- ----+- --+----------------- --
14-Nov-1988 1 Mae 1 'IniSmini'-> 'PreSmooth ';New Proc. Chng/GetPreSmuPar 
- - ---+---+- ---- - ------- ------

7-Dec-1988 1 Mae 1 'Sminit' -> New Module "Sm!nit" 
-----+---+-------------------
%[chan9e_entry}% 
•) 

[LOCAL] 
PROCEDURE ChngPreSmuPar ( VAR Deg,Deg1 : Deg!ndex; 
(•--- ============•) VAR WgtFunc, WgtFunc1 : INTEGER; 

VAR H, EnlargeH, H1Hfact,HloHfact : mReel; 
VAR Robiter : INTEGER; 
VAR Pre_CRob : mReel ) ; 

( • Gives Back all its aryuments which are given by the user interactively •) 
VAR eh: CHAR; 

BEGIN (• Chn9PreSmuPar*) 
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llRITELN (' Do you vant to CHANGE any Pre-Smoother''s parameters? [y/n] 
'); 

WriStr(' Chg PreSmu''s Param. ?'); mRead(ch,'n'); 
IF · (ch='y') OR (ch='Y') THEN BEGIN 

WriStrLn(' NEW Parameters for the computation of Pre-Smoother "LOWReg" 
: '); 

WRITELN(' If you vant to leave the par. as it is, just type "O" as 
value'); 

Getipar 
Getipar 
Getipar 
Getipar 
GetRpar 
GetRpar 
GetRpar 
GetRpar 

Deg 
Deg1 
WgtFunc 
WgtFunc1 
H 
EnlargeH 
HloHfact 
H1Hfact 

Getipar Robiter 
GetRpar Pre_CRob 

,0, 
,0, 
,0, 
,0, 
,0, 
,0, 
,0, 

'Deg '); 
'Deg1 '); 
'WgtFunc '); 
'WgtFunc1'); 
'H '); 
'EnlargeH'); 
'HloHfact'); 

,0, 'H1Hfact '); 
,0, 'Robiter '); 
,0, 'Pre_CRob'); 

END; (• IF change •) 
END; ( • ChngPreSmuPar*) 
(•---------------------•) 
[LOCAL] 
PROCEDURE GetPreSmuPar ( nWpReq: INTEGER; Xp: DatArr; Np : Dindex; 

(•--- ============•) VAR Deg,Deg1 : Degindex; 
VAR WgtFunc, WgtFunc1 : INTEGER; 
VAR H,EnlargeH, H1Hfact,HloHfact mReel; 
VAR Robiter INTEGER; 
VAR Pre_CRob : mReel ); 

BEGIN (• GetPreSmuPar*) 
CASE nWpReq OF 

-1: Deg:= 3; (•- cnrresp. to 1 wp --*) 
0,1,2: Deg:= nWpReq + 2; 
OTHERWISE Deg:= 5; 

END; (• GASE•) 
Deg1 := 3; (•--NEW 16. march 1989 - •) 

(• IF nWpReq>=O THEN Deg:= 2 + nWpReq ("'-NEW!!-- in Version 2 
- •) 

(• ELSE Deg:= 5; 
("'- Degl:= Deg; ("'-- NEW at 4.Jan. 1989 !!-- •) 

WgtFunc:~ 3; WgtFunc1:= 1; 

EnlargeH :• Npn(-1/6.0); (•- only thefactor; =.68,.61„52 for Np=l0,20,50 

IF nWpReq>=O THEN H:s 2•EnlargeH • (Xp[Np]-Xp[1]) / (nWpReq +1) 
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ELSE (•--- You should give 'H' yourself ! ----..) 
H:= EnlargeH * (Xp[Np]-Xp[l]); (• - as if 1 would have been roz.•) 

EnlargeH := 1 + 0 .1• EnlargeH; (•- VERY heuristic formula !! -•) 
(• - - Rule to estimate optimal "Hl": We assume that H was optimal for 
1 the 2nd derivative with L.Reg. of degree "Deg" and can use the 
1 the formulae of M\ "uller {1987), JASA, p. (k== Deg+l !) 
1 to get the optimal 'H' for a 1-st derivative with "Degl"-Regression. 
1 This is practically too complicated if Degl <> Deg ! 
•) 

(• IF Degl=Deg THEN - do it anyway ! •) 
HlHfact:= (3•(Deg-1)/(5•Deg)) ••(1/(2•Deg+3)); (• - evt. func(Np , ... . ) 

hLoHfact := ((Deg-1)/(S•(Deg+l))) ••(1/(2•Deg+3));(• < 1 
1 = .679, . 77..f, .825, .856 for Deg= 2,3, ..f,5. 
1 is too close to 1 in practice; values in (. 6,. 7) work weil *) 

Robiter := 3; 
Pre_CRob := 4; (• - rather large, otherwise it Leads to 'erosion' !! 

1 2 would give Huber k=2 and F.Hampel's 2-4-8 - estimator -•) 
ChngPreSmuPar ( Deg,Degl, WgtFunc, WgtFuncl, H,EnlargeH,HlHfact,HloHfact, 

<·----- ------.) Robiter, Pre_CRob ); 
END; (• GetPreSmuPar*) 
(•-------------------- --*) 

[GLOBAL] 
PROCEDURE PreSmooth 

(•--- #########•) 
( Xp,Yp: DatArr; Np: Dindex ; 

VAR nWpReq INTEGER; 
VAR Deg,Deg1 : Degindex; 
VAR WgtFunc,WgtFunc1 : INTEGER; 
VAR H,EnlargeH, H1Hfact,HloHfact : mReel; 
VAR Robiter : INTEGER; VAR Pre_CRob 

mReel; 

VAR ZPFit4 : F4Mat ; VAR ZPU : UMatrix ; VAR ZPRSS mReel; 
VAR Ux : Umatrix ; 
VAR nWp : WOindex; VAR Wp, PWp: WArr; VAR indWp:iWarr; VAR signlvp: 

INTEGER; 
VAR MAD 
VAR RobWgts 

( * Gives Back all its arguments. 

mReel; 
DatArr); 

1 Some of them are given by the user interactively. 
•) 

VAR eh: CHAR; 
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BEGIN (* PreSmooth *) 
REPEAT 

WriStrLn (' »»» Pre-Smoother "RobLOWpolESS" «««'); 
WRITELN (' to get a ROBUST, SMOOTH and fairly RELIABLE '); 
WRITELN (' Initial Est. for (f, f' ' , Hf, Hf''), + "infl. points" Wp 0 , 

... '); 
WriLin; 

WRITELN(' Give no. of "Wp"s (inflect.points) you vant to have '); 
WRITE (' ( -1: let computer choose !) '); 
REPEAT WRITELN('; NOT too big ! > '); READLN (nWpReq); 
UNTIL nWpReq <MIN( Np DIV 2, MaxWp ); 
WriStrintLn( 
' #{Inflection pts} (= "nWp") you required ]J]]]J]]]]]]]]]]]]]-->',nWpReq,3); 

GetPreSmuPar ( nWpReq, Xp,Np, (*-> •) Deg,Deg1, WgtFunc,WgtFunc1, 
H,EnlargeH,H1Hfact,HloHfact, Robiter, 

Pre_CRob); 
CompPreSmu ( Xp,Yp,Np, nWpReq, Deg,Deg1,WgtFunc,WgtFunc1, 

(*--- -*) H,EnlargeH,H1Hfact,HloHfact, Robiter, Pre_CRob, 
(* -> *) Ux, RobWgts, MAD, nWp, Wp, PWp, IndWp, signlvp ); 

WRITELN(' Is the "PreSmoother" Okay ? (y /n) ; "n" ==> Re-compute i t. . ) ; 

* 

WriStr(' PreSmu OK. ? '); mRead(ch,'n'); 
UNTIL Ch in ['y', 'Y']; 

CompZeroPen ( Xp, Yp, Np, ZPFit4,ZPU, ZPRSS ); 
(•---- Computes the L.S. Polynomial with penalty 0, i.e. 
1 /"= C* lwp; Result: 6 Parameters, Fit & Resid. 
1 lt REQUIRES global "Wp", "n Wp", "sign/wp" !!! 
1 Is done here just for comparison reasons. *) 

(* Ux[l,4}:= O; 
WriStrLn (' 

*) 

Ux{Np,4):= O; 
(with w" = 0 at Xp{l} & Xp{Np}) '); 

END (• PROC. PreSmooth *); 

(*===================================================== 
END. 
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